Tele-Computer Controller

Use a touch-tone phone to control just about any device in your home or office.

Remote-Controlled Courtesy-Lamp Timer

Never return to a dark house again.

Universal Sensor Interface

Be aware of your surroundings—keep track of motion, light, temperature, and more.

Gizmo® A PC for your Car

Flat-Panel Widescreen TV and much more.
High-end features. Low-end price.

$299
CircuitMaker 6: Schematic design and simulation software

$299
TraxMaker 3: Printed circuit board layout software

CircuitMaker Version 6 and TraxMaker Version 3 give you the features of professional, high-end software at a fraction of the cost. Plus, with exceptional ease-of-use you'll spend less time learning to use the software and more time designing. Both applications are compatible with your existing software, and feature outstanding technical support. Call now for your free functional demo.

CircuitMaker 6 is a powerful schematic design and simulation program featuring:

- Professional schematic features including printout borders, title block and barred pin names
- Symbol editor and Macro feature for custom devices
- Fast, accurate SPICE3f5/XSPICE-based simulation
- Complete array of analysis types, including Fourier, AC, DC, Parameter sweep, Transient and more
- Virtual instruments including a digital oscilloscope, multimeter, Bode plotter, curve tracer and more
- Extensive library of over 4,000 models
- Tight integration with TraxMaker® for quick PCB layout
- Output PCB netlists in Proteus®, Tango® and TraxMaker® formats for use in a variety of PCB layout programs
- Windows 3.1, 95 and NT

TraxMaker 3 is a powerful printed circuit board layout program featuring:

- Over 2,000 component footprints in a fully-documented, indexed library. Documentation shows footprints actual size
- Built-in autorouter and Design Rules Check
- Supports up to 6 signal layers plus power and ground planes, silk screen overlays and solder and paste masks
- Board sizes up to 32" x 32", with no pin limitations
- Intelligent manual routing with unroute capabilities
- Import any PCB netlist in CircuitMaker®, Proteus® or Tango® format
- Output RS274X Gerber files, Excellon N/C drill files and Bill of Materials
- Print to any Windows-compatible printer or plotter
- Windows 3.1, 95 and NT

For free demo software, or to order, call 1-800-419-4242
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As a service to readers, Popular Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques, and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, popular Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
The Home of the Future

It's been the setting for countless sci-fi tales, both in print and on film. The home of the future—an automated wonderland where you can control lighting, temperature, music, and any number of appliances. In various fictions or fleshed out on an engineer's drafting table, the concept of a home that runs itself is an enduring one.

No, we still haven't reached a point where we can walk around barking commands and having various artificially intelligent appliances do our bidding, but it's not all that far off. Voice recognition in computers is getting better every month it seems, and you often hear the big names in technology talking about how devices of all types will eventually have computer-like interfaces. The home of the future is not that far away.

For now, though, we'd like to evoke some of your dreams of a house you can control electronically and allow you to exercise your need to build gadgetry at the same time. In this home-automation special issue, you'll learn how to build innovative projects that let you take control of your house and give it some appearance of artificial life. Sure there are store-bought solutions for simple automation, but in keeping with the spirit of our do-it-yourself readers, we'd rather focus on how you can make such devices (thereby saving some money, too).

We start with the Tele-Computer Controller, a project that takes automation to a whole new level. Why only control appliances when you're home? Wherever you are you can use a touch-tone phone to call up the PC-interfacing device and enter in a command; then, hang up and know that whatever event you had set up occurred. Turn on the air conditioner in summer, reset a security system, even activate an electronic pet feeder—you choose the application. The story starts on page 29.

The projects continue with our Courtesy-Lamp Timer. Using a remote control, the easy-to-build gadget lets you light up your dark home as you approach it. Find out more on page 35.

Then turn to our Universal Sensor Interface, which makes it possible to monitor just about anything going on in your house. You choose the sensors; the advanced device does the rest. See page 39.

Also, on a do-it-yourself note, this month marks the return of Computer Bits, with new columnist Ted Needleman. Each month you can take a look over Ted's shoulder as he demonstrates, step by step, what you can accomplish with new computer-related products.

Konstantinos Karagiannis
Editor
With long-time Computer Bits columnist Jeff Holtzman off doing other things, we've taken the opportunity to take a more hands-on approach with the column. While Popular Electronics readers are among the most technically savvy around, the standard computer-product review fare doesn't always give a reader a good feel for what is actually involved in getting a specific task done. Detailing a list of features tells you what you can do, but not how to go about doing it. Sure, you could figure it out on your own, but seeing exactly how to accomplish something in a step-by-step format is a good way to both familiarize yourself with a product and get a more precise idea of how to apply the product's capabilities. Let us hear from you how this new format works (or doesn't) for you, as well as any projects you'd like us to show in future columns.

FOILING PROJECTS

That out of the way, let's turn our attention to this month's project—"gold stamping." True gold stamping is an offshoot of engraving and uses a metal die to press gold leaf against a surface, resulting in the effect of printing with gold. Gold stamping is a popular effect on business cards and stationery where you want the appearance of lushness and formality. But it's not as common these days, simply because it's both expensive to do and time consuming. In the fast-paced world of instant printing, gold stamping

to color, fasten the foil down with the small adhesive dots included, and put it through your laser printer again, printing a blank page using your word processor. This causes the page to pass over the fuser assembly in the printer, and the heat partially melts the plastic laser toner already on the page. The melted toner then bonds to the color resin on the LaserColor foil, and when the page comes out of the printer and you peel back the foil, the toner that was covered by the foil has now picked up the color of the foil.

At least that's the way it was supposed to work. The original KroyColor system included a machine that applied both heat and pressure and had a temperature control that could be adjusted to supply more or less heat. And some users have had decent success using office laminators, some of which also let you adjust the heat. But the laser printer technique does not always result in good transfer of the colored material to the laser toner, especially if there's fine detail in what you've printed. Frequently, enough of the color does not transfer, producing highly visible and annoying black specs where the original laser toner is not covered. And precise application of color is not always possible when there's a lot of printing on the page. Finally, most laser printers don't handle heavy card stock or binder report covers well, which limits the use of the technique.
for these documents. On the plus side, this approach is very inexpensive, with foils available in some office supply stores for as little as $10.

A much better approach to foil stamping is with a somewhat unique printer from Alps Electric. Alps makes a number of MD series models ranging from the $299 MD-1000 to the $599 MD-5000 we used for this column. The difference between the models is in features and capabilities, not the way in which each printer forms an image on the page. The MD or "Micro Dry" printer technology is a refinement of the thermal wax-transfer printers of the 80s and early 90s. Both use a thermal printhead to melt a dye from the ribbon onto the paper, but the MD printers have greatly refined the process. Older wax-transfer printers used a single ribbon that contained letter-sized panels of wax-based dye in each of the four process colors (cyan, yellow, magenta, and black, frequently called CYMK). To print a color page, the paper would be positioned, then the printer would move the ribbon so that the cyan panel was in place, and print the areas of the page that required cyan ink. The ribbon was then advanced to the next color panel, and the magenta colors were deposited on the page, then yellow, then black. This is exactly the way that color laser printers operate today, printing each page four times, once for each color.

The problem with this approach is that with a wax-transfer printer, even if no yellow is printed, the yellow panel is moved onto the discard roller. So it's not a very efficient way to print things with partial color. Alps' MD process replaces the wax-based dye with a resin-based one and puts each color into its own small cassette. As each color is needed, the cassette is picked up off of an internal rack by the print head, the areas of the page that need to be printed in that color are imaged on the paper, and the cassette is replaced. The process is repeated, with the paper repositioned to the top of the page each time, as many times as is necessary to get all of the pages printed.

What makes the Alps MD-5000, and its less expensive models, attractive to us are the optional ribbons that Alps makes available. For most normal printing tasks, you'll mount the CYMK ribbons. The MD-5000 lets you mount up to seven ribbons, so you can have CYMK and metallics or foils. The lower-cost models of the MD series contain only four ribbon holders, though the cassettes themselves are bar-coded, and it doesn't matter in which order you mount them—the printer will always pick the one it needs. Alps also makes a variety of photo-oriented ribbons, as well as dye-sublimation ribbons and media. There's even a white ribbon, so you can create T-shirt transfers for dark-colored material or print on dark paper.

But the ribbons that we'll use to do our foil stamping are the metallic ribbons Alps offers. These come in metallic cyan, metallic magenta, metallic silver, and metallic gold, which can be used to add a nice accent if you're printing a greeting or business card. For the higher-resolution MD-5000 printer, Alps also offers silver and gold foil, which are a bit shinier and stand out more than the metallic silver and gold, and are priced at about $12 each, $2 more than the metallic silver and gold cassettes. For our stamping, we'll use the Gold Foil cassette, though the finished output from the metallic gold ribbon, with the less expensive MD-1000 printer is almost of the same quality.

**GETTING DOWN TO IT**

We'll tackle two easy foil-stamping projects. The first is to add a foil stamp to a report cover, the second is to add a foil accent to a business card. For purposes of example, we'll use Microsoft Publisher for both. You can use almost any graphics program or even a word processor for this purpose. It's just easier to format the text and foil effects exactly where you want them placed if you use a page-layout program.

Publisher has a large variety of already formatted templates, and we'll use one of these for the business cards. But for the report cover, it's easier to start with a blank page. When Publisher starts, it asks you if you want to choose a project from the Page Wizard selection. Instead, click on the Blank Page tab, select the Full Page icon, and click on the OK button.

Once the blank page is displayed, the next step, when using Publisher, is to draw a text frame. This is an area on the page that will be filled with text, rather than an image or clip art. To draw
this frame, first click on the box with an "A" in it, then drag the cursor on the page to select an area where you'll type in the text you want to foil print (in our example, I made a report cover with my name and title). Once the text box is drawn, a cursor appears inside it. Select your typeface and text size from the drop-down lists, then move the cursor back to the text box and click with the right mouse button. A new menu will appear, and you can select the option to zoom in. Type what you want to foil stamp and leave it highlighted.

When the foil stamp is the only text printed on the page, there's no need to do anything special as far as assigning colors to the text. That's taken care of in setting the printer driver. First, insert the Gold Foil cassette into the printer. Under the Alps printer driver, there's a check box for Use Spot Color. Click on this, then on the Spot Colors button. A new box will pop up for Spot Color Settings. Check the Use Foil setting, and then Single Ink. Close everything up, and print your report cover. The text you entered will be gold stamped onto the cover. Using a darker colored cover really works best, as the gold really stands out.

Making gold-accented business cards is a similar process. Choose a card design from the PageWizard collection that you like. Then enter the text you want on the cards, and highlight the text you want in gold. Mixed-color printing is a bit different from the preceding example. The first difference is that you need to use the Metallic Gold cassette, instead of the Gold Foil one. You also need to set the color of the area you are stamping so that the driver recognizes that it's supposed to use the metallic cassette. Make sure to insert the correct cassette, and then make the adjustments.

There's a table in the documentation that gives each color in terms of CYMK or RGB settings. Publisher used RGB values, and to get to the place where you can set them, you need to click on the icon on the main menu bar that has the letter "T" with a blue box. When this is clicked, it presents a palette of basic colors. There's also a button to select All Colors. When the latter option is selected, you can enter the RGB values. For gold foil, these are 225 for the Red value, 160 for the Green value, and zero for the Blue value. Click on the Apply button, and you're almost ready to print.

As with the earlier project, you'll also have to make some settings in the printer driver. Go to the same Spot Color Settings screen we used before and click on the Use Spot Colors setting. From the pull-down Print Using menu, select Metallics and CYMK Inks. Click OK and you're ready to print your business cards. We used Avery blank cards for this project, which are widely available.

Once you get the hang of it, you'll be printing terrific-looking metallics and foils on everything. One word of caution, however. The directions for using metallic and foil inks aren't in Alps' hardcopy documentation. If you don't save this column, you'll have to look for them on the User's Manual on the CD-ROM disc provided with the printer.

That's it for this time. Feel free to e-mail me at tneedleman@aol.com with your comments and suggestions for future projects.

---
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GET MORE RAM, GET MORE RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY. IT'S THE ANSWER GIVEN FOR MANY COMPUTER PROBLEMS AND TOULED AS A CURE-ALL FOR COMPUTER-PERFORMANCE ILLS. AND TO SOME DEGREE, IT IS. TO BE SURE, MORE MEMORY DOES USUALLY MEAN BETTER PERFORMANCE; AND IT IS ONE OF THE CHEAPEST UPGRADABLES AVAILABLE TO USERS, COSTING BETWEEN $1.50 AND $2 PER MEGABYTE (MB). IT IS ALSO SIMULTANEOUSLY ONE OF THE EASIEST AND HAREST UPGRADABLES OF ALL. SOMETHING THAT CAN TAKE FIVE MINUTES OR SOMETHING THAT NEEDS A COUPLE OF HOURS OF RESEARCH AND AGGRAVATION BEFORE THE FIVE-MINUTE INSTALL, IF IT COMES AT ALL.

A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE
RAM, ALSO CALLED SYSTEM MEMORY, IS THE CPU'S WORKSPACE. TO USE A TIRED BUT EFFECTIVE METAPHOR, THINK OF AN OFFICE WITH A DESK AND A FILE CABINET. THE FILE CABINET REPRESENTS STORAGE (HARD DISK, CD-ROM, FLOPPY, ANY EXTERNAL DRIVE), THE DESK REPRESENTS THE SYSTEM MEMORY, AND THE PERSON AT THE DESK IS THE CPU. THE CPU PULLS THE INFORMATION IT NEEDS TO RUN A PROGRAM FROM STORAGE AND DROPS A LOT OF WHAT IT NEEDS INTO RAM. IT SAVES A LOT OF TIME; THE SAME WAY FLIPPING THROUGH A FILE-FOLDER ALREADY ON A DESK IS A LOT FASTER THAN RUMMAGING AROUND FILE CABINETS. THE LARGER YOUR DESK, THE MORE YOU CAN SPREAD OUT, AND THE MORE INFORMATION TO WHICH YOU CAN HAVE EASY AND FAST ACCESS.

THOUGH WE WON'T BE DISCUSSING HOW TO UPGRADE IT, CACHE RAM IS AN EVEN MORE IMMEDIATE FORM OF MEMORY. IT'S WHERE THE SYSTEM STORES DATA ABOUT TO BE USED BY A PROCESSOR. IN KEEPING WITH OUR CURRENT EXAMPLE, A PIECE OF PAPER YOU HOLD IN YOUR HAND AND READ IS SIMILAR TO DATA STORED IN CACHE MEMORY.

EVEN THOUGH PROCESSOR SPECS MAY REMAIN CONSERVATIVE AS NEW SOFTWARE IS WRITTEN, THE MEMORY SPECS STILL GET HIGHER—THE FILE-FOLDERS ARE GETTING LARGER AND THE DESK SPACE NEEDED TO HANDLE THEM EFFICIENTLY INCREASES AS WELL. THIS IS THE TOP REASON TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM MEMORY AND RECOVER SOME PERFORMANCE LOST TO AGE, TIME, AND MORE SOPHISTICATED SOFTWARE.

MEMORY TYPES
THE SYSTEM YOU HAVE LIMITS THE KIND AND AMOUNT OF MEMORY YOU CAN USE. IT IS AN UNFORTUNATE FACT OF LIFE: 386 AND 486 MACHINES CAN GENERALLY ONLY USE ONE TYPE OF MEMORY. PENTIUM-CLASS SYSTEMS MAY HAVE ONE OF THREE TYPES INSTALLED (THOUGH YOUR MOTHERBOARD MAY SUPPORT ONE OR ALL), AND THE LATEST PENTIUM IIs AND AMD K6-2S HAVE ACCESS TO ONE.

UNFORTUNATELY, BUYING MEMORY CAN BE A CONFUSING THING. WHAT MAKES IT CONFUSING IS THAT A MAJORITY OF UPGRADABLE SYSTEMS ARE PENTIUM-CLASS MACHINES. AND WHILE MEMORY CAN BE BOUGHT EASILY, YOU MUST MAKE SURE THAT THE SPECS OF THE RAM YOU ARE BUYING MATCH THE SPECS OF THE RAM YOU HAVE.

FIVE TYPES OF SYSTEM MEMORY ARE MAINLY IN USE TODAY WITH DESKTOP AND LAPTOP PCS: FAST-PAGE MEMORY (FPM RAM), DYNAMIC RAM (DRAM), EXTENDED DATA-OUT DRAM (EDO RAM OR EDO DRAM3), 66-MHZ SYNCHRONIZED DRAM (SDRAM), AND 100-MHZ SDRAM (PC100 SDRAM). THIS IS ALSO THEIR ORDER OF PERFORMANCE, FROM SLOWEST TO FASTEST.

WHILE THIS LIST LOOKS SIMPLE, IT CAN GET COMPLICATED RATHER QUICKLY. THERE ARE DIFFERENT TYPES OF RATINGS AND QUALIFICATIONS. IN ADDITION, THERE ARE MORE MEMORY MANUFACTURERS THAN THERE ARE PC MANUFACTURERS, AND VERY FEW THOUGHT TO LABEL THEIR MODULES.

YOU'LL FIND FPM RAM MAINLY IN 486 MACHINES. SOME 486 SYSTEMS ALSO USE DRAM AND EDO DRAM, BUT THESE ARE MORE LIKELY FOUND IN PENTIUM-CLASS PCS. PENTIUM AND FASTER MACHINES USE 66-MHZ SDRAM, WHILE 100-MHZ SDRAM IS FOR THE LATEST PENTIUM II AND AMD-K6-2 SYSTEMS—THOSE PII S WITH BX CHIPSETS OR K6-2S WITH SUPER 7 MOTHERBOARDS.

CHIPS ARE FURTHER QUALIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING SET OF CONSUMER-IMPORTANT IDENTIFIERS: SIMM, DIMM, SODIMM, ECC, NS, PARITY, AND NON-PARITY.

SIMMs (Single Inline Memory Modules) USE OLDER MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES, LIKE FPM, DRAM, OR EDO RAM. THE MODULES HAVE EITHER 30 OR 72 CONNECTING PINS. THEY ARE DISTINGUISHED FROM OTHER TYPES OF MODULES SIMPLY: THEY HAVE MEMORY CHIPS ON ONLY ONE SIDE AND OFTEN HAVE A NOTCH IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PIN ARRAY.

DIMMs (Dual Inline Memory Modules) WERE A GREAT IMPROVEMENT.
over SIMMs. They have 168 connector pins, are longer than SIMMs, have two notches, and contain memory chips on both sides. The modules support the latest memory improvements—SDRAM in both its speeds.

SODIMMs (Small Outline DIMMs) are DIMMs for notebooks. They have 144 connector pins and support 66-MHz SDRAM technology.

The ns designation simply refers to the access speed of the module for both reading and writing data. Lower is better (e.g., 50ns is a lot better than 70ns). If different-speed modules are installed in your system, the slowest one (highest number) wins.

ECG (Error-Correcting Code) is a kind of built-in error checking. As we’ll get to in a moment, you have to buy modules to match your motherboard requirements.

Parity and non-parity refers to the presence or lack of a very basic error-correction method. Parity indicates that data is sent with a check bit that can be used to verify the data. Non-parity means that this method is not used. Again, your system’s motherboard determines whether you get to use this method.

LONG- AND SHORT-TERM MEMORY

If you bought your system from a name-brand manufacturer, your life just got easier. If you purchased it directly through the mail, even better—these systems may have a premium attached to them when compared to a Mom-and-Pop-shop PC, but there are dividends in convenience sometimes.

Systems that are mass produced are produced the same way most of the time. A phone call to the manufacturer’s help line, or a call to a RAM merchant, will get you the specs for the kind of memory you need. In some cases, one or two types of memory may have been used, and the representative you speak to can direct you to the best method of determining what was installed.

A direct PC manufacturer probably has your invoice, with the exact kind and amount of memory installed, on file in its sales database—even years later. The catch here is to decide whether you want to buy directly from them (read: *buy at a premium*), or look elsewhere, like the Web, for your discounts on RAM. With notebook RAM, which is often proprietary, it’s necessary to buy from the original manufacturer; desktop owners shouldn’t have this problem.

If you don’t have a name-brand machine, finding out exactly what to install can be aggravating. The first place to look is in the manual that came with your system. It should indicate the kinds of memory that can be installed.

The next step would be to observe your POST (power-on self-test) and see if it indicates the kind of RAM—DRAM, EDO RAM, or SDRAM. If it doesn’t, check your CMOS, which you can access during the POST. An access opportunity usually appears as a command at the bottom of your screen during bootup (e.g., “Press DEL for Setup”). If you see a logo instead of the POST, hit the ESC key; this usually clears it and presents you with a way to access the CMOS Setup. Once you enter Setup, scan through the options; one section may list the amount, kind, and type of RAM.

If you are still at a loss as to what kind of memory is installed inside your system, you will have to peek in and see. Turn off and unplug your system before removing the PC cover. Memory modules are installed on your motherboard in banks or small slots. Some banks will be filled; some may be empty. (If none are empty, you will need to remove your current RAM and replace it with higher-capacity modules—assuming higher-capacity modules of your particular type were made.) Once you find the RAM, you have two options for determining its type.

The first tack involves the installed memory modules, themselves. While unlikely, a memory module located in your system may have the specs on it. It will have a series of numbers followed by an x8, x36, or x64, then a dash and a number. The xN number refers to the chip’s bit depth. The number after the dash refers to the chip’s speed in tens of ns (e.g.—7 represents a 70-ns module). These numbers and the specs of your system can help a RAM merchant determine the memory installed in your system. If you’re really lucky, the chip will even say EDO or DRAM.

The second route involves identifying your motherboard’s manufacturer and model number (usually silk-screened on one of the board’s edges) and then checking with the manufacturer (through a support phone number or the Web) what kinds of memory the board can support.

With the module identified, getting more of the same type is a cinch. Like any vendor, memory manufacturers will be only too happy to assist you.

A query to make of your motherboard or system vendor is whether your system will accept faster memory than what was previously installed. Perhaps it is worth your trouble to upgrade from DRAM to EDO DRAM, or from 80-ns memory to, say, 70-ns RAM. If you do upgrade the type, you’ll have to remove the older chips (another situation where you have to start from scratch to get more RAM).

**INSTALLATION HINTS**

As always, read the instructions. Most memory will come with some good tips that you should follow. The basics include shutting down your system (a given with just about any upgrade), and making sure you’ve discharged any static on your person.

Modules can easily be damaged.
Treat them with normal anti-static precautions. Be sure to hold them by the edges.

When it comes to orienting a module for installation, you have a built-in guide. Note how your old memory was installed and do the same.

When installing 30-pin SIMMs in 386 and 486 machines, you have to do so four at a time (for example, four 1MB modules). For 72-pin parity modules used in 486 machines, you can install one at a time. However, 72-pin non-parity SIMMs used in Pentium-class systems have to be installed in matched pairs; for instance, use two 8MB modules to get 16MB, but not one 8MB and one 16MB module for 24MB.

Fig. 1. When installing a SIMM, you need to slide the module in at a 45-degree angle, then rotate the entire assembly until it locks in place at a 90-degree angle (A). DIMM modules slide perpendicularly directly into their sockets (B).

Most SIMMs install at a 45-degree angle to the motherboard. Push such a module in gently, then pivot it in its socket assembly up until it clicks into position perpendicular to the motherboard (see Fig. 1A).

There are no limitations to installing DIMMs. You can add these one at a time, or in pairs, or in any number your board will house. These modules slide directly into sockets at 90-degree angles (see Fig. 1B).

When pushing a module in, make sure not to use excessive force. These little “cards” can easily be damaged. Just listen for the soft click.

Once you’re done, reboot your computer. It should recognize the new memory and test it during the POST. If all’s well, you may enjoy a significant performance boost. Take Windows 95, for instance. With 16MB, the OS crawls through even simple tasks such as opening a word-processing document. Add just another 16MB, and it’s like you’re running the next generation of processor (at least it will feel that way).

**OVER 64MB?**

A warning is in order. Certain pre-440BX motherboards have chipsets that do not allow for the caching of more than 64MB of memory (Intel FX, VX, TX, HX, and TX chipsets, in particular). Because of the way Windows 95/98 uses “pages” or parts of RAM throughout the entire memory space, any time the OS accesses data stored in that over-64MB region it will suffer sluggish performance. In other words, if you choose to upgrade to more than 64MB of memory, your system may suffer a speed hit. Unless you plan on keeping open several large graphics files and the like, you might find that your system’s optimum performance will be at 64MB of RAM.

Check with your motherboard vendor to determine the real limit of useful memory you can add. Sure, you can physically add hundreds of megabytes of memory to certain systems, but Windows won’t necessarily take advantage of it all when combined with the “wrong” chipset and too small a tag cache. Check before you spend money on adding memory past the 64MB barrier of certain older chipsets.
Ever since I learned what an *Imag ine* 128 could do for benchmark scores a few years ago, I've been a fan of Number Nine graphics accelerators. And it wasn't just the power of the card, but also Number Nine's HawkEye display control.

Most graphics-card vendors bundle a utility that enhances Windows' own built-in utility, which isn't really that bad in the first place. If Windows detects a common graphics chipset, it'll usually be able to control it well. I find that plug and play sometimes gets in the way, depending on how fussy the graphics card, monitor, and system are, and it can be difficult to set the refresh rate. Otherwise, I'm content.

Sometimes a bundled graphics utility only makes things worse, and that's something I hate. But I really like Number Nine's HawkEye display control. It has been enhanced over the years, but never spoiled, and it has always made it easier to make display settings. Of course that's with a Number Nine card installed in the system.

Different graphics accelerators also create different-looking images. You can't really tell by using a single system, but when you work with dozens of systems a year, you see patterns. Number Nine cards always produce a deeper looking blue or green, depending on what you call the color of the standard Windows background. Pretty colors aside, Number Nine has always met its reputation for producing powerful graphics hardware at the high end, and the only thing that has changed today is that the high end has fallen through the floor.

That *Imagine* 128 I mentioned before was a PCI card with eight megabytes of memory, and it cost about $700. That card was considered a prized feather in one's PC cap, so to speak. Today my *Revolution* IV graphics accelerator is a much better feather, but anybody can afford one. It costs only $219.

Here's a bit of trivia for you: With most graphics cards having names that evoke fire-breathing dragons, warping spaceships, and racing cars, the names of Number Nine cards seem more conservative. But in case you didn't know it, and even if you don't care, Number Nine cards get their names from Beatles songs. "Number Nine," "Imagine," "Revolution" ... see the trend? In fact, there's always a Beatles phrase etched onto the PC board of a Number Nine graphics card. But that's not why I like the Revolution IV.

The Revolution IV is an AGP card (a PCI version's also available) with 32MB of SDRAM that costs only $219. The Revolution IV is three to six times faster at OpenGL acceleration than anything in its price range.

The Revolution IV is three to six times faster at OpenGL acceleration than anything in its price range, though I'm sure all its memory has something to do with it. Revolution IV also does wonders for gaming and 2D graphics. Though most vendors will probably have 32MB cards for around $200 by the time you read this, I doubt many of them will be as fast as Revolution IV.

Revolution IV is built around Number Nine's fourth-generation chip, Ticket To Ride. The card features a 250-MHz palette DAC fed by dual 128-bit-wide pipes. It supports resolutions up to 1920 x 1200 in 65,000 colors with a 77-Hz refresh rate, or 1600 x 1200 in true color at 92-Hz refresh. The 128-bit video engine allows full-screen MPEG playback at 1280 x 1024 in true color without dropping frames. The 3D rendering engine is coupled to a floating-point 3D rendering setup engine that runs at 430 MFLOPS (million floating-point operations per second). The latest HawkEye IV display control lets you double the size of the Windows desktop vertically or horizontally in a virtual mode, giving you more space to work. Hardware zooming works up to 8X.

Another contender in the graphics-card arena is one designed mainly with all-out 3D gaming in mind; it also holds its own with everyday compatibility. We're talking about the 3D *Blaster Banshee* from Creative Labs. This graphics card not only has a 128-bit 2D graphics processor, but it also has a 3D engine based on 3Dfx Interactive's Voodoo Banshee processor. Along with that is a 250-MHz DAC, hardware assist for video playback, and 16MB of 100-MHz SDRAM. It supports resolutions up to 1920 x 1440 in...
true color at 60-Hz refresh. Included are DirectX, Glide, and 3Dfx OpenGL drivers. The card costs under $200.

**FLAT SPEAKERS**

I've seen countless sets of computer speakers over the years, most varying only by shape and size and, of course, power. But today, some computer speakers are taking a different shape. I'm talking about flat-panel speakers, which have nothing to do with flat-panel monitors as I've noticed is sometimes assumed.

Electrostatic speakers, also known as flat-panel speakers, do not use conventional cone-type drivers. Instead, two insulated metallic sheets are sandwiched together to form a highly resistive diaphragm. The audio input signal is stepped up and applied to the electrostatic diaphragm, which then vibrates and creates sound. Because heavy magnets aren't used, the lightweight diaphragm produces little distortion. Electrostatic speakers for home-entertainment systems are generally expensive.

Sonigistix' *Monsoon MM-1000* flat-panel speakers for PCs use conventional electrostatic technology as far as I can tell. Sonigistix calls it Planar Focus technology and claims it directs sound at the listener better than conventional speaker designs. The dark-gray satellite speakers look like double-sided speaker grilles only, mounted on stands. They have plenty of power and are quite the conversation piece.

The Monsoon satellites house 4 x 8-inch dipole-radiating planar magnetic sheets with no real enclosures—just grilles on both sides. The system boasts a 25-watt subwoofer and 12.5 watts for each satellite. The subwoofer contains a 5.25-inch driver and measures 11 x 10 x 11 inches (HWD) and has controls for volume, bass volume, and bass punch with a 6-dB boost at 55 Hz. There's also a dongle for convenient desktop control of volume and mute.

Galant Computer's *AudioStorm MT7FF/X* speakers don't use electrostatic technology, but can certainly be called flat. The MT7FF/X is a Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound system with 5.1 channels—center, left and right front, left and right rear, and the subwoofer. The powered subwoofer has an integrated center-channel speaker. There are also four flat-panel satellite speakers and a Dolby decoder unit.

Instead of conventional electrostatic technology, the MT7FF/X flat-panel satellites have transducers mounted to thin panels that vibrate and create pretty good sound. The transducers basically consist of a magnet and voice coil with no speaker cone attached. The MT7FF/X satellites are only 0.7-inch thick and light in weight. The satellites include stands, but they are also perfect for wall-mounting being so thin. Each satellite is 7 by 5 by 0.7 inches (HWD) and is driven by 3 watts. The center channel is also 3 watts, and the subwoofer is 12 watts. The components are relatively tiny: the subwoofer is about the size of a milk carton and the Dolby Pro Logic decoder is about the same size as a car stereo.

The MT7FF/X delivers good sound, but the system is not as powerful as the previously mentioned Monsoon system. Gallant’s 5.1-channel setup is perfect for Surround Sound, either for business presentations or entertainment. The entire package in its carrying-case-like box weighs less than 10 pounds. It’s perfect for traveling with, especially now that notebook computers have DVD-ROM drives.

On a recent business trip, I just so happened to be demonstrating a VGA projector with an S-Video input and Gallant's AudioStorm MT7FF/X, and I also had a DVD-equipped notebook with an S-Video output with me. Back in the hotel at night I enjoyed DVD movies projected on a strung-up, white table-cloth (courtesy of room service), with 5.1-channel Dolby Pro Logic Surround Sound. The room-service waiter was hesitant to leave, seeing the near-movie-theater-quality setup in action. The AudioStorm MT7FF/X flat-panel speaker system costs about $150.

**IMPRESSIVE IMAGING**

I've raved about the P-300 photo printer from Olympus, a 300 dpi, photo-quality dye-sublimation unit that makes beautiful album-sized prints directly from Olympus digital cameras. It's a fantastic home-photography system that doesn't even require a computer. Then last month I discussed Canon's "CD-200 photo printer that's a bit different, but just as convenient. Canon's printer accepts CompactFlash memory modules that Canon's digital cameras also happen to use. The CD-200 connects to a TV for previewing the images, and it can also capture images from video signals. So you can also capture frames—from TV, videotape, DVD, or whatever—for printing.

I guess when Olympus caught wind of the CD-200, it quickly introduced a second photo printer, the P-330. Like the P-300, the P-330 also happens to be a photo printer, and like Canon's CD-200, it also happens to be a photo printer. You can use the P-330 to capture images from a TV set because it accepts the SmartMedia memory cards that Olympus cameras use. This is no-cable, no-computer digital photo printing at its best. Images viewed on a TV can be cropped and printed up to 30 copies. The P-330 also has a video-capture printer, allowing the printing of frames from any video signal.

Dye-sublimation produces continuous color tones, so the P-330's output is equivalent to a 2400-dpi ink-jet printer. It prints images on 4 x 5.5-inch glossy sheets at 1.5 minutes per page in true 24-bit color with 16.7 million colors. The glossy prints rival 35-millimeter prints. The P-330 costs $449, and packages of 30 glossy print sheets plus a new dye-sub ribbon cartridge cost about $40.

Not willing to let its line of digital cameras stagnate for more than a few
weeks, Olympus has yet another new digital camera out, and this one is its new top of the line. The D-620L looks and feels just like the D-500L that I have admired so much, and its higher-resolution sibling, the D-600L. But the D-620L outdoes both. The D-620L packs in a 1.4-megapixel high-resolution CCD, which generates 1280 x 1024 images. Also new with the D-620L are speed memory buffers that allow for nearly instant consecutive shots. A new burst mode can capture 3.3 frames per second at the highest resolution of nearly 1-megabyte per image. Quick focus settings help the camera respond to the shutter button more quickly. The D-620L also features an external flash connector so that third-party flashes can be used in addition to the D-620L's built-in flash. The pop-up flash works up to 15.7 feet and provides six modes along with the external sync: auto low-light/back light, red-eye, fill-in, forced off, fill-in with external flash, and external flash only.

Like the D-500L and D-600L, the D-620L has a 3X zoom, all-glass f2.8 autofocus lens, and through-the-lens (TTL) single-lens-reflex (SLR) viewfinder. The lens has a focal length of 36 mm to 110 mm and macro capabilities. A macro focus mode provides close-ups from just under a foot away. A 1.8-inch smudge-resistant LCD allows image viewing and direct printing to the P-300 and P-330 printers. The camera has a serial port for connecting to computers and a parallel port for connecting directly to the P-300 and P-330 printers. It weighs 16.5 ounces and measures 4.5 by 3.25 by 5.1 inches (WHD). The camera comes with rechargeable nickel-metal hydride AA batteries, a charger, and an 8MB SmartMedia card (the type of memory it uses).

Adobe PhotoDeluxe image manipulation and creation software, and Enroute Imaging's QuickStitch panorama software, and a utility for downloading images from the camera to a computer, are included. The D-620L has a suggested retail price of $1199.

**PANEL PC**

If you've never heard of panel PCs, you may be one of the people who needs one and doesn't even know it. A panel PC is basically a tiny system with a built-in LCD screen. They are perfect for very cramped locations and for kiosk applications. Advantech's PPC-140T is a Pentium MMX-based computer with a 13.8-inch SVGA color LCD display. The display is touch-screen controllable, so you don't need a mouse—again good for kiosks. The unit has a hard disk drive, Sound Blaster-compatible audio, built-in stereo speakers, a CD-ROM drive, floppy drive, and PCMCIA slot. It also has a built-in 10/100Base-T network interface and an IrDA port.

The tiny system also sports four serial ports, two USB ports, a parallel port, and a game port. It has a microphone input, a speaker output, and line input for audio. Last but still important is a single ISA/PCI slot for expansion cards. Panel PCs can be wall, panel, swing-arm, or desk mounted. Depending on the configuration you choose, you'll spend around a couple grand on one of these.

**BETTER NET TELEPHONY**

The Compro Ezfone, from ACS Innovation, is an ISA card that lets you make calls over the Internet using a regular telephone while saving money on long-distance and international calls. It's intended for calls that are made frequently to the same locations, such as branch offices and relatives. Ezfone requires a quick card and software installation in a PC with Internet access and a regular telephone. The phone plugs into the card. The unit provides full-duplex audio compression and decompression and incorporates echo cancellation and noise filtering for distortion-free transmissions.

To reach someone without an Ezfone, you can subscribe to a worldwide network of H.323-compliant gateways that automatically connect you to the telephone network. You can still save money on international calls. You can even set up Ezfone to make calls over the Internet from regular telephones and cellular phones. One Ezfone costs $149, and a starter kit containing two units costs $249.

**MOBILE ACCESSORIES**

I happen to have a bunch of handy mobile accessories from two different companies this month, the first company being Teleadapt. The Mobile Connectivity Pocket Guide helps the business traveler get connected with 76 pages of instructions in a pocket-sized book for $14.95. The TeleCord eliminates tangled phone cords with 16 feet of retractable cable with RJ-11 connectors at each end—it works like a tape measure. For only $15 the lockable unit takes up much less space than 16 feet of regular phone cable.

Other accessories from Teleadapt include the CoolPad, which helps hot-running notebooks run cooler. The 360-degree pivoting base fits in the space of an owner's manual and lets notebooks run up to 20 degrees cooler. The pivoting base is also great for presentation use. It costs $19.95.

The IBM Modem Saver, available from Teleadapt, plugs into any telephone jack and indicates whether the line is analog or digital. Most telephone systems in offices and hotels are digital, but the jacks look identical to regular analog lines. Digital lines will damage lots of modems. The IBM Modem Saver protects your modem for $30. Digital lines are usable with analog modems with the TeleSwitch Plus, a device that converts digital lines to analog for $150. A bundle, the Digital Connection, includes both the TeleSwitch Plus and the IBM Modem Saver for $170.

If you travel to Europe a lot and often run into connectivity problems, you'll probably find the Europe Access Pack, from 1-800-BATTERIES, to be of assistance. This set includes 20 telephone adapters and six grounded power adapters, a modem saver, in-line coupler, modular Y adapter, line 1-
line 2 adapter, an 8-foot retractable RJ-11 phone cable, and a guide to mobile computing, all in a handy carrying case. The kit costs $229 and covers your connectivity needs from Austria to Belgium, from Greece to Italy.

FORCE FEEDBACK
I've got two force-feedback input devices this month, both from American ANKO. The Force Feedback Wheel is a PC steering wheel for racing games, my favorite type of game. The steering wheel's force feedback conveys the bumps, twists, and turns of the road in a way that no joystick can. Whether it's off-road bumps or a brick wall, you'll feel more like you're driving a real car. The force-feedback wheel costs $139. Also available is the GC-2000B+ digital programmable joystick in USB form. This ultra-modern joystick costs $59.00.

NEW SOFTWARE
3D Builder Pro from the 3D Construction Company is an amazing program. It lets you convert photos of objects into textured 3D models that can be exported to various rendering packages. 3D Builder calculates X-Y-Z coordinates and displays the object as wireframe, a shaded rendering, or both, with texture maps applied directly from the photos. First you scan the photo, then you create a project and add the image files. You then locate points, lines, or faces of interest, correspond points between different pictures of the same object, and have 3D Builder generate the 3D model and extract measurements. You can download a 30-day trial version of the software from the Web site, but the full version costs $695.

If you like trains, and even if you don't, you'll probably like the multimedia software from Abracadata. Master 3D Railroad lets you set up virtual train sets with your own custom layouts, choice of railroad cars, and more. You can even put on the engineer's cap and drive your train. You can build trains over 100 cars long in any order you choose. There are different levels of difficulty, and you can even run multiple trains. Realistic controls, cargo loading and unloading, schedules, and more add to the experience. This CD-ROM costs $59.99. Train-Teasers: Jigsaw Puzzles features hundreds of train-related pictures that can be turned into puzzles of varying difficulty. The number of pieces range from less than 100 to over 900. Pieces can be spread out randomly or placed in a grid. A second window lets you assemble or store certain pieces for later use. You can even add your own pictures to the program. This one costs only $19.99.

Star Wars: Rogue Squadron from LucasArts puts you in a rebel pilot's shoes for battling the Galactic Empire in X-wings, Y-wings, A-wings, V-wing airspeeders, and snowspeeders. The game is set in the period between Star Wars: A New Hope and The Empire Strikes Back. You'll lead twelve of the best pilots on dangerous new missions. This game costs $49.95.
Advances in E-Commerce

New sites appear every second on the Net—not exactly a breaking story by any means. Like anything else in the constantly changing realm of computing, the Web holds infinite possibilities. Netizens are virtually guaranteed to experience something new if they point and click from site to site.

But every once in a while a site manifests that pushes the technological envelope of the World Wide Web. A site that embodies not only cutting-edge features, but which promises only better things for the future. Wouldn't it be boring if Web pages were always text pages with a photo or two? Thank the HTML gurus for keeping the Net interesting.

This month's feature sites are linked to form a hot e-commerce spot with an interactive, visual edge that is refreshing. Join us for a look at My Ticketmaster.

PERSONALIZED AND INTERACTIVE

While Ticketmaster has had a Web presence for a while now, the company's new My Ticketmaster site is a whole new animal, featuring two key aspects that should set the precedent for better e-commerce in the future.

First, My Ticketmaster gives you personalization. Unlike most other sites that have you searching for what you want, this one pops up information related to your interests every time you log on.

If you're an avid concert goer or like attending just about any other type of live event, My Ticketmaster will let you choose what type of events you want to be notified about. When you first log on and create an account, you're presented with a series of menus that let you pick geographical areas of interest, as well as the types of events you'd like My Ticketmaster to inform you of.

I like to travel so I picked not only venues in the NYC area, but also in New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania. I then added some cities I'm likely to end up in, such as New Orleans, Las Vegas, and L.A. Then I chose my areas of interest, which included Alternative concerts, magic shows (yeah, I'm still a bit of a kid at heart), and comedy.

Now, each time I log on, My Ticketmaster provides a list of events that would interest me. It's that simple. In fact, you don't even need to go to the site to get the latest info. Just download the nifty TM Event Ticker, which installs to your system tray (i.e. you'll find an icon for it on your Windows 95/98 Taskbar). When you're online, click on the lightning-bolt icon, and let the tiny applet pop up and show you what new shows are coming your way as well as provide you with a list of the top entertainment-story headlines of the day. For full news you'll have to go to the My Ticketmaster site.

The other key aspect—one of the neatest features of the site—is still in its infancy. Let's start with the good points of this virtual-view feature.

Not only can you buy tickets for shows from the site (a boon in itself, by the way—ever try to get through to Ticketmaster on the phone when a hot event goes on sale?), but you can get a feel for what your view of the stage or sporting event will look like. Having teamed up with Intel and Interactive Pictures Corporation, Ticketmaster now provides an immersive, interactive technology at its site. Once you download the IPIX viewer (it will install itself in most versions of IE and Communicator), you can virtually enter any of 75 venues around the country. Generated on the fly
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Unwanted Signals?

We go to great ends to find the best locations for our stations, obtain the antennas that will perform best and mount them as high as possible, use low-loss feedlines, and select the most sensitive scanners. All this in an effort to make certain we can monitor as much as possible. But it’s ironic that a part of what we catch is not only unwanted, but actually undesirable. Like the fisherman who snags unwanted fish in his net and throws them back, it’s best to waylay troublesome signals before they can muck things up for our monitoring.

Older scanners, like the BC-200XLT and PRO-43 (among others) didn’t have protective diodes in their front ends. A very strong nearby signal source could permanently sizzle their front-end transistors. Most modern scanners are built with sufficient protection against such disasters. Yet, even the best modern scanners are usually prone to extremely annoying unwanted signal pickup.

That annoyance is the unrelenting and hated bleep-bleep interference from powerful local radiopaging transmitters. The signals are so strong they produce numerous phantom images of themselves within your scanner. This interference pops up all over the place, causing spurious signals and rendering wanted frequencies useless.

Radiopagers operate in the 152-, 158-, 454-, and 462-MHz bands. So, the interference comes from one (or more) strong pager(s) on one (or more) of these bands. Check local paging signals in those bands and compare them against your interference problem. You can probably spot the culprit causing headaches for your scanner. There is a solution!

Quiet monitoring may be effectively restored by installing a PAR filtering unit that attenuates the offending signal up to 35 dB. This precision filter quickly installs in-line, without tools, right at the scanner’s antenna connector with M/F BNC connectors. You must specify whether the unit is to attenuate either 152-, 158-, 454-, or 462-MHz pagers.

There’s minimal insertion loss. Units may be used in series to reduce interference coming from several pagers on different bands.

PAR filters are $59.95 each, plus $5 shipping ($7 to Canada). NY State residents add $5.36 tax. These are from CRB Research, PO Box 56, Commack, NY 11725; VISA/MC/Discover accepted; Tel. 516-543-9169; e-mail: sales@crbbooks.com; secure Web site: www.crbbooks.com.

TALK IS CHEAP

Of late, a variety of inexpensive handheld two-way radios have become more popular than ever. Frequencies that at one time had been rather quiet have recently become busy as the public increasingly uses these devices for business, security, law enforcement, recreation, and many other purposes. This sudden popularity is a direct spin-off from the success of cellular and cordless phones. Some of these radios claim a range of several miles between units, with their short whip antennas, and at ground level. A base-station scanner with a high antenna can receive them from greater distances. You never know what you might hear, so give them a try!

RadioShack’s two-way VHF business-band handheld is ready to go on 154.60 MHz, but can be changed to operate on 151.625, 151.70, 151.76, 151.82, 151.88, 151.94, 151.955, or 154.57 MHz. The UHF version is set up on 464.55 MHz, but may be reconfigured for operation on 464.50, 467.7625, 467.8125, 467.85, 467.90, or 469.925 MHz. License forms are packed in with these radios, but you have to wonder how many users bother to fill them out and file them with the FCC.

The General Mobile Radio Service (GMRS) and the Family Radio Service (FRS) both operate on 451.625, 462.5875, 462.6125, 462.6375, 462.6625, 462.6875, 462.7125, 467.5625, 467.5875, 467.6125, 467.6375, 467.6625, 467.6875, and 467.7125 MHz. GMRS licensees (base, mobile, handheld units) are permitted to use repeaters and simplex on the 462-MHz channels. In addition, GMRS also is assigned a repeater output frequency of 462.675 MHz (input: 467.675 MHz), which is designated for emergency and assistance purposes. FRS handhelds do not require licenses and are simplex on all channels, without access to repeaters.

FRS is growing at an amazing rate, with dozens of manufacturers producing the radios, and a heavy promotion of the service to the public. Several fire departments in my area now use FRS radios and one of the frequencies as a fireground mutual-aid channel. I’ve monitored them from more than five miles away.

Another place you’ll want to monitor is the 49-MHz band, which has several frequencies set aside for those hands-free FM two-way radios. These radios clip to the belt, employing a headset. That makes them popular with store personnel, also groups of people riding bicycles, on construction sites, using them with surveillance activities, etc. The frequencies used are 49.83, 49.845, 49.86, 49.875, and 49.89 MHz. You may recognize that these include frequencies also used by cordless phone handsets and wireless room monitors. Some hands-free radios can operate on all five channels. The most popular frequency in hands-free two-way-radio use is 49.83 MHz. That’s because 49.83 MHz is
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Helical Antennas and RadioScience

This month we’re going to focus on one of the more interesting forms of antenna, the helix, as well as look at some RadioScience Observing topics (a term I coined to cover topics such as whistlers, spherics, and radio astronomy).

A helical antenna can transmit and receive with circular polarization, the orientation of which depends on the direction the antenna twists. There are two basic modes of operation for the helical antenna; normal and axial. Let’s get right to the first one.

OMINDIRECTIONAL NORMAL-MODE HELIX

Sometimes nothing makes a point better than an image. Take a look at Fig. 1 to see a normal-mode helix antenna. This device produces an omnidirectional pattern when the antenna is mounted vertically.

The diameter (D) of the helical coil should be one-tenth wavelength (λ/10 or 0.1λ), while the pitch (S—the distance between helix loops) is one-tenth wavelength (λ/20 or 0.05λ). The tubing diameter (d) is about 3/8 to 1/2 inch.

As for the ground plane, it should be 0.8λ or higher for circular and 1.1λ or higher for square applications (the offset between the base of the helix and the ground plane is approximately 0.12λ).

Recall that the value for wavelength is 300/λMHz, so at 146 MHz:

\[
S = 0.1 \text{ m} = 10 \text{ cm} \\
D = 0.2055 \text{ m} = 20.55 \text{ cm}
\]

These antennas are inefficient, but have some uses in portable communications transmitters, receivers, and transceivers. An example of the normal-mode helix is the “rubber ducky” antenna used on VHF/UHF two-way radios and scanners.

AXIAL-MODE HELICAL ANTENNA

An axial-mode helical antenna is shown in Fig. 2. This antenna fires “off the end” in the direction of the arrow.

The helix is mounted in the center of a ground plane that is at least 0.8λ across. For some UHF frequencies, builders have used aluminum pie pans for this purpose. The helix itself is made from either heavy copper wire (solid, not stranded) or copper or brass tubing (copper is the easier tubing to work with).

The dimensions of the axial-mode helix are calculated differently than with a normal-mode unit. In the axial configuration, D is approximately λ/3 and S is about λ/4. The length is approximately 1.44λ. At 146 MHz, these turn out to be about:

\[
D = 0.685 \text{ m} = 68.5 \text{ cm} \\
S = 0.514 \text{ m} = 51.4 \text{ cm} \\
\text{length} = 2.96 \text{ m} = 296 \text{ cm}
\]

A “rule of thumb” for the circumference is that maximum gain is obtained via:

\[
C = 1.066 + ((N - 5) \times 0.003)
\]

where C is the circumference and N is the number of turns in the helix.

The actual gain equation is a bit complicated, but can be calculated in antenna-modeling programs. However, a quickie approximation can be arrived...
at from:

\[ G = 11.8 + 10 \log (C^2NS) \]

Now for some interesting....

APPLICATIONS

Helical antennas are often used in RadioScience Observing because they have a wide bandwidth and are circularly polarized. For all applications, keep in mind that the feedpoint impedance of the single helical antenna is on the order of 125 ohms, so a 2:1 or 3:1 broadband RF transformer will make the impedance match to 50-ohm systems. Or if you use a 75-ohm transmission line, a 125-ohm imped-

wire or, more likely, small-diameter copper tubing. The soft copper tubing used by plumbers for things like humidifiers on furnaces seems ideal. It is easy to bend without kinking and will hold a shape once it is bent.

One reader in the United Kingdom wrote to me telling how he used a helical antenna on 151 MHz (a radioastronomy band exists from 150-152 MHz) to monitor solar noise activity. He built a VHF downconverter to convert the 151-MHz signal to 29 MHz in the amateur-radio 10-meter band, so that he could use either his ham shack transceiver’s receiver section or a good shortwave listener’s receiver as a “variable IF strip.” Note that 151 MHz will be picked up. As the Sun begins to cross the horizon, the noise level will begin rising to a peak. My correspondent made recordings of the relative solar noise level and compared them to sunspot counts and radio-propagation effects and found some relationships that he intends to publish himself in the UK (which is why I don’t report on them here).

SCIENCE-FAIR TIME?

While this is the June issue and hardly science-fair season, my opinion is that really top-notch science-fair entries get developed during summer vacation, and not when the science teacher advises it’s time to get started. Because we are on the upswing of the sunspot cycle, perhaps some students might want to do a RadioScience Observing project of some sort. Something like the solar-flux monitor just described could be interesting. Heck, one young lady in Florida measured solar activity on the high-frequency shortwave bands by using a rectifier/integrator at the output of a receiver tuned to 15-MHz WWV (or WWVH if you are on the West Coast). The signal level varied diurnally with solar activity, and she was able to capture that effect on a strip chart recorder.

Of course, today you’d probably want to use one of those low-cost A/D converters that connect to either the serial or parallel (printer) port of a computer. It occurs to me that some of those A/D models have DOS-based programs, and that DOS computers are essentially little more than boat anchors and doorstops today. I’ve seen used MS-DOS computers with 286 or earlier processors on sale for $10, and many are given away for free. One of those computers could be pressed into service as a RadioScience Observing monitor. This is preferred over your main computer because it can be dedicated to full-time use. Best of all, if a thunderstorm zaps the computer, you’re only out ten bucks.

Figure 3 shows the circuit for a suitable rectifier/integrator. This circuit is based on a circuit created by Jeffrey Lichtman of Radio Astronomy Supplies (190 Jade Cove Dr., Roswell, GA 30075; e-mail: jmlras@juno.com). The jack (J1) for input voltage is connected to the headphone output of the
receiver (using a cable with appropriate connectors). The signal level is indicated on DC-meter M1, and by the voltage appearing at the voltage-output point, which can be used as a connection to an A/V converter.

Transformer T1 in the circuit is an 8-ohm/1000-ohm audio unit (available from RadioShack and other sources). Bridge rectifier BR1 can be of any type, but keep in mind that the standard 1000-P1/1-ampere versions are easily obtained for a low price. As for the capacitors connected to S1, they can either be switched in and out of the circuit as shown here, or you can replace the switch and array with a single appropriate value capacitor (start at 100 µF when experimenting to find the right value for your recording setup).

Now, let's get back to science fairs. These events use judges from the community to examine the projects. If you are an engineer or scientist or have any training in those fields, then you might want to volunteer at the local high school or middle school (they are usually chronically short of judges).

If you are a student, then you might want to give some consideration to doing some form of RadioScience Observing project. It would be different and a lot better than some of the run-of-the-mill projects I've seen in fifteen years of judging!

Join us next month for an interesting change of pace. This column will be expanding to cover not only ham radio, but more aspects of the wireless world. Check out my new Comm Links, beginning in the July issue of Popular Electronics.

Until then, I can be reached by snail mail at P.O. Box 1099, Falls Church, VA 22041, or by e-mail at carriji@aol.com.

## Electronics CD ROMs

### Want to improve your design skills?

Then you should consider our range of CD ROMs by best-selling author Mike Tooley.

- **Electronic Circuits and Components** provides an overview of the principles and applications of the most common types of electronic components and how they are used to form complete circuits. Sections on the disc include: fundamental electronic theory, active components, passive components, analog circuits and digital circuits. Includes circuits and assignments for Electronics Workbench.

- **The Parts Gallery** has been designed to overcome the problem of component and symbol recognition. The CD ROM will help students recognize common electronic components and their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams. Quizzes are included. The **Parts Gallery** is free with Electronic Circuits and Components.

- **Digital Electronics** details the principles and practice of digital electronics, including logic gates, combinational and sequential logic circuits, clocks, counters, shift registers, and displays. The CD ROM also provides an introduction to microprocessor-based systems. Includes circuits and assignments for Electronics Workbench.

- **Analog Electronics** is a complete learning resource for this most difficult subject. The CD ROM includes the usual wealth of virtual laboratories as well as an electronic circuit simulator with 50 pre-designed analog circuits, which gives you the ultimate learning tool. The CD ROM provides comprehensive coverage of analog fundamentals, transistor circuit design, op-amps, filters, oscillators, and other analog systems.

> "...hammer home the concepts in a way that no textbook ever could."

---

### Interested in programming PIC micros?

We have the perfect solution:

Our PICtutor CD ROM can teach you how to write assembly language programs for the PIC series of microcontrollers. The CD ROM's 39 tutorial sections will guide you from basic PIC architecture, commands, and programming techniques up to advanced concepts such as writing drivers for printers, interrupt systems, and EEP-ROM data memory use. Over 80 exercises and challenges are provided to test your understanding, and the unique Virtual PIC allows you to test and program on-screen.

The complementary development kit includes a reprogrammable PIC16C64, which you can program using your printer port. The Institution version (designed for use in schools, colleges and industry) includes a quad 7-segment LED display and alphanumeric LCD display. The development kit provides an excellent platform for both learning PIC programming and for further project/development work. Assembler and (the printer port) software is included on the CD ROM.

**Prices and Versions**

Institution versions are suitable for use in schools, colleges and industry. Student versions are for student/home use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>student version</th>
<th>institution version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electronic Circuits &amp; Components</strong></td>
<td>$56</td>
<td>$159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Electronics</strong></td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analog Electronics</strong></td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PICtutor (CD and development board)</strong></td>
<td>$179</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shipping costs to Canada are additional $55. Overseas orders please contact Cllggk Inc. for shipping costs.

[see http://www.MatrixMultimedia.co.uk for full specs and demos](http://www.MatrixMultimedia.co.uk)

### Order Form

Please circle the products you would like to buy on the table above right, calculated the total cost, fill in the form below and send it to us. Please allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zip:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have enclosed my check for:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please charge my credit card for:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note that the delivery address and the address at which the card is registered must be the same:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card type:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastercard, Visa, or Discover only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiry date:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Prices

- **Electronic Circuits & Components** $56
- **Digital Electronics** $75
- **Analog Electronics** $75
- **PICtutor (CD and development board)** $179

#### Shipment Information

- **Shipping costs to Canada are additional $55.**
- **Overseas orders please contact Cllggk Inc. for shipping costs.**

#### Contact Information

Cllggk Inc., PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735-0792
Tel: 516-293-3751  
email cllggk@poptronix.com
MOTOR CONTROL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK
by Richard Valentine

With this insider's guide to electronic control technology, builders will be able to make very efficient motors. Featuring the latest in electronics technology from experts in the field, the guide provides everything from fundamen-
tials to cutting edge-design tips, including real-life examples with software code.

The handbook explains how to implement microcontrollers, linear ICs, optocouplers, sensors, and power devices. EMI, RFI, and effective circuit-board layout are also covered. Techniques to network motor control systems and minimize electronic noise are discussed in detail.

Motor Control Electronics Handbook costs $79.50 and is published by McGraw-Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020; Tel. 800-2MCGRAW; Fax: 212-337-4091; Web: ee.mcgraw-hill.com.

CURRENT MEASUREMENT CATALOG
from AEMC Instruments

This full-line catalog includes comprehensive information on the AEMC line of clamp-on current probes, covering everything from electrical panels to substations. Available for AC or DC measurement, their probes measure current without interrupting the circuit under test and extend the measuring capabilities of DMMs, recorders, power meters, and loggers.

Also included in the catalog are application information, a glossary, and a selection guide. The current measurement selection chart helps users find the probe they need. In addition, the introductory selection guide gives pointers on how probes work, in theory and practice.

The Measurement Catalog is free upon request from AEMC Instruments, 99 Chauncy Street, Boston, MA 02111; Tel. 617-451-0227; Fax: 617-423-2952; Web: www.aemc.com.

1999 EEM/ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER
from Hearst Business Communications, Inc./UTP Division

The 1999 EEM CD-ROM for Windows contains the largest ever database of electronic components. It has been expanded to include over 4300 product catalog data pages from more than 1000 manufacturers. The 1999 EEM on CD-ROM, in print, and online, is a complete information system.

Enhanced with a new search engine and interactive Web capability, the 1999 EEM CD-ROM can launch the user's Web browser and link directly to the home pages of manufacturers and their distributors listed in EEM. Users can search by product or by manufacturer as well as view and print-out product catalog data pages. The CD-ROM offers local access to the entire EEM database.

The 1999 EEM CD-ROM for Windows costs $99 and is published by Hearst Business Communications, Inc./UTP Division, 645 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530; Tel. 516-227-1314; Fax: 516-227-1453; Web: eemonline.com.

GOVERNMENT ON THE NET
by James Evans

This comprehensive guide to government resources available on the Internet, as well as related commercial services, describes in detail more than two thousand online government resources from the Central Intelligence
INTERNET TRACKING AND TRACING
by John J. Williams and Cliff Williams
Learn from master hackers the best methods to track I.D. and communications origins to reveal scammers, spammers, and other undesirable denizens of the Internet. Topics include Privacy, Anonymous Servers, How to Track and Trace, Preventing Wrongdoing, Firewalls, and more. In addition, there is information on how to protect yourself from being identified.

Internet Tracking and Tracing costs $29 and is published by Consumertronics, P.O. Box 23097, Albuquerque, NM 87192; Tel. 505-237-2073; Fax: 505-292-4078; Web: www.tsc-global.com.

CIRCLE 115 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

APPLICATIONS FOR ELECTRONIC DISPLAYS: TECHNOLOGIES AND REQUIREMENTS
by Sol Sherr
An invaluable source of up-to-the-minute information and guidance for manufacturers, design engineers, and technicians in the computer and entertainment industries, this book emphasizes the options now available for finding the best match between requirements and display technologies.

The author discusses key technical aspects and provides in-depth coverage of display specifications; design, photometric, and visual parameters; and human-interface requirements.

Among the topics covered are output devices and systems, including CRT and FPD monitors, hard-copy devices, and large-screen systems; data-processing systems; and computer graphics, CAD/CAE, multimedia, virtual reality, and entertainment applications.

Applications for Electronic Displays costs $69.95 and is published by Wiley-Interscience, John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158; Tel. 212-850-6336; Web: www.wiley.com.

CIRCLE 116 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

MORSE CODE: BREAKING THE BARRIER
by Dave Finley, N11RZ
By far the fastest Morse training program ever was published in 1936, but it didn't become widely known. Ludwig Koch, a German psychologist, published the results of extensive research on Morse Code proficiency and showed how, in as little as 13.5 hours, he trained students to copy at 12 words per minute.

Using a computer or a microprocessor-based pocket code-trainer (MFJ-418), students can use Koch's technique to build high-speed code proficiency quickly and efficiently. In addition, students get frequent positive reinforcement and stick with their training. The book presents Koch's methods and techniques and the history of telegraphy, both landline and wireless.

Morse Code: Breaking The Barrier costs $14.95 and is published by MFJ Enterprises, Inc., 300 Industrial Park Road, Starkville, MS 39759; Tel. 800-647-1800; Fax: 601-323-6551; Web: www.mfjenterprises.com.
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IN-DASH PERSONAL ASSISTANT

That’s what Clarion is calling its AutoPC system ($1299), the first product that integrates audio, computing functions, navigation, and wireless communication in a single-DIN-size unit in a car’s dashboard. All functions are operated via hands-free voice activation. The AutoPC is based on a version of the Microsoft Windows CE operating system optimized for the car.

The system is a high-powered AM/FM stereo with integrated digital signal processing equalization and a built-in 35-watt × 4-channel amplifier. It features a Hitachi SH3 processor; 16MB DRAM/8MB ROM; and an in-dash CD-audio/CD-ROM drive, which supports an optional six-disc changer through the Universal Serial Bus (USB). The backlit, 8-color LCD screen provides an easy-to-read, icon-driven user interface. An infrared data port allows easy exchange of information with PC-companion devices. CompactFlash cards enable additional memory.

AutoPC recognizes simple voice commands, allowing drivers to select music and retrieve contact information without taking their eyes off the road. The system also speaks any displayed text. Personal Assistant functions include an address book and voice memo. Add an optional map data from Navigation Technologies and an optional GPS receiver, and the AutoPC pinpoints the vehicle’s precise location and provides route calculation and spoken turn-by-turn directions.

THIN IS IN

Proving you can’t be too rich or too thin is the Marantz PD-4280, a 42-inch widescreen television monitor that uses flat-panel display technology to produce a high-resolution image in a display that measures only 3½ inches deep. It carries a suggested price of $13,999 (plus $750 for the optional wall mount).

The DTV-ready monitor is compatible with NTSC, PAL, and SECAM formats, and is capable of delivering a line-doubled image from an NTSC source or a progressive-scan image from a computer, DTV converter, or DVD player.

The PD-4280’s plasma technology uses electrodes and digital microprocessors to selectively illuminate gas-filled cells, or pixels, which contain red, green, or blue phosphors that produce an image. The process creates a bright, sharp display with 24-bit color accuracy. With a native resolution capability of 853 × 480 pixels and multiscan capability up to 48 kHz, the PD-4280 can display SVGA computer images. The plasma TV includes composite-, S-, and component-video inputs and is also Windows 95/98 Plug-and-Play compatible. It includes an RGB input for direct connection to a PC or WebTV browser.

COOL PAGER

Forget about learning verbal teen-speak. Quick: Can you translate 911, 143, and 87 from numeric-pager teen-speak into English? You might have guessed that 911 means “urgent.” 143 is the numeric code for “I love you” (there is one letter in I, four in love, and three in you). And 87 means “Running late” (look at 87 upside down and you’ll see L 8, or late).

Teens make up a large portion of pager users, and they’re the buyers that Motorola is targeting with its LS550 numeric pager ($79). Featuring “Xtreme” styling and a cool, blue E-Luma-Glow display, the pager is as much about fashion as functionality. It measures just 2.4 × 1.7 inches and comes in bright “Blue Streak” and “Red Hot,”...
as well as basic black and “Totally Teal.” The LX550 has a 40-message memory capacity and offers QuickNotes, a feature that enables the pager to display preprogrammed numeric messages as text. The pager also offers Private Time, which allows the user to turn off all pager alerts at pre-selected times and still receive messages.

WATER-RESISTANT TV

Summer’s just around the bend, with swimming, surfing, baseball, and barbecues. Whether the sunny season finds you out fishing, camping, or hanging around a pool, you won’t have to miss a single baseball game if you bring along Amtel’s Model 1401 ($69.95). The company is billing it as the world’s first water-resistant, five-inch, black-and-white television. Too bad so many of these games are on cable!

BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

The Optimus Pro-LX511 ($149.99 each) from RadioShack is an updated version of the company’s popular PRO-LX bookshelf speaker. The two-way speaker combines a top-mounted dipole tweeter that delivers 360° sound dispersion with a long-throw five-inch woofer that improves bass performance and power handling. The system is rounded out by two tapered ports in an enlarged enclosure. The speakers are magnetically shielded for close placement to a television without picture distortion.

The frequency response of the PRO-LX511 is rated as 80 Hz to 25 kHz. Power handling is rated as 65 watts (RMS) continuous and 130 watts maximum. Impedance is 8 ohms.

PINT-SIZED HOME-THEATER PACKAGE

Has the home-theater movement passed you by? Have you been unable to afford, unwilling to hook-up, and/or reluctant to share your living space with expensive, complex, full-sized home-theater speakers?

H.H. Scott offers you a leg up onto the home-theater bandwagon with its SCs60 five-piece (plus remote) compact CinemaSurround package.

Not just another Dolby Surround Sound system, CinemaSurround recreates authentic movie-theater sound from any stereo or mono audio/video source. The proprietary Interspatial acoustic design concepts eliminate the need for complex, expensive surround-sound circuitry. That means the SCs60 system hooks up in minutes and is quite affordable ($299). And the Micro-satellite speakers are touted as “the smallest satellite speakers ever offered.”

It all sounds great on paper, but how does it sound in a typical living room? We were curious, but skeptical.

The system comes packaged in a single 18 x 19 x 11-inch box, with a convenient handle on top, weighing just over 30 pounds. The 60-watt powered subwoofer accounts for most of that weight; although at 8-1/2 x 12 x 15-inches, it’s still pretty petite. We lifted it out, found all the necessary connecting cables packed beneath it, and then opened the rest of the Styrofoam packing material.

Inside we found the center- and rear-channel speakers, and two cube things that we mistook at first glance for power adapters. They turned out to be the Micro-satellites. The wedge-shaped speakers measure 2-1/8 x 2-1/2 (D). At the back, they’re 2-1/8 inch tall, sloping down to a mere 1-1/2 inches in front. The center- and rear-channel speakers were also quite small (approximately 5 x 7 x 2-1/2 and 4-1/2 x 6-1/2 x 2-1/2 inches, respectively). The “sixth” piece of the system is a remote control that uses two “AAA” batteries, the only things not included in the SCs60 package.

Hookup is as simple as promised. A 15-foot RCA-type stereo audio cable connects the audio source (TV, VCR, DVD player, tuner) to the subwoofer. (You can connect up to three audio sources to the CinemaSurround system, but you’ll have to supply your own cables for the second two.) A 15-foot, 8-pin DIN cable connects the center speaker to the subwoofer. Two 40-foot and one 50-foot RCA-type speaker cables connect the two Micro-satellites and the rear speaker to the subwoofer.

The subwoofer’s rear panel jacks are clearly labeled (Center Out, Micro Out, etc.). Although its inputs are labeled DVD, VCR, and AUX, only the DVD input is intended specifically for that device, as it includes a special preamp circuit that compensates for DVD’s lower recording level. If another device is also connected to the DVD input jacks, the volume level will probably need to be reduced. The other two sets of input jacks can be used for connecting TVs, laserdisc or CD players, VCRs, tape decks, tuners, or other line-level sources.

The next step is positioning the speakers. The subwoofer belongs in front (TV side) of the room with the volume control and port tube facing the listener. The magnetically shielded center speaker should be placed on top of or just below the TV. There’s a bit of play in placing the Micro-satellite speakers. Designed to face up, so that the sound can travel upward and reflect off walls and into the listening area, they should be positioned, ideally, at table height and close to a wall or other reflecting surface. They perform well even when hidden from sight, in a planter, for instance. The rear speaker, which also faces up, can be placed at the back of the room or on a table direct-
ly behind your listening position. Its independent volume control allows you to adjust the loudness based on closeness to your listening position.

If you've had any experience setting up surround-sound speaker systems, you know that this is the point at which the “fun” usually begins—it's time to adjust the system's balance so that it provides clear dialog that seems to come from the TV, bass effects that rumble realistically without drowning out the words, and a sense of being enveloped by the sound. This crucial stage can make or break your home-theater listening experience, and it can be a painstaking process.

Not so with the SC60. Plug in and turn on the subwoofer, choose the source using buttons on the subwoofer or the remote, turn on the TV, and select a source (VCR, DVD—preferably one that has loud action scenes). Sit back and use the remote control to adjust the volume to a comfortable level, then adjust the rear-speaker volume until the surround effects sound realistic. You can even change the bass and treble settings from their factory presets without leaving your chair—the remote makes it a snap to do. That's all there is to it.

The setup process, which took about 20 minutes, is inherently easy and is further simplified by the inclusion of a manual that is written in plain English by people who speak English as a first language. So far, the SC60 lived up to three of its promises: It's affordable, small, and easy to set up.

But could its actual sound-reproduction capabilities match the company's claims? According to H.H. Scott: “... patented sound-reproduction technology eliminates the need for complex and unnatural-sounding signal-processing electronics... proprietary center-channel speaker design provides unparalleled clarity and localization creates a realistic and uniform three-dimensional soundfield for unrestricted optimum listening throughout the room... innovative design... establishes a new standard of speaker miniaturization while delivering sonic performance comparable to, or better than, conventional sound systems sold at several times their price.”

Had those claims not been backed up by the legendary H.H. Scott brand, our skepticism might have overshadowed our curiosity.

The basic premise of CinemaSurround is that the time-delay, active steering, and signal-processing circuits used to separate the sound channels in Dolby Pro Logic systems actually create problems. First, according to Scott, they require the purchase of a special decoder. Second, some technical savvy is needed to tweak the system for optimum performance. On the aural side (also according to Scott), the active steering circuits can create annoying “sonic artifacts,” and the surround effects can change with the amount of dialog in the soundtrack.

CinemaSurround takes a different approach. It uses the same Interspatial technology developed for use in the company's multimedia surround-sound system. The reproduction of ambient sounds is completely separate from dialog, ensuring that the dialog always comes from the center speaker, with no shifting to the sides, and that ambient sounds are not affected by the dialog's starting and stopping. No decoder is needed, and the subwoofer provides all the system's amplification needs.

So, how does it sound? Surprisingly good—even considering its cost and size. We first used the SC60 when watching Godzilla and, were treated to the full range of thumping, crashing, roaring sound effects. The nostalgic soundtrack of NBC's mini-series The 60's also got a boost from the speaker system.

While CinemaSurround is strictly an entry-level system, it is an excellent way to introduce skeptics (including those who believe that no improved sound is worth the eyesore of numerous speakers in the living room) to the benefits of home theater. Setup is simple, the thin wiring can be hidden easily, and the results are many miles ahead of what you can get from most TVs.

In short, the SC60 gets around all the objections and concerns (cost, difficulty in setup and use, and obtrusiveness of numerous speakers and wires) that some family members might have about typical surround-sound systems. And if your family room is already equipped with a full Dolby surround system—hey, what are you listening to in the bedroom?

**CHESS CHALLENGE**

In today's world of fast-paced action movies and videogames, it's not easy to get kids interested in playing classic games, where competition comes in the form of other flesh-and-blood humans, and conversation, rather than sound effects, enhances game play. And that’s a shame. Children are missing out on the opportunity to develop social skills through game playing and on the quiet, intellectual challenges offered by games like chess.

So, how do you lure your kids away from the Nintendo and over to the chess board? Well, you might just decide to take an "if-you-can't-beat-'em" approach and let Excalibur Electronics' Ivan the Terrible ($149.95) teach them the game.

Granted, "Ivan" is not one of those flesh-and-blood humans whose participation we've been touting. He's a fast-talking computerized chess
game/tutor, complete with the sound-effects your kids have come to expect from games. And he just might provide enough electronic sparkle to hold your kids’ attention long enough to learn the basic moves and strategies of the game.

Ivan’s eight-inch-square chessboard is mounted atop a black plastic rectangular box. Magnetic sensors under every square register all game moves. (The magnets are not strong enough, however, to hold the pieces securely in place for traveling chess games.) Below the game board are more than a dozen buttons for setup and game play, and a small LCD. There’s also a speaker on the front of the unit. The box is home to both a battery compartment (the four required “AA” cells are not included) and to a clever game-piece storage compartment.

At the start of each new game, a drum roll announces the adversary. Ivan speaks in a classic “bad-guy” voice, booming out an intimidating greeting: “My name is Ivan. That’s Ivan the Terrible. I am a warrior. Prepare for battle.” If you already know how to play, you can jump right into the game, which is pre-set at the easiest level (6), to get a feel for your opponent. Make your move by pressing the piece on its starting square (the board will beep) and then pressing it on its destination square until you hear a second beep. Ivan indicates his move in the LCD; he might open with “C7-C5” to move a pawn forward two spaces, for instance. It’s up to you to move his pieces as well as your own. (The board’s squares are marked in a grid from A1 to H8, instead of traditional chess notation in which squares are known, for example, as KB4 for King’s bishop 4.)

Ivan the Terrible brings a medieval flavor to the game, complete with blaring horns and crowd noises that suggest you’re in a jousting tournament. His commanding voice is modeled on that of Sean Connery, who’s done his fair share of movies set in the Middle Ages. Move the knight, and you’ll hear the pounding of a horse’s hooves; a pawn’s movement sounds like the marching of foot soldiers. Move to capture a piece and you’ll hear the clash of swords and the grunt of a fallen soldier. A chorus of heavenly voices announces the queen’s presence in the game, while a flourish of trumpets and drums indicates the king has moved.

Make a dumb move, and you’ll hear about it. “A warrior would never let his horse move like that,” Ivan chides; or he just laughs (as you wonder what you did wrong now). “I will grind you into the dust,” he sneers. Take too long to make your move, and he’ll remind you, “It is your move you know. Did you forget?” Not content to merely capture your pieces, he’ll mock, “You didn’t see that coming, did you?”

If you beat Ivan easily, it’s time to move up to a more challenging level. If (like us) you were ground into the dust, you might want to opt for a chess refresher course.

Ivan offers 100 different levels of play, including several different styles of play. Level 1 adapts to your playing style, calculating the time you take to move and responding in the same average time. Level 6, the default level, is the easiest one, in which the computer uses only a “one-ply search” to determine its next move. A ply is defined as a half move; a complete move consists of your move and the computer’s responding move. Levels 5 through 2 get progressively more difficult, adding a ply to each level so that on Level 2 the computer uses a five-ply search.

Levels 7 through 36 are fixed-time levels, in which the computer always responds in the specified time (from one second to three minutes). The longer Ivan has to think, the stronger his game will be. Levels 37 through 66 are average-time levels, in which the time Ivan takes to move will be averaged throughout his moves to match the specified average time, again ranging from one second to three minutes. Levels 67 through 89 are countdown levels, in which you or the computer must try to make all your moves within a fixed amount of time, ranging from two minutes to 120 minutes.

Levels 90 through 93 are tournament levels in which the computer must make a certain number of moves within a specified time. On “Infinite” level (94), Ivan keeps trying to find the best possible move until he either finds a “book” move, runs out of memory with which to continue the analysis, finds a satisfactory move (a forced mate, for instance), or until you get fed up and press the move button. Levels 95 through 100 are “mate-solving” levels, in which you present Ivan with a chess puzzle (as in a newspaper chess column) and he tries to solve it.

Ivan the Terrible turns into Ivan the Tutor with a press of the move button. If you ask for a hint, he’ll give you one. Although it seems every time we took his suggestion, we ended up losing one of our pieces! He lets up a bit on the taunting when he’s in the teaching mode, but don’t expect any gold stars on your forehead—just be glad Ivan doesn’t come with a yardstick for swatting knuckles!

A good deal of Ivan’s teaching is by the book—the manual, that is. That’s where beginners learn how to set up the board, how to move the different pieces, and the basic rules of play. The manual also explains different styles of play (active and passive), describes how to probe the opponent for weaknesses, and outlines several game-playing strategies.

But Ivan the Terrible has a unique
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method of teaching beginners the strategies behind the moves by showing how various pieces interact. In five different "mini-chess" games, only selected pieces are used. By using just kings and pawns, for instance, players learn how a king can be used to attack enemy pawns or to prevent a passed pawn from being promoted. Four other teaching modes use kings and pawns and one other type of playing piece—knights, bishops, rooks, or queens.

We believe that chess holds an innate attraction for people who enjoy logical thinking, strategizing, and plotting several moves in advance as they try to outwit an opponent. These folks don't need any bells or whistles (or clanking swords or insults) to make the game interesting or enjoyable. In fact, they're the ones most likely to turn off the sound effects and taunts.

Kids—particularly this raised-on-Nintendo generation—often do need sound effects to capture their interest. If Ivan can get them to a chessboard, and if they perceive his nasty comments as a challenge, they just might make the effort to learn how to play. And if they find that they enjoy logical thinking and strategizing, they might come to enjoy the game for its own merits ... and maybe they'll learn to enjoy playing chess against their friends (or even their parents) instead of a computerized tyrant.

REMOTE POSSIBILITIES

If you had a choice of upgrading your A/V equipment with a universal remote control or an entry-level DVD player, would you think twice before plunking down your $550 on the DVD deck? We'd have been right behind you on the DVD line—that is, until we looked at Harman/Kardon's TC1000 Take Control.

Due to our line of work, our home-entertainment center is home to an ever-changing array of gear, some of it run-of-the-mill, but also quite a few unusual items. We've never found a universal remote control that could handle our assortment of electronics, let alone one that could be easily updated to accommodate the addition and/or deletion of various components. We've learned from necessity to juggle several different clickers at once, and our coffee table is buried under what seems like dozens of them.

Granted, our situation is a bit drastic. But many people live with an abundance of remotes (for TV, VCR, cable box, DSS, stereo, CD player, etc.), and have to search to find the one they need. Universal remotes are good up to a point, but few of them are truly universal (working with all of today's A/V equipment), and fewer still allow access to every product's sophisticated functions. They simply don't have the brains for it.

That's not the case with the Take Control, a remote with the power of a PC behind it. Developed jointly with Microsoft, the TC1000 can be connected to your PC and taught to control your particular A/V setup. Actually, the TC1000 is pretty impressive even without any additional PC processing power, with built-in software that walks you through the setup process, and pre-programmed control codes for hundreds of audio and video devices.

Larger and heavier than your typical clicker, the Take Control's face is dominated by the (2-1/4 x 2-1/4-inch) LCD screen. Below it is a roller control (a.k.a. the selector wheel) used to scroll through the on-screen menus and a grand total of five buttons. There's a big, gray MENU/HOME button, volume up and down keys, a MUTE button, and one to activate the backlight. All other functions are chosen by touching the screen and/or using the selector wheel.

Install the four included AA batteries, press the MENU button, and the Setup Wizard prompts you to use the roller control to select a device from its extensive list: amplifier, cable box, cassette player, CD player, DAT player, DVD player, home controller, laserdisk player, phonograph, receiver/tuner, satellite receiver, TV, VCR, WebTV, auxiliary audio, auxiliary video, and unlisted device. When the device you want is highlighted, touch the screen or press the roller to select that device.

Next, you'll be presented with various brand names. Pick the right one, and, no, the Take Control won't list each and every model number. There is still a bit of trial and error involved in the setup.

In our case, the TC1000 found three possible matches for our Zenith TV. To find the best match, we were instructed to press an onscreen power button, and then asked if the TV had powered up. When we answered with a press of the no button, Take Control tried the next pos-
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sible match. The third one finally operated our set. It took four tries to find the proper codes for our VCR.

When it came to the DVD player, Sharp was not listed as a brand name. In that case, we had to resort to “teaching” the Take Control to operate the player by lining it up head-to-head with the original remote and following the onscreen prompts to press certain buttons.

The setup process is relatively easy, especially when you consider how many devices the TC1000 can be programmed to control. Because the Setup Wizard serves as a manual, everything you need to know is right in front of your eyes. The combination of roller and touchscreen was simple to learn, and the initial process is fairly intuitive.

Select a device, and the touchscreen will display the controls for that piece of equipment. You’ll see channel-selection buttons for your TV, and play, pause, and rewind buttons for your VCR. A touch of your fingertip activates one of those buttons.

But we’ve barely scratched the surface of Take Control’s capabilities. The device introduces the concept of “activities”—events, such as watching a videocassette or listening to a CD, that require the use of more than one piece of equipment. Take Control asks you what steps you take to watch a movie on your VCR (What display device do you use? What device is used to control the volume? What button is used to select the input?). By analyzing your answers, the remote control groups controls sensibly so that you can, for example, power up your TV and VCR from the same screen when you select Watch a Videotape as your activity. That’s more convenient than having to switch the remote between devices.

So far, everything we’ve described was done using the TC1000 without connecting it to a PC. Obviously, it operates as a full-function universal remote, complete with customized macros, without a computer.

However, Take Control puts even more power into your hands when you use your PC to further customize the remote. A serial cable and software on CD-ROM are included with the remote. (Minimum PC requirements are a 486/25-MHz machine running Windows 95, 98, or NT, with 8 MB RAM, 2 MB free hard disk space, a CD-ROM drive, and an available serial port.) The software, called the Take Control Editor, installs automatically upon insertion into the CD-ROM drive.

Once the TC1000 is hooked up to the PC and the software is running, you can use the PC to add new activities (tape a movie from satellite) and further customize existing activities. You can also customize any button or menu command on the touchscreen, and even change the functions of the tactile buttons on the remote.

Finally, the Take Control Editor allows you to create macros. If you’re still turned off by having to push two “buttons” to watch a videotape (as required in the Activity mode), you can set up a macro to turn on the TV and VHS deck—and perhaps even your surround-sound receiver set to the proper input—with the press of a single button.

The more complex your home-theater setup, the longer it takes to program the Take Control. But its benefits also increase with the complexity of your setup. If, for instance, your TV is hooked up to your stereo amplifier and surround-sound speakers, and your video sources include VCR, laserdisc, DVD, cable, and satellite, each time you want to watch something, you might have to turn on the TV, stereo, and the source; and use the TV remote to select the source; the stereo remote to adjust the volume; and the source remote to select a channel or begin playing disc or tape. With Take Control, you simply select an activity or a macro, and the remote does it all.

Of course, if your “home theater” setup consists of a TV and a VCR, we’d recommend upgrading the audio portion, then perhaps adding a satellite system and/or a DVD player. If money is tight, it certainly doesn’t make sense to spend $350 on an accessory, no matter how neat.

However if your home-theater setup is an elaborate one that takes too much time and effort—and too many remote controls—to get up and running each night, and if half your family can’t figure it out, then Take Control would be a good investment. (Remember, if you can teach them to use and enjoy your system, it’ll be in their best interests to let you buy more stuff!)

**TRAVELIN’ ON**

What do you take along when you take to the road? We rarely leave home without a personal CD player and a few favorite discs. It makes a plane ride more pleasant and gives us something to listen to in hotels (which don’t necessarily come with clock radios these days). On business trips, we often must carry along a laptop PC as well.

One problem with a personal CD player is that it doesn’t allow you to share the music with anyone else. And one problem with a laptop PC is that its sound just can’t rival that of a desktop PC equipped with multimedia/surround speakers. (How quickly we get spoiled!)

Kodak provides a cleverly convenient way to maximize the sound of those portable devices wherever you might use them. The FlatOut Traveler ($69.95) is a portable flat-panel speaker system, complete with amplifier. Its carrying case is designed to hold the included
speakers, amp, cables, and power cord as well as your CD player and up to 10 discs. The entire system weighs just two pounds (without the CD player, that is). Zipped shut, and fully loaded, it measures just 9 x 9 x 3 inches—easy to fit into a briefcase or backpack.

The black carrying case opens like a book to reveal the rectangular amplifier, affixed to the “spine” with Velcro. The inside front and back “book covers” also have Velcro strips to hold the speakers securely in place while traveling. A hole in the front cover to the outside storage compartment allows the connection of a Walkman or CD player to the amplifier. A page-like insert to the right of the amp holds up to ten discs.

The amplifier has a volume control (which also serves as the power switch) on the front, a speaker input on each side, and an audio input on the left side. The audio signal can come from the “line out” of any CD player, A/V source, or sound card. The power adapter plugs into the top of the amplifier, and a battery compartment is found on its front. (It takes eight AA batteries.) Hookup is a simple matter of plugging in the speakers and audio source, and powering up.

You can use the speakers while they’re secured in the carrying case, but they sound better standing separately. Each speaker has a crossbar base that allows it to stand upright on any flat surface. The best sound is achieved by allowing at least two inches of space behind the speakers.

The speakers themselves measure just shy of an inch deep, stand about 7-1/2 inches tall, and are about 6-1/2 inches wide. A word of warning: Because the magnets in the flat-panel speakers are close to the outside wall of the frame, the speakers should not be placed close to any video monitor or magnetic storage devices. (Keep that in mind if you’re thinking of using the FlatOut Traveler to tote a portable DVD player and discs.)

The FlatOut Traveler uses patented NXT flat-panel technology, in which “fine vibrations set up a spherical sound pattern engulfing the panel so that you can hear the same quality sound from any angle.” Speakers vibrate like a piano or guitar, dispersing sound throughout the body of the instrument. Each panel has two one-inch neodymium drivers bonded to it. Its frequency response is rated at 200 Hz to 17 kHz, amplifier power at 2 watts per channel, and the speakers are rated to deliver 80 dB. According to Kodel, because the openings in the back of the speaker’s frame allow more energy to radiate, the “2-watt speakers have the equivalent power of a 5-watt cone speaker system.”

Well, you’re not going to rock the house down with a 5-watt system, and you certainly won’t do so with the FlatOut Traveler. In our small office, we could crank up the volume with no discomfort and with minimal distortion. Nor is there any worry about disturbing folks in nearby hotel rooms with thundering bass. There’s no bass boost (or bass or treble adjustments, for that matter); particularly for rock music and game-playing, the bass was insufficient.

But the FlatOut Traveler is not meant to replace your home stereo speakers or to deliver home-theater sound. What it sets out to do—provide a means of listening to a personal CD player or Walkman without headphones—it does adequately. Check into a hotel room with the FlatOut Traveler speaker system, and you won’t have to rely on the clock radio for your music. Travel with a portable DVD player, for that matter, and you’ve got storage for the player and video discs, and a step-up sound system from that of the player itself or of the TV. Using your laptop for an out-of-town business presentation? The FlatOut Traveler can add room-filling audio to your show.
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THE TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGIN’...

... in the music industry, that is, with mergers galore. In the traditional music production/marketing arena, Seagram has acquired Polygram Records from Philips. When combined with Seagram’s Universal Music Group, the new company will be the largest record company in the U.S.

Meanwhile, a truce could be imminent in the war between traditional record companies and those who are distributing music over the Internet. The problem, as usual, stems from copyright protection issues. As technologies such as MP3, which compresses songs so that they can be easily transferred and downloaded with CD-quality sound, and devices such as Diamond Multimedia’s Rio portable MP3 player, are proliferating, major record labels and some of the artists they represent are worried about piracy. Internet music sites, which are quickly gaining in popularity, accuse the mainstream music industry of trying to suppress new technology (and the competition it represents to traditional music distribution channels) with their talk of possible piracy.

Early in February, IBM and five major record companies announced a system to deliver music securely over the Internet. The five companies—Warner Music, Universal Music, EMI Music, Sony Music, and BMG Entertainment Group—want to protect the royalties due them and the artists each time a song is transmitted. The IBM system, which is said to deliver music in a pirate-proof “digital envelope,” will allow consumers to buy albums over the Net and record them to CD at home, at prices not yet determined, but expected to be comparable to buying the disc at a record store.

The system is to be tested over a period of six months in 1000 households in San Diego, beginning this spring. The participating households are equipped with Time Warner’s Road Runner high-speed cable

modems, which will allow a one-hour CD to be downloaded in less than 10 minutes; tests in homes with standard telephone modems will come later. More than 2000 albums and a variety of singles will be made available to test participants, who will be able to charge their purchases at an online store.

Among the players who will be carefully monitoring the test results are IBM’s competitors in the music/security race. Those include AT&T, LiquidAudio, and RealNetworks.

WIRELESS INTERNET SERVICE

Wireless communications giant Motorola announced a strategic alliance with Internet-equipment provider Cisco Systems, “to develop and construct a New World framework for wireless, Internet-based networks.” The goal of the alliance is to create a global network to provide businesses and consumers with high-speed, wireless Internet access to e-mail and faxes and to introduce an open Internet Protocol (IP) platform that would unite standards worldwide.

The two companies plan to pour more than $1 billion dollars into the venture over the next five years and to open four joint research centers. They intend to develop a system to transmit voice, data, and video over existing cellular phone stations directly to wireless telephones, laptop computers, and other wireless products. The transmissions would use an Internet Protocol (IP) platform that is compatible with all wireless formats. The companies plan to adopt an “open” architecture that would unite data, voice, and video services over a single wireless network.

Motorola compares the move to Internet-based wireless networks to the transition from centralized mainframes to decentralized PC environments. The company envisions the introduction of new products to take advantage of the new wireless service, including some “convergence” products that could combine the functions of pager, cell phone, and even computer, television, and radio.

“Cisco and Motorola are bringing a New World Internet framework to the wireless industry,” said Cisco executive vice president Don Listwin. “This extends the Internet to a world without wires, and represents the first major deployment of data, voice, and video services under an Internet-based cellular infrastructure.”

Bo Hedfors, senior vice president of Motorola and president of the Network Solutions Sector, added, “Our architectural breakthrough will create a new market and will radically change the industry as we know it today.”

That architecture is open to anyone who wants to be a developer, provider, or user of integrated data, voice, and video services over wireless networks. Potential applications include unified messaging, which would allow a cell-phone user to simultaneously send and receive voice mail, e-mail, and fax messages while talking on the same phone; extended virtual private networks that allow users to be virtually connected to their corporate intranets via a subscriber device such as a cellular phone; and wireless commerce through the use of embedded smart cards that will allow users to make real-time transactions.

The Motorola/Cisco project might turn out to be the largest wireless Internet service, but it’s not the first or only joint effort. According to Roberta Wiggins, a wireless communications analyst for the Boston-based Yankee Group, we’re seeing the start of a trend. “There are all these people with cell phones and all these people accessing the Internet, and at some point people are going to put these things together.”

AT&T already offers wireless service that includes access to the Internet and e-mail. Lucent Technologies recently acquired Ascend Communications, a provider of Internet equipment; and Canadian Northern Telecom Ltd., a major manufacturer of telecommunication equipment, bought a data-networking company called Bay Networks.
Do you ever wonder what's going on at home when you leave your child in someone else's care? Want to check up on whether anyone's been invading your office space after hours? Whatever your curiosity may be, you have a right to use electronic surveillance on your property.

So what should you do? Sure, you can put an overt camera in a corner mount and let everyone know an area's under supervision. But that only makes it easier for wrongdoers to avoid detection. Ask the experts and they'll agree—you need a covert, undetectable camera for true security. For finding out what's going on when no one thinks you're watching.

An Eye in Disguise. American Technologies Network (ATN) has come up with the perfect solution. Called the Guardian Eye, it's a high-resolution CCD (charge-coupled device) camera in one of two clever disguises. Our review unit came concealed within a working AM/FM alarm clock radio. You can also get the Eye in a smoke-detector form (which looks less conspicuous in certain rooms).

What really impressed us when connecting the camera to a TV was its wonderful resolution. Though a black-and-white unit (color versions are available, too), the camera provided 380 lines of resolution when viewed on a TV. This sharp imaging even works under very low lighting, as the camera operates with only 1 lux of illumination (a typical, lighted room has 100 to 300 lux).

The pinhole CCD camera in our unit outputs its signal through a cable terminating in a standard RCA plug. For most applications, this unobtrusive wire (it looks like part of the power cord) is adequate. Those who opt for the smoke-alarm version of the camera, or who have a difficult time running wires in certain areas, may want to invest in a 2.4-GHz wireless form (see pricing info later on).

Once set up, the Guardian Eye is difficult to hoodwink. With its focus-free, auto-exposure lens system, no activity in the room will go unnoticed. While not exactly a fish-eye camera, the Eye's 62-degree viewing angle does provide decent results. You'll just have to experiment to find the best placement—room corners are usually best.

Applications. Finding a use for a camera like the Guardian Eye doesn't take much imagination. Home owners can easily connect the camera to a VCR, set the latter to EP mode (providing 6–8 hours of recording, depending on the tape used), and go out for a night of fun. It's a great way to keep tabs on the babysitter or make sure your older kids don't get out of hand. You'll have a record of the entire night, should something occur.

Similar setups can be arranged in an office. Of course, since you're usually gone from work for a longer time than you are from home, you might want to set a VCR to turn on and off periodically throughout the night (depending on how many programs it allows you to set). If something happens in your absence, there's a good chance you have the event, or part of it, on tape.

But what about prevention? Wouldn't it be great to be able to actually do something about an inappropriate event that your Guardian Eye's catching? The folks of ATN have come up with a terrific application that helps bring peace of mind to users with such concerns.

Though we didn't get one with our review package, a PC-connection kit is available. According to ATN, this lets you connect your camera to a computer at, say, your office, and monitor via the Internet what's going on in front of the camera. You can even set the security software to trigger when motion's detected. The software can then page you or send you notification through the Net, making it easy for you to take action before disaster strikes.

However you use it, the Guardian Eye is sure to please. Pinhole cameras have come a long way since the early days of grainy, pixelated images. With this new sharp lookout on your side, security takes on a whole new meaning.

The Guardian Eye retails for $249 in a wired, black-and-white version ($499 for wireless). A wired, color version is $449 ($699 wireless). A PC-connection kit is $139. Contact American Technologies Network Corp., 20 S. Linden Ave., Unit #1B, South San Francisco, CA 94080; Tel. 800-353-2682; visit the company's Web site at www.atncorp.com; or circle 50 on the Free Information Card.
THE TELE-COMPUTER CONTROLLER

Build a circuit that lets you take your telecommunications to the next level by allowing you to remotely control home or office appliances and equipment through any touch-tone phone.

The telephone is one of the many devices that have become so ingrained in our daily lives that they can be considered indispensable. It is hard to imagine living without it (although there are many of us who would love to try). In fact, the telephone has outgrown its original function of connecting two persons in conversation. Today, the telephone line provides access to other services—such as the Internet, video conferencing, and telephone answering services—not even imagined just a few years ago.

But why stop there? The telephone line makes a viable avenue through which to remotely control home and office equipment and appliances. For example, imagine that while you are away from home, you are able to dial in and establish a remote link between your location and your home PC. Then once the link is established, you’re able to input a couple of telephone keystrokes that tell the PC to turn on a microphone so that you can monitor your home. Other applications of such a system might be to set an alarm or turn a light, a heater, or an air-conditioner on/off before you get home. You could even use your portable cell-phone as a remote controller while you are on the premises!

With a PC and the simple circuit—dubbed the Tele-Computer Controller—described in this article, the telephone line can be used to remotely control devices at home or in the office while you’re away.

Phone Operation. At present, there are two dominant dialing formats used to initiate a telephone call—
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The pulses are transmitted to the telephone carrier’s switching station, where the dialed pulses are decoded and used to alert the receiving station of an incoming call by activating a bell, buzzer, or other annunciator.

Modern telephone equipment, on the other hand, use DTMF signals to represent the dialed telephone number. In the DTMF format (which is now standard in the telecommunications industry), the telephone keypad is set up in a matrix configuration. Pressing a single key on the telephone keypad generates two distinct frequencies or tones, one modulating the other, that are transmitted to the central switching station as a single entity. At the switching station, the key-press information is extracted from the DTMF signal and used to establish a link between the calling and receiving stations. Regardless of the dialing format used in the telephone itself, system operation is governed by essentially the same DC voltages and AC signals.

In normal operation, the telephone company transmits an independent DC voltage to your sta-
tion. That voltage is used to operate the various telephone functions (dialing, conversation, etc.). Normally when the handset is on hook, the DC circuit is open. When someone dials your assigned phone number, the central switching station transmits an AC ring-signal voltage to your location. The AC ring signal is applied to the telephone's signaling circuitry, causing an annunciator within the telephone base to activate. The telephone continues to signal as long as the call initiator remains on the line and the receiving station's handset remains on hook. When the telephone handset is taken off hook, the DC voltage from the central switching office is applied to circuitry within the phone base, causing the ring signal to be blocked and, thereby, permitting communication between the calling and receiving stations.

**LISTING 1—BASIC PROGRAM FOR THE TELE-COMPUTER CONTROLLER**

```
10 REM Telecomputer Controller
15 REM written by M. Chan
20 REM Printer Port Controlled:  
   #11(B7)-ring; #3(A1)-answer;#2  
   (A0)-control
30 REM #10(B6)-ST Tone; #11(B3)  
   Q1; #13(B4)-Q2; #12(B5)-Q3.
31 REM keypad pass code is 1234;  
   instruction code:5
35 DEFINT A-Z
36 DATA 8,16,24,32,40
38 OUT 890, 0
40 DIM code(5), inst(5)
41 FOR i = 1 TO 5
42 READ code(i)
43 inst(i) = 40
44 NEXT i
80 REM Hangup routine
90 OUT 888, 0
100 REM routine to check incoming  
    rings
104 REM check ring signal
105 WAIT 889, 128, 128
110 tim = 0
120 dead = 0
128 REM check ring signal stops
130 WAIT 889, 128, 0
135 PRINT "pause between rings"
136 IF tim = 3 GOTO 200
140 WHILE (INP(889) >= 128)
150 dead = dead + 1
151 PRINT "between rings", dead
155 IF (dead > 8000) GOTO 100
160 WEND
180 tim = tim + 1
181 PRINT "no of rings ", tim
190 GOTO 120
200 REM answer after three rings
210 OUT 888, 2
211 PRINT "answer after three rings"
300 REM routine checking codes
302 FOR i = 1 TO 800
304 PRINT "not ready for code yet", i
306 NEXT i
310 FOR i = 1 TO 5
320 tim = 0
330 WHILE ((INP(889) AND 64) = 0)
340 tim = tim + 1
345 PRINT "waiting for code ": tim. i
350 IF tim > 8000 GOTO 80
360 WEND
362 FOR j = 1 TO 500
363 FOR k = 1 TO 100
364 NEXT k
366 NEXT j
370 decode = INP(889) AND 56
371 PRINT i, "decode ": decode
375 IF i = 5 GOTO 400
376 IF decode <> code(i) THEN
380 IF decode <> code(i) GOTO 80
382 FOR j = 1 TO 800
383 PRINT j, "decode", decode
385 NEXT j
390 NEXT i
400 REM routine to execute instructions
410 FOR i = 1 TO 3
420 IF decode = inst(i) GOTO 500
430 NEXT i
435 PRINT "invalid instruction hangs 
    up"
440 GOTO 80
450 REM execution
500 OUT 888, 1
510 OUT 888, 255
520 PRINT "execution and hangs up"
530 STOP
540 END
```

**A Little Background.** As illustrated by the simple functional block diagram shown in Fig. 1, the operation of the Tele-Computer Controller is very straightforward. The Controller is connected between the telephone line and your PC, allowing the PC to monitor the status of the telephone line.

When a ringing signal is detected, the PC (operating through the Tele-Computer Controller) takes the phone off-hook and waits for the caller to input a series of keystrokes representing security codes and instructions. If the sequence of keystrokes matches preprogrammed security codes, the computer executes the instructions.

**A Look At The Circuit.** A complete schematic diagram of the Tele-Computer Controller is shown in Fig. 2. The circuit is comprised of a Darlington output optoisolator/coupler (IC1): an MT8870DE DTMF receiver (IC2): a pair of 2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor (Q1 and Q2); a DF02 1-amp, 50-PIV full-wave bridge rectifier (BR1); a couple of 1N4002 1-amp, 100-PIV rectifier diodes (D1 and D2); a 1N4733A 5.1-volt, 1-watt, Zener diode (D3); four light-emitting diodes (LED1-LED4), one of which (LED4) is a bi-color unit; and a handful of support components (resistors, capacitors, etc.). At the heart of the circuit is Mitel's MT8870 dual-tone, modulated-frequency receiver, which decodes only DTMF-type tele-

---

Fig. 1. As illustrated by this simple functional block diagram, the Tele-Computer Controller is connected between the telephone line and your PC, allowing the PC to monitor the telephone line.
phone digits; rotary-pulse-dialed digits are ignored. The DTMF-encoding standard defines up to 16 dual-tone combinations. The MT8870, which integrates a band-
nsplit filter and digital decoder, uses digital counting techniques to generate a 4-bit code (see Table 1) for each of the 16 possible DTMF tone-pairs (only 12 of which are used in standard DTMF phones).

In the standard DTMF telephone format, 12 keys are arranged in four rows and three columns; those in a given row or column have one tone in common. The MT8870 uses switch capacitor filtering to separate the low- and high-frequency tone groups.

Since our circuit uses only the three least-significant bits of the register, the circuit can read keyed numbers from 1 up to 7. For example, if you press the 3 digit, a 697-Hz tone and a 1477-Hz tone are combined.

Seven frequencies are involved in standard DTMF generation, and they are separated into two groups. The row information is called the low group and has the frequencies that range from 697 Hz to 941 Hz. The column information is called the high group, and it covers frequencies from 1209 Hz to 1477 Hz.

**Parts List for the Tele-Computer Controller**

**Semiconductors**

IC1—NTE3044, ECG3044, 4N31, or equivalent NPN Darlington output, opoisolator/coupler, integrated circuit

IC2—MT8870DE DTMF receiver, integrated circuit

Q1, Q2—2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor

BR1—DF02 1-amp, 50-PIV, 6-pin DIP, full-wave bridge rectifier (Digi-Key Part DF02MD1 or equivalent)

D1, D2—IN4002 1-amp, 100-PIV rectifier diode

D3—IN4733A 5.1-volt, 1-watt, Zener diode

LED1—LED3—Light-emitting diode

LED4—Bi-color light-emitting diode

MOV1—130-volt, 600-amp, metal-oxide varistor

**Resistors**

(All fixed resistors are 1/8-watt, 1% units, unless otherwise noted.)

R1—1500-ohm

R2—10,000-ohm

R3—R9, R13—2200-ohm

R10—390,000-ohm

R11—100,000-ohm

R12—1.5M-ohm

R14—R16—1000-ohm

**Capacitors**

C1—C3—0.47-µF, Mylar

C4—0.01-µF, ceramic-disc

C5, C6—0.001-µF, ceramic-disc

C7—2.2-µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic

**Additional Parts and Materials**

XTAL1—3.5796-MHz color-burst crystal

T1—T2104 600/600 isolation transformer (Microtron T2110 or equivalent)

RY1, RY2—T8311D212-05 (Electrosonic) or equivalent, 5-volt, 2-amp DPDT, 16-pin miniature DIP relay

J1—PC-mount, right-angle, modular telephone jack

J2—DB-25 female, PC-mount printer connector

**Note:** A complete kit of parts, including printed-circuit board and software, is available for $57 at Web site: www.geocities.com/siliconvalley/foot hills/1897/1.
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With EAGLE Standard you can use 4 signal layers and place components on an area of 6.4 x 4 inches. EAGLE Light is limited to 1 schematic sheet (of any size) and to 2 layer boards. Components can be placed on an area of 4 x 3.2 inches. All other features are equivalent to EAGLE Professional and Standard.
Hz. Table 1 also shows the layout of the DTMF tone pairs.

Incoming ring signals are applied to the circuit through J1, a modular telephone jack, and fed to BR1. The rectified ring signal is applied to IC1 (the optoisolator/coupler), causing its pin 4 output to go to +5 volts. That causes LED3 (the ring indicator) to turn on, while at the same time, the high output of IC1 is fed to pin 11 of J2 (the printer port). Upon receiving three consecutive rings within 15 seconds, the PC outputs a logic high at pin 3 of J2. That signal is applied to the base of Q1, causing it to turn on, providing a ground path through Q1 for the coil of relay RY1. That causes the normally open contacts of RY1 to close, connecting the decoder circuit to the telephone line, and causing LED4 to turn on. LED4 is used to simulate an off-hook condition regardless of the phone-line polarities. From there the signal is applied to T1 (which is used to isolate the decoder circuitry from the phone line). The output of T1 is applied to pin 2 of IC2, causing pin 16 to go high. That, in turn, causes LED1 to turn on and the 3-bit DTMF code to be latched across the data-outputs (pins 11–13) of IC2 and applied to the PC.

Once the PC validates the data, it activates RY2 via Q2 as instructed. That also causes LED2 to turn on. The independent normally open and normally closed relay contacts, which are capable of handling 117 volts at 2 amps, could be used to control almost any electrical circuit. For example, the circuit could be used to control loads such as a lamp or a recorder by simply connecting the normally open contacts of RY2 in series with the device to be controlled.

Power for the detector circuit (+5 volts) can be easily pirated from the PC by connecting the red and black wires from any unused 4-pin power-supply socket—the sockets are normally used to deliver operating power to peripheral devices.

The ratings and values of C1–C3 are critical to the operation of the detector circuit. Making their values too high could result in damaging high currents, while values that are too low could produce erratic operation.

**PC Printer Port.** The PC printer port offers 8-bit output, 4-bit output, and 5-bit input ports for interfacing peripherals’ applications. The J2 table in Fig. 2 shows which printer
port bits are used or connected to the controller’s jack J2.

Two bits of the input port are used to monitor ringing and validate tone pairs. The other three input bits interpret the keyed-in number that’s stored in the decoder’s register. An output bit is required to place the circuit in the off-hook condition. For example, only one output bit is used to turn on a relay and its associated LED indicator. Theoretically, that leaves 10 controlling bits available for other applications.

**About the Program.** A simple program written in BASIC is required in order for the PC to properly interpret the instruction-data input from the telephone keypad. The program (you can type it in from Listing 1 or download the file named TELE-COMP BAS from the Gernsback FTP site at ftp.gernsback.com/pub/PE/) starts with ringing-signal detection.

Ring-signal detection involves counting the number of rings (3) within a specified time (10–15 seconds) before it answers the phone. Once the phone line goes into the answer mode, the program monitors pin 17 of IC2 looking for a valid incoming DTMF signal (indicated by a high at pin 17). The contents of the decoder register are then read via the input port and compared with a stored 4-word code. If the two do not match or the adjacent key inputs are not done within 5–10 seconds, the phone is returned to the on-hook condition, awaiting another call.

If the keyed data matches, the PC activates RY2 via Q2 once the phone has been hung up.

**Construction.** Since the Tele-Computer Controller connects to the telephone line, there are a few things that must be understood before you begin building the circuit. First, it must be understood that the voltages transmitted through the phone line can be hazardous. The ring signal can go as high as 130 volts AC, while the DC operating voltage can range from 45 to 105 volts. Voltages of that magnitude can cause serious damage to your person (and in some extreme cases, death). Therefore, exercise extreme caution when building and/or connecting the project between your PC and the phone line.

Transients caused by inductive devices, lightning, or electrical faults can create hazardous voltages. Because of that, the phone line should be treated with the same respect as you would afford domestic AC lines.

The Tele-Computer Controller was assembled on a printed-circuit board measuring 5 1/8 x 4 1/8 inches. A full-size template of the author’s printed-circuit layout is shown in Fig. 3. That foil-pattern layout can be copied from the page and used to etch your own printed-circuit board. Or, if you prefer, the board is available as part of a complete kit of parts from the sup-
TABLE 1—FUNCTIONAL DECODE TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_{ON}$ (Hz)</th>
<th>$f_{OFF}$ (Hz)</th>
<th>KEY Ref.</th>
<th>OE</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>697</td>
<td>1209</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>1209</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852</td>
<td>1209</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>941</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>941</td>
<td>1209</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>941</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>697</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>852</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>941</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L = logic low, H = logic high, Z = high impedance

In any event, once you've gathered all of the necessary components, construction can begin. Assemble the circuit guided by the parts-placement diagram shown in Fig. 4. It is highly recommended that IC1 and IC2 be socketed. Socketing the ICs helps to avoid possible thermal damage to IC1 and IC2 during soldering. Begin assembly by mounting and soldering the IC sockets and passive components (resistors, capacitor, connectors, etc.) into position, making sure that the electrolytic capacitor (C7) is properly oriented. Note: A right-angle, PC mounted DB-25 connector is used to interface the Tele-Computer Controller's printed-circuit board to your PC, while the connection between the circuit and the telephone line is accomplished through a right-angle PC-mounted modular telephone jack. Be careful when installing the relays; 16-pin, dual-in-line package (DIP) outlines were used at the relay positions. But not all of the pads in the DIP outline are required for the relay. So be, very, very careful when installing the relays.

Next, install the semiconductors, paying close attention to their proper orientation. Due to the layout of the board, the bridge rectifier (BR1) should be the one specified in the Parts List; otherwise, it might be necessary to slightly modify the board in order to get the circuit to function properly. Since the project makes use of the phone line, double-check your work for construction errors—short circuits, misoriented or misplaced components, and any other potential problem spot—and correct any of these deficiencies before proceeding.

Depending on the running speed of the PC, it may be necessary to adjust the time delay variables (TIM, J, and K loops) and/or introduce printing statements in the program to match the physical circuit operating rate.

It is recommended that if you own or have access to a cordless home phone, you modify the program and troubleshoot the Tele-Computer Controller off line. To accomplish this, simply connect the circuit directly to the phone base. The phone AC adapter will keep the phone in operation without the phone line. Simulate the phone ring signal to the module by momentarily sending printer port pin 11 high.

Conclusion. Telephones and computers have become ingrained into nearly every aspect of our daily lives. This project neatly introduces the basic concepts of combining the two technologies. In fact, we've only touched the tip of the iceberg. There are many areas where the melding of the two technologies may offer exciting career opportunities. Hopefully this is just the beginning of many projects making use of the telephone and PC for office and home applications.
Remote-Controlled

Courtesy-Lamp Timer

Build a simple, yet useful electronic circuit, which allows you to remotely control an interior lamp or a porch light with the push of a button.

Since no one likes returning home to a totally dark house late at night, wouldn't it be a great convenience to be able to turn on a lamp in your living room before entering your home? Well, with the Remote-Controlled Courtesy-Lamp Timer described in this article, anyone can control a connected lamp from up to 60 or even 300 feet away using a tiny keying remote control. The project also has a local on/off switch, allowing the connected lamp to be controlled from within your home.

The Remote-Controlled Courtesy-Lamp Timer can be toggled on or off to activate and deactivate the lamp only as needed (for example, when entering or exiting your home), or the timer can be left on so that it automatically turns off the associated lamp after a delay of 4 1/2 minutes. The Remote-Controlled Courtesy-Lamp Timer, which has a single AC outlet for easy connection of the lamp that's to be controlled, simply plugs into any unswitched household AC outlet. The AC outlet allows the project to be used with almost any incandescent lamp of 150 watts or less—even an ordinary table lamp.

How It Works. A schematic diagram of the Remote-Controlled Courtesy-Lamp Timer is shown in Fig. 1. Power for the circuit is derived from the 117-volt AC mains. The 117-volt AC power is applied to the Remote-Controlled Courtesy-Lamp Timer via plug P1. From there, it is fed to the primary of power transformer T1 (a 12.6-volt, 300-mA unit). The secondary of T1 is connected to BR1 (a 1-amp, 50-PIV full-wave bridge rectifier), which converts the 12.6 volts AC output of T1 into unregulated DC, with capacitor C1 acting as a filter to remove AC ripple. The unregulated DC voltage is then fed to IC1 (an LM7812 12-volt, 1-amp, fixed-voltage regulator), which provides a regulated +12-volt DC source that is used to power part of the project. The output of IC1 is also fed to IC2 (an LM78L05 5-volt, 100-mA, low-current, fixed-voltage regulator), which provides a stable +5-volt DC source to operate the remainder of the project.

Capacitors C2 and C3 are used as filters to further improve the stability of the power supply against transients and noise. The secondary of power transformer T1 is also connected to IC3 (a 4N26 optoisolator/coupler) through a current-limiting resistor, R1. The optoisolator/coupler (IC3) allows the project to "borrow" the 60-Hz signal present in the household AC power and use it as a stable reference signal for timing purposes. That was done in order to produce reliable and repeatable time delays regardless of ambient temperature variations and component aging. The optoisolator/coupler contains an LED and an NPN phototransistor that are electrically isolated from each other.

When IC3's internal LED is forward-biased, it turns on. That causes the phototransistor to turn on, causing its collector lead to be pulled to ground. When the LED becomes reverse-biased (the applied voltage reverses), the LED turns off, causing the phototransistor to turn off, permitting its collector to be pulled high (to +5 volts) through resistor R2. Diode D1 is included in the circuit to prevent damage from occurring to the LED during negative half-cycles of the AC voltage. Since the AC voltage reverses at the rate of 60 Hz, a 60-Hz logic-level squarewave appears at
pin 5 of IC3. That 60-Hz squarewave signal is fed to IC4-a (half of a 4013 dual D-type flip-flop), which divides the signal by two, thereby outputting a 30-Hz squarewave signal that is used as a clock signal to drive IC5 (a 4020 14-stage ripple counter). The ripple counter is responsible for the precise 4-1/2 minute time delays, and it is controlled by IC4-b (but more about IC4-b and IC5 shortly).

Resistor R7 and capacitor C5, along with IC6-a (1/4 of a 4093 quad two-input NAND Schmitt trigger), form a switch-debouncer circuit. When pushbutton switch S1 (LOCAL ON/OFF) is pressed, capacitor C5 is discharged immediately, causing the output of IC6-a at pin 3 to go high (+5 volts), generating a trigger pulse. That pulse is coupled through diode D4 to the clock input of IC4-b at pin 11, causing its "a" output at pin 13 to go high. That high is delivered to the base of transistor Q1, turning it on, which in turn activates relay RY1, applying 117 volts AC to socket SO1 and the connected lamp.

At the same time that the "a" output of IC4-b goes high, the "g" output at pin 12 goes low. That causes the "TIM ON" indicator (LED1) to illuminate (via inverter IC6-c), and also removes the "reset" signal from IC5 at pin 11, allowing IC5 to begin accumulating pulses from the 30-Hz clock. After 4 1/2 minutes of counting 30-Hz clock pulses, the pin 3 output of IC5 goes high. That high travels through diode D2 to the "reset" input of IC4-b at pin 10, resetting the flip-flop. That causes the "a" output of IC4-b to go low, turning transistor Q1 off, deactivating relay RY1, and removing AC power from socket SO1, which, in turn, extinguishes the connected lamp. At the same time that IC4-b's "a" output goes low, its "g" output goes high, extinguishing the "TIM ON" LED and resetting IC5 (and also inhibiting its operation). That causes the output of IC5 at pin 3 to go low.
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receiver board.

The "power-on reset" signal is routed through diode D3 to the "reset" input of IC4-b and ensures that the project will be in the standby state (lamp off) when power is applied. That prevents possible false-triggering due to AC power fluctuations or outages when power is restored.

For remote-control receiver boards that contain an open-collector output lead (pulled to ground) for the "vr" signal, IC6-d can be connected as an inverter (see Fig. 2) to allow operation with that type of receiver board as well.

**Construction.** The author's prototype was assembled on a section of perfboard, using point-to-point wiring, and was housed in a plastic enclosure. Metal enclosures are not recommended as metal could reduce the operating range of the remote. The relay used in the project should have enclosed switch contacts rated at 2 amps or more at 250 volts AC. That allows the project to safely control an ordinary incandescent lamp of up to 150 watts.

When assembling the Remote-Controlled Courtesy-Lamp Timer, it is recommended that sockets be used for the ICs. Sourcing the ICs allows them to be easily removed from the circuit during troubleshooting or for replacement. Begin assembly of the circuit by mounting the sockets to the board, and then wiring the other components to the sockets, guided by the schematic diagram, as if the sockets were the actual ICs.

To improve electrical safety (and prevent possible overloads), a 2-amp fuse could be placed in the "hot" AC input lead before connection is made to the "moving contact" (wiper) of relay RY1 and the primary of transformer T1. Be sure to carefully insulate all the 117-volt AC connections with heatshrink tubing or electrical tape.

When the circuit board is complete, check for errors (misconnect-
to the next phase.

In the author's prototype, the remote-control receiver board was connected to the timer board through three leads of a short length (approximately 3 to 5 inches) of multiconductor flat ribbon cable. Two additional pairs of ribbon cable conductors were used to connect LED1 and S1 to the timer's circuit board. A pair of heavier wires (14 gauge or larger) were used to connect SO1 to the relay contacts.

As noted earlier, the Timer was housed in a plastic enclosure to improve electrical safety. The enclosure selected by the author measures approximately 6 by 3 1/2 by 2 inches. The enclosure has more than enough room to accommodate the project's printed-circuit board, the remote-control receiver board, and the power transformer. Prepare the enclosure by drilling or cutting five holes in the enclosure for LED1, S1, SO1, and PL1 (a two-conductor AC line cord with molded plug).

Checkout and Use. Connect an ordinary table lamp to socket SO1, and flip the lamp's power switch to the on position. Plug PL1 into any convenient electrical outlet. Press the project's LOCAL ON/OFF switch (S1). The relay should click on, the TIMER ON LED should illuminate, and the table lamp should also light. After about 4 1/2 minutes have passed, the relay contacts should open, extinguishing the "TIMER ON" LED and the table lamp. If the circuit is working properly up to this point, try pressing the button on the remote-control unit.

Once again the table lamp should come on. Note that once the project has been activated, either by pressing the LOCAL ON/OFF switch or with the remote-control unit, it can be turned off at any time before the 4 1/2-minute delay has elapsed by simply pressing either button a second time.

If the circuit performs as expected, seal the enclosure—your Lamp Timer is ready to use.

### PARTS LIST FOR THE REMOTE-CONTROLLED COURTESY-LAMP TIMER

#### SEMICONDUCTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR1</td>
<td>1-amp, 50-PIV (or greater), full-wave bridge rectifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1-D5</td>
<td>1N4148 (or similar) general-purpose, small-signal, silicon diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>1N4001 (or similar) 1-amp, 50-PIV, silicon rectifier diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED1</td>
<td>Jumbo red light-emitting diode (T-1 1/4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### RESISTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>3300-ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2, R3</td>
<td>4700-ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>4700-ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5, R6</td>
<td>10,000-ohm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### CAPACITORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1, C2</td>
<td>220-µF, 25-WVDC, electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>100-µF, 16-WVDC, electrolytic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4, C5</td>
<td>1-µF, 50-WVDC, electrolytic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RY1</td>
<td>12-volt, SPST relay with 250-volt AC, 2-amp (or greater) contacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>SPST normally-open pushbutton switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO1</td>
<td>2-terminal, polarized AC plug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>12.6-volt, 300-mA, step-down, power transformer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Perfboard materials:** RF remote-control transmitter/receiver pair (Visitect # RF60 or similar), plastic enclosure, IC sockets, LED bezel, wire, solder, etc.
Combining this interface circuit with your PC and a handful of sensors of various types allows you to keep track of nearly any parameter—ranging from moisture to light to temperature, among others—that you can imagine.

DAVID PRUTCHI, PH.D.

If you're like most of us, you probably still have a toaster that simply pops out the bread after a certain period of time has elapsed. Well, your next toaster may actually be a lot smarter than that. It will probably be able to defrost and toast your pastry to perfection every time, whether you put in frozen bagels, sliced white bread, or pop tarts. To accomplish its task, such a device would likely incorporate a microprocessor to control the heating elements based on the information received from sensors that monitor the color, temperature, and humidity of the pastry.

The trend of embedding sensors and intelligence into appliances will continue to grow in the years to come. In fact, a recent study by a major technology-development company demonstrated that the largest emerging markets for the next decade are likely to be based on affordable, highly specific, and very reliable sensors.

That trend has already resulted in the development of many self-contained sensors that incorporate all the necessary front-end electronics. Typically, sensors need only a power source to produce high-level output signals that are proportional to the measured variable. As demonstrated by Table 1, there are many readily available sensors with onboard electronics already on the market that are designed to gauge various parameters, such as temperature, pressure, acceleration, gas concentrations, flow, magnetic fields, etc., as well as an uncommitted current mirror and multiple digital I/O lines.

System Overview. A block diagram of the Universal Serial Interface is shown in Fig. 1. Note from that illustration the Universal Sensor Interface can accept and read analog signals from up to eight sensors. The sensor-derived signals are fed through individual prescalers and applied to an eight-channel multiplexer, permitting the user to select a particular sensor-generated signal. The selected sensor signal is then sent to the ADC, where it is converted to a digital representation of the original analog input, and the resulting data is transmitted to your PC for viewing. The Universal Sensor Interface also offers analog outputs that are generated by the dual DAC.

In this article we'll describe a device—the Universal Sensor Interface—that connects to your PC's printer port, enabling you to excite, control, and read inputs from a wide variety of sensors. The circuit, which is built around an eight-channel, 12-bit, analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with user-selectable input ranges and a dual 12-bit digital-to-analog converter (DAC), features two 100-μA current sources for direct sensor excitation.
for ADC devices based sensors to read (I to +12-volt source.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Universal Sensor Interface. This device features an eight-channel 12-bit ADC with user-selectable input ranges, a 12-bit dual-output DAC, two 100-µA current sources for direct sensor excitation, as well as an uncommitted current mirror and multiple digital I/O lines.

Unused digital inputs and outputs (I/Os) of the printer port are available to the user as general-purpose I/O lines, which can be used to read switches, provide power to sensors with integrated electronics, or effect real-time control of devices based on information gathered from the sensors.

**ADC Section.** A schematic diagram of the Universal Serial Interface is shown in Fig. 2. At the heart of the circuit is an LTC1285 12-bit successive-approximation ADC (IC1), which contains a sample-and-hold circuit and a high-speed three-wire serial interface. Data from the sensors is fed to the circuit via J2 (a DB-25 connector) and routed through R4 (a 10k DIP resistor) to IC2 (an analog multiplexer), which, under software control, routes the selected sensor signal to IC1, generating a digital representation of the analog input signal. (Table 2 gives

### TABLE 1—TYPES OF SENSORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SENSOR</th>
<th>MANUFACTURER</th>
<th>REPRESENTATIVE PART</th>
<th>EXCITATION</th>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Analog Devices</td>
<td>AD790</td>
<td>4 to 30VDC</td>
<td>-55 to +150°C</td>
<td>1 mA/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>Analog Devices</td>
<td>ADXL05</td>
<td>5VDC</td>
<td>Selectable ±1g or ±5g</td>
<td>Selectable 200 mV/g or 1V/g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid Pressure</td>
<td>MSI</td>
<td>MPS3102</td>
<td>10 to 32VDC</td>
<td>0 to 1000 psi</td>
<td>10mV/psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barometric Pressure</td>
<td>Sensortechics</td>
<td>1445C0881-BARO</td>
<td>7 to 24VDC</td>
<td>800 to 1100 mbar</td>
<td>16mV/mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Field</td>
<td>Honeywell</td>
<td>HMC2003</td>
<td>6 to 15VDC</td>
<td>±2 Gauss</td>
<td>1V/Gauss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Concentration</td>
<td>Captur</td>
<td>Various with driver circuit</td>
<td>5VDC</td>
<td>Sensor dependent</td>
<td>0 to 5V range, sensor dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC or DC current (no-contact)</td>
<td>Len Heade</td>
<td>LTAS0P</td>
<td>±15VDC</td>
<td>0 to 50A</td>
<td>180mV/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AirGas Flow</td>
<td>Honeywell</td>
<td>AWM3300V</td>
<td>10VDC</td>
<td>0 to 1100 mbar</td>
<td>4V/1100 mbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>Thermometrics</td>
<td>RHU-217</td>
<td>5VDC</td>
<td>30 to 90% RH</td>
<td>33mV/%RH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the pin-function assignments for J2.) Data-conversion and data-read operations are controlled through IC1’s chip select (cs) and clock (cx) inputs at pins 5 and 7, respectively.

Analog-to-digital conversion is initiated on the falling-edge (see Fig. 3A) of the cs line. At that point, IC1’s internal sample-and-hold circuits store the input voltage, and the successive-approximation process commences. After the third clock pulse, data is serially output at pin 6 ($b_{\text{out}}$) of IC1 on the falling-edge of the clock signal. The digitized signal is then routed through another DB-25 connector (J1) to your PC for display.

Since IC1 is a 12-bit unit, a minimum of 14 falling-edge pulses are required to shift the digitized signal to IC1’s output lines. Bits 0 and 1 of the LPT 8-bit output port (hex address 378 for LPT1:) are toggled by software to implement the control portion of the ADC’s serial protocol. Serial data from the ADC is applied to bit 0 of the printer-port’s status register (hex address 379 for LPT1): A 3-line parallel interface—using bits 4, 5, and 6 of the LPT 8-bit output port (hex address 378 for LPT1:)—controls analog multiplexer IC2, which is used to select one of the circuit’s eight analog inputs for application to the ADC.

The ADC requires a reference voltage—generated by IC6 (a 2.5-volt precision reference)—that is fed to pin 1 ($V_{\text{Ref}}$) of IC1. Power for the ADC, the 2.5-volt reference, and the multiplexer is supplied directly from the lines controlled by bits 2 and 3 of the parallel printer port.

**Signal Conditioning.** Input signals rarely conform to the Universal Sensor Interface’s 0- to 2.5-volt range. Because of that, signals of less than full range waste resolution. On the other hand, signals greater
than the full-range voltage must be clipped to the prescribed limits, since any signal exceeding the 0-
to 2.5-volt range can cause permanent damage to the interface. Measuring signals greater than 2.5
volts can easily be accomplished with the aid of a resistive voltage divider, like that in Fig. 4A, which
can be used to scale large unipolar signals to the desired level. To that end, the Universal Sensor Interface contains a pair of integrated resistor packs: R4 (in a DIP-type package) and R5 (a bus resistor network in a SIP package). (Resistor pack, R4, can be replaced by individual, precision 1/4-watt units.)

Logging data from sensors mounted to a race car serves as a good example of how the values of R4 and R5 are selected. Table 3 gives typical output-voltage ranges for the sensors used to monitor a fuel-injected engine. Note that the sensor voltage should be 0 to 5 volts for channels 1-4; for channel 5, the sensor voltage should be 0 to 10 volts; and the voltage range of channels 6-8 should remain at 2.5 volts, assuming an impedance of 10k for all channels.

Figure 4B shows how a simple amplifier can be used to take advantage of the ADC’s full resolution. Signals riding on a median other than the ADC’s midpoint voltage (1.25 volts) can be offset using the circuit in Fig. 4C. Another way of introducing offset is to place a 1.5-volt battery in series with the signal source.

Current measurements can be obtained using a suitable shunt, like that shown in Fig. 4D. That circuit allows the output of the 4-20 mA current loop to be used to convey information from many industrial instruments and sensors to the Universal Sensor Interface. The Timing diagram for the ADC section is shown in A, while the protocol for the LTC1446 DAC is shown in B.

Fig. 4. Simple circuits can be used to scale different signals to fit within the 0 to 2.5-volt range of the Universal Sensor Interface. The circuit in A illustrates how large unipolar signals can be attenuated by a voltage divider; B shows how small unipolar signals can be amplified to make use of the ADC’s full resolution; C demonstrates how bipolar signals can be converted into unipolar signals by introducing offset; and D outlines how 4-20 mA current-loop signals can be read through a resistive shunt.
## TABLE 3—FUEL-INJECTED ENGINE MONITOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADC CHANNEL</th>
<th>SENSOR</th>
<th>OUTPUT RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Throttle Position</td>
<td>0 – 5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Manifold Air Pressure</td>
<td>0 – 5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Engine Oil Pressure</td>
<td>0 – 5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fuel Pressure</td>
<td>0 – 5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Engine RPM</td>
<td>0 – 10 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Intake Oxygen Partial Pressure</td>
<td>0 – 1.2 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Exhaust Oxygen Partial Pressure</td>
<td>0 – 1.2 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Engine block temperature</td>
<td>0 – 2.5 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensor Interface by placing 124-ohm, 1% metal-film resistors in shunt across the circuit's input terminals. Since 4-20 mA translates to a voltage of 0.496-2.48 volts, some measurement resolution is wasted. If full 12-bit resolution is desired, a 154-ohm, 1% resistor and an op-amp can be used instead to introduce a 0.616-volt offset to the measurement.

### DAC Section
Analog outputs from the interface circuit are generated by an LTC1446 12-bit, dual-output DAC (IC4), which provides 1 mV per bit over the 0- to 4.096-volt range. There may be an offset error of up to 18 mV (less than 3 mV typical), with a non-linearity of ±0.5 LSB maximum. The DAC outputs have a maximum current handling capability of 100 mA, and their maximum source impedance to ground is 120 ohms. In practice, the rail-to-rail buffered outputs can source or sink 5 mA when operating from a 5-volt supply, while pulling to within 300 mV of the positive supply voltage or ground. The outputs swing to within a few millivolts of either supply rail when unloaded and have an equivalent output resistance of 40 ohms when driving a load to the rails. The DAC can drive 1000 pF without going into oscillation.

Power for the DAC is provided by a +5-volt regulator (IC3) that is fed from an external power source. Whenever either the DACs or the current sources are needed, an external +9-12-volt supply must be provided. In some cases, powering the ADC section through an exter-

---

Fig. 5. The current sources and current mirror can be wired to obtain various configurations within the 100- to 400-µA range.
Fig. 6. The Universal Sensor Interface was built on a four-layer printed-circuit board. Full-scale templates for that multi-layer layout are shown here. The template in A is the component-side of the board, B and C are the embedded layers, and D is the solder-side of the board.

The ADC section of the Universal Sensor Interface was to be powered from the regulated +5-volt source provided by IC3.

The DACs are controlled through a serial protocol that requires only three lines, bits 0–2 of the LPT control port (hex address 37A for LPT1). As shown in Fig. 3B, data-conversion and data-write operations are controlled through the DAC’s chip select (cs) and serial clock (cu) signals, while data are transmitted to the DAC serially through the dat line.

Data arriving at the dat input are loaded into the DAC’s internal shift register on the rising edge of the cu signal. Data are loaded in the dual DAC as a 24-bit word—the first 12 bits are fed to DAC 1 and the second 12 are fed to DAC 2. For each 12-bit segment, the MSB is loaded first. Data from the shift register are loaded into the DAC’s register when the cs line is pulled high. The high on the cs line also disables the DAC’s internal clock. Pin 7 (cu) of IC1 must go low before pin 5 (cs) is pulled low to avoid an extra internal clock pulse.

**Current Sources.** The Universal Sensor Interface uses an REF200 precision current reference to form a pair of 100-µA current sources and an uncommitted current mirror. Constant-current sources are highly useful for the excitation of resistive sensors. Figure 5 shows various ways in which the current source outputs and the current mirror can be connected to form two 100-µA sources (A), one 200-µA source (B), one 300-µA source (C), one 400-µA source (D), one 100-µA source and one 100-µA sink (E), or one 200-µA sink (F). The accuracy of those sources/sinks is typically better than ±1%, and the voltage compliance is 3.6 volts.

**Digital I/O.** The digital I/Os available at J2 are direct pass-throughs of the unused lines of the printer port. The four digital input lines are acquired through bits 4, 5, 6, and 7 of the LPT status port (hex address 379 for LPT1). Note that in the standard parallel port, bits 1–3 of the status byte do not convey line-state information. In addition, digital input 2 (bit 6 of the status port) can be used to drive interrupt-driven acquisition programs.

The two digital output lines are controlled through bit 3 of the LPT control port (hex address 37A for LPT1) and bit 7 of the LPT output port (hex address 378 for LPT1).

**Construction.** The Universal Sensor Interface was assembled on a four-
Today's headlines scream of the lack of qualified individuals to fill new and existing high-tech job openings. If you feel the robust economy is passing you by, there is something you can do about it. Become CIE Qualified. Since 1934, The Cleveland Institute of Electronics has been providing its students with the necessary technical and academic credentials employers are seeking. In fact, CIE was started in 1934 to fill a similar void in the radio/television industry.

Since then, CIE boasts of over 150,000 worldwide graduates who have benefited from a patented, independent-study program that lets the student complete a Career Course, Associate Degree program, or through our affiliate school World College, a Bachelor Degree program.

If you are currently "under-employed" and want to increase your level of income, the most proven method is an education. With CIE's independent-study program you study when and where you wish with no time constraints on how quickly you can proceed. And though it is an independent-study program you have the full support of the faculty and staff at CIE's Cleveland Campus.

To discover all the Benefits, Career Courses and Degree Programs available from CIE send for your Free Course Catalog Today!

The Cleveland Institute of Electronics has been approved for the training of eligible veterans and active duty military service members, under the G.I. Bill. Military tuition assistance (Up-Front and Basic) is also available under the DANTES Distance Learning Program.

...For Employers
layer printed-circuit board, measuring 3 1/8 x 1 7/8 inches. Full-size templates of the interface’s multi-layer printed-circuit pattern are shown in Fig. 6. The template in A is the component-side of the board. B and C are the embedded layers, and D is the solder-side of the board. Those foils can be copied from the page and used to etch your own board (assuming that you are familiar with multi-layer, printed-circuit-board production). If you’re not familiar with multi-layer, printed-circuit-board production or simply have no desire to involve yourself with the etching process, a complete kit of parts or the printed-circuit board only can be purchased from the source listed in the Parts List.

Once you’ve obtained all the parts, construction can begin. A parts-placement diagram for the interface’s printed-circuit board is shown in Fig. 7. Start by sliding the edges of the printed-circuit board in between the solder-cup terminals of the DB-25 connector until they are aligned with the printed-circuit board fingers of J1 and J2. After that, install the passive components (resistors, capacitors, etc.), followed by the semiconductors. Note that all of the components for this project are soldered directly to the circuit board. Because of that, it is extremely important when assembling the board that strict attention be paid to the proper orientation of the polarized components (ICs, diodes, as well as electrolytic and tantalum capacitors).

In addition, remember to install only the components needed for the ADC power option selected.

Once you’ve completed the assembly, it is wise to verify that all components are placed correctly, and that soldering did not short adjoining traces. As an added precaution, be sure to thoroughly deflux the board after soldering. Flux deposits can short adjacent circuit-board traces, rendering the circuit inoperative. Deflux the board with a toothbrush under warm, running tap water or use flux remover, and air-dry thoroughly.

Use a sharp blade to cut the (Continued on page 75)
Robotics for the Next Millennium.
Exploring the New World of Science Kits.

OWI's "Next Generation" of affordable, rugged Robot Kits for the next millennium challenges the enthusiast to solder circuit boards and/or mechanically assemble.

Each OWIKIT also incorporates the basic principles of robotic experiments, sensing and locomotion, guaranteeing an exciting, hands-on adventure of knowledge and fun!

But remember! OWI is the recognized founder and leader in Educational Robot Kits.
ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS.

Visit our homepage at www.owirobot.com

Be on the lookout for the new exciting
- Amphibious Solar Vehicle
- Remote Controlled Cyclone
- Infrared Sumo Robot

NEW WAO-G
Fuzzy Logic - Draw straight lines, circles and words; learn fuzzy control principles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit Name</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Book</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WAO-G</td>
<td>OWI-068K Fuzzy Logic</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>89.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBOTIC ARM TRAINER</td>
<td>OWI-007 6 Axis Control</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>69.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIPLE ACTION SOLAR CAR</td>
<td>OWI-085 Solar Sensor</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>39.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CARGO</td>
<td>OWI-936K Sound Sensor</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAO II</td>
<td>OWI-961K Programmable - Graph</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>69.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIDER</td>
<td>OWI-962X Infrared Sensor</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINE TRACKER</td>
<td>OWI-063X Infrared Sensor</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>49.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYPER PEPPY</td>
<td>OWI-910X Sound - Touch Sensor</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOON WALKER</td>
<td>OWI-989X Solar Sensor</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17141 Kingsview Ave., Carson, CA 90746
Phone: (310) 515-6800
Fax: (310) 515-1636
Toll Free: (877) 4-ELEK
E-mail: owi@ix.netcom.com
Web Page: www.owirobot.com

Orders F.O.B. Carson, CA 90746 - P.S.T.
Kenwood CS-4125 Sale!!!

Free KENWOOD t-shirt with purchase of CS-4125 oscilloscope!!!

KENWOOD

MODEL CS-4125
20 MHz, 2 Channel, includes probes
Suggested Price $595.00
SUPER SPECIAL $389.00!!!

PRINT
Products International

8931 Brookville Rd * Silver Spring, MD, 20910 * 800-638-2020 * Fx 800-545-0058
www.prodiml.com

ATTENTION DEALERS: WHOLESALE ONLY!

BEST PRICES!
FAST SERVICE
SAME DAY SHIPPING

EXCLUSIVE:

2 PIECE SETUPS: $85.00
10 lot • 1 Year Warranty

Latest Technology • Universal Combo's - Ask For Details
CALL US LAST! LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!

TOLL FREE: 800-375-3682
FAX: 516-246-5634

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Visit our web site! www.mouser.com
Subscribe, download, or view catalog online!

• Over 84,000 Products
• More than 145 Suppliers
• Same Day Shipping
• No Minimum Order

800-992-9943
817-483-6828 Fax: 817-483-6899
catalog@mouser.com
958 North Main St., Mansfield, TX 76063
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This cricket turns on when it gets dark. Great as a practical joke. The tone and repetition between two crickets is adjustable. Power supply: 9V battery

Give him or her that special heartbeat. 28 LEDs form 2 blinking hearts. Power supply: 9V battery

For different applications (such as model construction) and educational purposes. Adjustable flashing speed. Power supply: 9V battery

Several signal outputs: square wave, triangle, sine and integrator, which are selectable with a jumper. The signal frequency is about 1kHz (fixed). Ideal to learn electronics! Power supply: 9V battery

The beats per minute are given by a built-in speaker and by a LED. Adjustable volume, beats sound. With on/off switch. Power supply: 9V battery

Never let you surprise by flooding! Gives alarm sound when water is detected. Incorporated alarm buzzer. Water sensor can be placed at a distance by cutting the board and using wires to connect the sensor. Power supply: 9V battery

No more cheating allowed! The eyes of the die are LEDs. Rolls out when the push button is released. Power supply: 9V battery

Superb audio amplifier with incredible tiny dimensions. Integrated circuit has a pre- and power amplifier which can be used separately. Max. output power: 2.5W @ 4ohm. Frequency characteristics: 60Hz to 15KHz. Power supply: 4.5V to 15Vdc / 400mA. Exists also as module: M2637.

Questions? Contact us for a list of US distributors or to get your FREE catalogue

7415 Whitehall Street Suite 119
Fort Worth, TX 76118
(817) 284-7785 F: (817) 284-7712
www.velleman.be email: velleman@earthlink.net
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EARN MORE MONEY!

Be an FCC LICENSE ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN!

Learn at home in spare time. No previous experience needed!

No costly school. No commuting to class. The Original Home-Study course prepares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio-telephone License." This valuable license is your professional "ticket" to thousands of exciting jobs in Communications, Radio-TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics and more...even start your own business! You don’t need a college degree to qualify, but you do need an FCC License.

No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School
This proven course is easy, fast and low cost! GUARANTEED PASS—You get your FCC License or money refunded. Send for FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY!
Or, Call 1-800-932-4268 Ext. 240

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 240
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126
Please rush FREE details immediately!

NAME ____________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
CITY STATE ZIP

DATA ACQUISITION & CONTROL

AFFORDABLE PLUG-IN BOARDS FOR PC's ISA BUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANA100 Analog I/O</th>
<th>DIG100 Digital I/O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$9</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 8 Channel 8-Bit
- 0 to 5 Volt
- 14 TTL I/O lines
- Analog Output
- 400KHz Sampling

- 82C55 PPI
- 4 or 8 TTL I/O lines
- Option
- Selectable Bus Address

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANA160 Analog/Counter</th>
<th>DIG200 Counter I/O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$9</td>
<td>$78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 8 Channel 8-Bit
- 0 to 5 Volt
- 3 16-Bit Counters
- 100KHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANA200 Analog I/O</th>
<th>ANA201 Analog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$9</td>
<td>$119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 1 Channel 12-Bit
- 0 to 5 Volt
- 24 TTL I/O lines

On-Line Product Catalog At Our Web Site
http://www.Bsof.com
E-Mail: Sales@Bsof.com

BBSOFT Software, Inc.
444 COLTON ROAD • COLUMBUS, OH 43207
PHONE 614-491-0832  •  FAX 614-497-9971

ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS

CABLE VIEWERS... get back to your BASIC Cable Needs

Call 1-800-577-8775
For information regarding all of your BASIC cable needs.

5 GOOD REASONS TO BUY OUR FAR SUPERIOR PRODUCT

- PRICE
- EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE
- WE SPECIALIZE IN 5, 10 LOT PRICING
- ALL FUNCTIONS (COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR BRANDS)
- ANY SIZE ORDER FILLED WITH SAME DAY SHIPPING

We handle NEW equipment ONLY - Don't trust last years OBSOLETE and UNSOLD stock! COMPETITIVE PRICING, DEALERS WELCOME

BASIC ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & WAREHOUSING CORPORATION
P.O. Box 6180 • Bartlett, IL 60103-6180 • 847-564-2099

It is not the intent of B.E.S.W. to defraud any pay television operator and we will not assist any company or individual in doing the same. Refer to sales personnel for specifications.
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This is our most popular in-wall. You won’t believe how good these really sound. Big enough to produce great home theatre sound and still fit everyone’s budget. Put a pair in every room of your house.

Great for front or rear speakers in your surround system. The 6-1/2” polypropylene woofer and 1” textile dome tweeter were specially designed with home theatre in mind. The crossover network utilizes a mylar capacitor for crisp clean highs. 3 piece design make installation in new or existing walls a snap.

Specifications: 6-1/2” polypropylene cone woofer with polycell cone surround © 1” textile dome tweeter with midrange © 8 ohm impedance © 3 component L/C crossover network © Frequency response: 50-20,000 Hz © Power handling capability: 60 watts RMS/85 watts max © Sensitivity: 89 dB 1W/1m © Overall dimensions: 6-1/2” x 10” L x 3-1/2” D © Hole size: 7-1/4” x 10-3/4” © Fits into standard 2” x 4” wall © Net weight: 12 lbs. per pair.

$300-408 $69.95 © $72.75 © (UP)

This 6-1/2” Round Coaxial System

Designed for the home and office, these 6-1/2” Round in-walls are ideal for ceiling installations, or for use as rear channel speakers. Adding music to the kitchen, den, bath, or patio has never been easier. System features a weather resistant 6-1/2” treated paper cone with polycell surround, coaxially mounted 1/2” polymer dome tweeter, and butted crossover with a mylar capacitor in the tweeter feed. Retrofit design allows installation in both new and existing construction in just minutes. System includes removable mesh grills, built-in mounting bracket, hardware, and installation instructions.

Specifications: © Frequency response: 50-20,000 Hz © Power handling capability: 20 watts RMS/45 watts max © Sensitivity: 89 dB 1W/1m © Dimensions: 9” round x 2.7/8” deep © Net weight: 5 lbs. per pair.

$300-408 $69.95 © $72.75 © (UP)

3 Amp Power Supply

This fully regulated power supply is perfect for powering CB's, car radios, and other 12 V DC devices that draw up to 3 amps. Fully steel housing with front mounted switches and binding posts. Short circuit and overload protection included.

Specifications: © Output Voltage: 13.8 VDC (fixed) © Output Current: 3A (cont.) © Ripple Voltage: Less than 0.05% at rated output © Input Voltage: 120 VAC, 60Hz © Dimensions: 5-1/2” x 3-1/2” x 1-1/2” © Weight: 5 lbs.

$120-530 $19.95 © $18.50 © (UP)

DMM and LCR Meter

In addition to functions found in regular DMM this meter can also measure inductance in 5 ranges (4nH, 40nH, 400nH, 4uH, 40uH), capacitance in 5 ranges (4pF, 40pF, 400pF, 4nF, 40nF), frequency in 4 ranges (4kHz, 40kHz, 400kHz, 4MHz), TTL logic test, diode test and transistor FET test. 5 AC/DC ranges up to 1000V (AC/50V)

3 AC/DC current ranges up to 20A and 7 resistance ranges up to 4000 M ohms. Includes test leads, battery, spare fuse, and manual. Net weight: 1 lb.

$390-513 $85.90 © (UP)

2.5W Mini Audio Amplifier

This amp contains both pre-amplifier and power amplifier on a super small board measuring only 1-5/8”x1-1/4”. Maximum output power is 2.5W into 4 ohms with 12VDC input power. No adjustment required. Short circuit protected.

$320-215 $95.95 © (UP)

If you haven’t received a copy of our current 260 page catalog... have one added to your order or give us a call and we will send one out to you immediately.

If you haven’t received a copy of our current 260 page catalog... have one added to your order or give us a call and we will send one out to you immediately.

If you haven’t received a copy of our current 260 page catalog... have one added to your order or give us a call and we will send one out to you immediately.

If you haven’t received a copy of our current 260 page catalog... have one added to your order or give us a call and we will send one out to you immediately.
Turn Your Multimedia PC into a Powerful Real-Time Audio Spectrum Analyzer

Features
- 20 kHz real-time bandwidth
- Fast 32 bit executable
- Dual channel analysis
- High Resolution FFT
- Octave Analysis
- THD, THD+N, SNR measurements
- Signal Generation
- Triggering, Decimation
- Transfer Functions, Coherence
- Time Series, Spectrum Phase, and 3-D Surface plots
- Real-Time Recording and Post-Processing modes

Applications
- Distortion Analysis
- Frequency Response Testing
- Vibration Measurements
- Acoustic Research

System Requirements
- 486 CPU or greater
- 8 MB RAM minimum
- Win 95, NT, or Win 3.1 + Win 32s
- Mouse and Math coprocessor
- 16 bit sound card

Sales: (360) 697-3472
Fax: (360) 697-7717
e-mail: pioneer@telebyte.com

Priced from $299
(U.S. sales only – not for export/resale)

DOWNLOAD FREE 30 DAY TRIAL!
www.spectraplus.com

The Pocket Programmer
$129.95
The portable programmer that uses the printer port of your PC instead of a internal card.

Easy to use software that programs EEprom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 27C1(1) 28C1(1)/29C1(1)/25 series from 16K to 8 Megabit with a 32 pin socket. Adapters available for MCU’s 874X, 875X, Pic, 40-Pin X 16 & Serial Eprom’s, PLCC, 5-Gang and Eprom Emulator to 32X X 8.

Same Name, Address & Phone # for 13 Years.... Isn’t it Amazing?

Intronics, Inc.
Box 13723 / 612 Newton St.
Edwardsville, KS 66113
Add 14.75 COD
Tel. (913) 422-2094
Add 14.00 Shipping
Fax (913) 441-1623

$139 Laser LightShow

Draw with a laser beam! Animation, text, music & more! Includes galvos, mirrors, servo amp, demo software disk, analog and digital computer interface. Use an inexpensive pen pointer or high power gas laser.

Computerized Motors $39*

Includes 2 Stepper motors, 2 DC motors, computer interface, training manual, & demo software disk. Expandable! Up to 12 motors, up to 3 amps per phase.

Now with 4 Axis Linear Interpolation

Add $5 for shipping. Computer with parallel printer port & 3 axis assembly, power supply & laser as required.

FREE FLYER
Voice: 510-582-6602 Fax: 510-582-6603

SURVEILLANCE

The Latest High Tech Professional Electronic Devices


We will not be undersold.

Catalog $5.00 or www.spyoutlet.com

SPY OUTLET
PO Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226
(716) 691-3476/(716) 695-8860
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理想用于有兴趣制作自己强大低音炮的人。内部，此放大器隔离，从而消除了左和右输入以单个单音频信道100W RMS输出@4ohm，85W RMS @ 8ohm。输出放大器，每线输出，以及放大器的整体输出。适用于需要30Hz-3.5kHz响应的8Ω低音炮。其他尺寸也适用。常规价格$13.50。仅21-3462

8"橡胶环绕
聚丙烯低音扬声器

受欢迎的低音炮设计是建立在许多家庭和自动扬声器系统。70W/100W RMS/峰值容量，频率响应30Hz-3.5kHz。8Ω。其他尺寸可用。常规价格$13.50。
**Power Supplies**

- **Elenco Quad Power Supply**
  - Model XP-581
  - $79.95
  - 4 Fully Regulated DC Power Supplies In One Unit
  - 4 DC voltages: +5V, +12V, +18V, +3A, -12V, -18V, -3A
  - $79.95

- **Elenco Power Supply Kit**
  - Model XP-720K
  - 1.5VDC - 15VDC @ 1A
  - 1.5VDC - 15VDC @ 3A
  - 5VDC @ 3A
  - 12.6VAC center tapped @1A
  - $54.95

- **Elenco DC Power Supply**
  - Model SPL-603
  - 3A, 0-30VDC
  - The SPL-603 is a solid-state DC power supply providing the exact output voltage no matter what current you use. It comes with a fully regulated power supply. The variable voltage is capable of delivering 0-30V at up to 3A. The output is precisely tuned to the desired output voltage by a special regulating circuit. Output fully protected from overloads.
  - $79.95

- **Elenco Sweep Function Generator w/ built-in frequency counter**
  - Model WF-8036
  - $225
  - This sweep function generator with counter is an instrument capable of generating square, triangular, and sine waveforms, and TTL, CMOS pulse over a frequency range from 0.2Hz to 1MHz.

- **Elenco RF Generator with Counter**
  - Model SG-9000
  - Frequency range from 1kHz to 150kHz.
  - Features internal AM mod. of 1kHz, RF output 100V - 30MHz. Audio output 1kHz @ 1V RMS.
  - $225

- **Elenco 10 Function 1.3GHz Universal Counter**
  - Model Elenco F-1300
  - Frequency counter 1.3GHz, 8 ranges.
  - Period - Can read 0.01s to 80,000s P:1/1
  - Stability - Counts to 1,000,000,000.
  - Timebase: 1 to 200,000,000 RMS.
  - Duty Cycle
  - Max/Min/AVG with Trend.
  - Stop-watch mode 2 sec. to 100 hrs.
  - Math functions
  - Timer - 2 sec. to 99 days.
  - Pulse Width - 50 Hz to 5000Hz.
  - $30

- **Elenco 20MHz Sweep/Function Generator w/ frequency counter**
  - Model 4040
  - $399
  - B&K Precision
  - 10kHz - 20MHz, 3 channels.

**Generators & Counters**

- **Elenco Model EP-50**
  - Electronic Playground and Learning Center Contains Over 50 Experiments
  - $19.95

- **Elenco Model MX-9300**
  - Four Functions in One
  - $450
  - Features:
    - One instrument with four test and measuring systems:
      - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter
      - 2MHz Sweep Function Generator
      - Digital Multimeter
      - Digital Triple Power Supply - 0-30V @ 3A, 15V @ 1A, 5V @ 2A

**Miscellaneous**

- **Elenco Model XK-150**
  - Digital/Analog Trainer
  - $89.95
  - Ideal for Schools

- **Elenco Digital / Analog Trainer**
  - Model XK-700
  - Elenco's newest advanced Digital / Analog Trainer is specially designed for school projects. It is built on a single PC board for maximum reliability. It includes 5 built-in power supplies, a function generator with continuously sine, triangular and square waveforms, 1,560 tie point breadboard area. Tools and meter shown optional. (Mounted in a professional tool case made of reinforced metal).
  - Made in USA
  - $159.95

**Kit Corner**

- **Elenco Digital / Analog Trainer**
  - Model XK-700
  - $189.95

- **Multifunction Counter**
  - B&K Model 1875
  - 10MHz - 3.5GHz
  - $225

- **Elenco Handheld Universal Counter**
  - Model F-2800
  - 10kHz - 2.8GHz
  - $99

- **Elenco Model XK-150**
  - Digital/Analog Trainer
  - $89.95

- **Elenco Digital / Analog Trainer**
  - Model XK-700
  - $159.95

**Guaranteed Lowest Prices**

- **C&S SALES, INC.**
  - UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5%
  - OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS
  - IL Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax

---

**CALL TOLL FREE**
(800) 292-7711
Orders Only
Se Habla Español

**Look For Other**
Monthly Specials
On Our Website
www.cs-sales.com

**Excellence in Service**

**15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**
2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY

---

Popular Electronics, June 1999
Elenco LCR & DMM Model LCM-1950
$69
12 Functions
Freq. to 4Mhz
Inductance Capacitance and Much More

Elenco Model LCR-1810
$99.95
- Capacitance 1pF to 20F
- Inductance 1µH to 20H
- Resistance 25Ω to 200KΩ
- Temperature to 75°C
- DC Volts 0-20V
- Frequency up to 1MHz
- Diode/Audible Continuity Test
- Signal Output Function
- 3 1/2 Digit Display

Elenco Model M-1740
$39.95
11 Functions:
- Freq. to 20MHz
- Cap. to 20µF
- AC/DC Voltage
- AC DC Current
- Beep
- Diode Test
- Transistor Test
- Meters UL 1244 safety spec
Model M-2769 - $24.95 (9 functions)

Elenco Model M-1005K
$14.95
Digital Multimeter Kit
- 18 Ranges
- 3 1/2 Digit LCD
- Transistor Test
- Diode Test
M-1000B (Assembled) $14.95

Fluke 79III
$185
- Capacitance ranges from 1µF to 200µF
- Built-in frequency counter of voltage input from 1MHz to over 20kHz
- Lo-Crane range, a 40p range with Fluke's proprietary Zero Calibration, offers 0.01 resolution with increased noise rejection
Series II (limited qty) $179

Dual-Display LCR Meter w/ Stat Functions
B&K Model 878
$219.95
Auto/manual range
Many features with Q factor
High Accuracy

B&K Model 5390
$295
- 60,000 Count
- 0.02% DC
- True RMS, AC or AC+DC
- 0.07% volts
- 10kHz AC Response
- Autoranging, Bargraph
- Cycle, resistance, conductance, and capacitance AC/DC voltage
- 99.99nF to 999,999F Capacitance range
- Inrush measurement
- Frequency from 20Hz to 10MHz
- Frequency, Duty Cycle, Pulse Width
- dB across 1/2 to 10kHz
- Distortion Indicator

Oscilloscopes
Free Dust Cover and 2 Probes

S-1325 25MHz Dual Trace $325
S-1330 25MHz Delayed Sweep $439
S-1340 40MHz Dual Trace $475
S-1345 40MHz Delayed Sweep $569
S-1360 60MHz Delayed Sweep $749
S-1390 100MHz Delayed Sweep $995

DIGITAL SCOPE SUPER SPECIALS
DS-203 20MHz/10Ms/s Analog/Digital $695
DS-303 40MHz/20Ms/s Analog/Digital $995
DS-603 60MHz/20Ms/s Analog/Digital $1295

Guaranteed Lowest Prices
C&S SALES, INC.
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE
WHEELING, IL 60090
FAX (847) 541-9061 (817) 541-0710
www.cs-sales.com

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Any waveform you want!

New Features:
- 21.5 MHz
- .01 Hz steps
- multi-unit phaselock

Telux Inc. model SG-100A

DC to 21.5 MHz linear and log sweeps
Int/Ext AM, SSB, Dualtone Gen.
Noise

Pulse Generator

Telux Inc.

2455 Old Middlefield Way S Tel (650) 938-0240 http://www.Telux.com
Mountain View, CA 94043 Fax (650) 938-0241 Email: sales@Telux.com
CIRCLE 137 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

---

OSCILLOSCOPES
from $169 !!!

ATC O-Scope uses printer port to turn PC-AT into Digital Storage Oscilloscope, Spectrum Analyzer, Freq. Counter, Logger, DVM. DC-500KHz

- Print, log to disk, or export data
- Accepts standard scope probes
- Uses standard printer port
- Small and portable
- Works with laptops
- Same day shipping
- Made in U.S.A.
- Single channel units from $169
- Dual channel units from $349

Options:
- Probe sets
- Automotive probes
- Battery packs

Order yours today.
800 980 9806 MC/Via/Amerex
Allison Technology Corporation
2006 Finney-Vallet, Rosenberg, TX 77471
PH: 281 239 8500, FAX: 281 239 8006
http://www.atcweb.com

---

World Passing You By?

Are you interested in Microprocessors & Embedded Control Systems? If not you should be! Look around, just about everything these days has an embedded microprocessor in it. TVs, cars, radios, traffic lights & even toys have embedded computers controlling their actions. The Primer Trainer is the tool that can not only teach you how these devices operate but give you the opportunity to program these types of systems yourself. Examples & exercises in the Self Instruction manual take you from writing simple programs to controlling motors, shut out in Machine language, then move on to Assembler & then continue on with optional C, Basic or Fort Compiler. So don't be left behind, this information you need to know!

Examples Include:
- Measuring Temperature
- Using a Photocell to Detect Light Levels
- Making a Waveform Generator
- Constructing a Capacitance Meter
- Motor Speed Control Using Back EMF
- Interfacing and Controlling Stepper Motors
- Scanning Keypads and Writing to LCD/LED Displays
- Bus Interfacing an 8255 PPI
- Using the Primer as an EPROM Programmer
- DTMF Autodialer & Remote Controller (New!)

The Primer is only $179.95 in kit form. The Primer Assembly & Trainer is $169.95. This trainer can be used stand alone via the keypad and display or connected to a PC with the optional upgrade ($49.95). The Upgrade includes an RS232 serial port & cable, 32K of memory backed RAM & Assembler/Terminal software. Please add $5.00 for shipping within the U.S. Picture shown with upgrade option and optional heavy-duty keypads ($29.95) installed. Satisfaction guaranteed.

EMAC, inc.
11 EMAC WAY, CARBONDALE, IL 62901
618-529-4525 Fax 457-0110 BBS 529-5708
World Wide Web: http://www.emacin.com

1985 - 1998
OVER
12
YEARS
OF SERVICE

www.americanradiohistory.com
Koss Digital
STEREO HEADSET

Made for the Ford Motor Company for use in Windstar and Aerostar Vans. These lightweight, adjustable headphones have great sound quality with great bass response for home or studio use. Supra-Aural foam ear cushions for hear-through sound and comfort. The 8' rubberized cords are terminated. Frequency response: 20-20,000 Hz. 1/4" stereo phone plug.

CAT# HP-7

$12.50 each

3000 MCD ULTRA-BRIGHT RED LED

Everlight # 363URC-2/TR1-C(R) Red, "Ultra-bright" T 1 3/4 LEDs are now at our lowest price ever. Due to a special purchase of "tape-and-reel" parts we are able to offer these LEDs at an incredibly low price when purchased on the reel. These are 5 mm diameter water-clear LEDs that light bright red at 20 mA.

CAT# LED-50

2 for $1.00

100 for $35.00
1000 for $250.00
(25¢ each)

S-VHS Tape (Used)

Super VHS tape users! Save a bundle on name-brand S-VHS, T-120 tapes. These tapes were used for a brief period, then bulk-erased. The record-protect tabs have been broken out, so you will have to cover the notch with a piece of tape, but they work great and cost a fraction of the "new" price.

CAT S-VHS

10 for $28.00 • 100 for $250.00

10K THERMISTOR

Semtite # 103AT-2
10K ohm (+ 1%) @ 25 deg. C. Rated 10 mW. Time constant: 15 sec. 2 mm x 3 mm. 2.5mm lead spacing. CAT # THR-20

$1.00 each

10 for $8.50
200 for $130.00

3 BUTTON Serial MOUSE

Windows compatible three button serial mouse. Includes 3.5" floppy disk with drivers.

CAT # MSE-3

10 for $30.00

12 Vdc 800 mA Wall Transformer

2.5 mm co-ax plug, center positive. Plugs directly into AC wall socket. CAT # DCTX-1282

$5.25 each

10 for $45.00 • 100 for $400.00

Encased Piezoelectric Element

0.82" DIAMETER X 0.15" AVX/Kyocera # PCRT218GX Black plastic front, vented metal back. Solder loop terminals. Louder than non encased piezo elements. Requires external signal to produce sound.

CAT # PE-38

3 for $1.00

100 for $25.00
1000 for $125.00

Rechargeable AA Cell NICKEL METAL HYDRIDE

Twice the capacity of standard nickel cadmium cells. Nickel Metal Hydride batteries can be charged faster and don't have the "memory problems" associated with nickel-cads. 1.20 Vdc, 1200 ma (0.56" dia. X 1.97")

CAT # NMH-AA

$3.00 each

“HI-8” Video Cassette

SONY HI-8 Top quality, metal particle 120 minute video cassettes. Used for a short time, then bulk-erased. Each cassette has its own plastic storage box.

CAT # VCU-8

$3.00 each

10 for $28.00 • 100 for $250.00

20 Character X 4 Line LCD

Optrex # DMC 20434-CEM
WPB 20434-CEM
5 x 8 dot format. 3" x 1" viewing area. 3.88" x 2.38" module. Removed from new equipment. May have felt padding on metal bezel. 14 pin single row header is pre-attached. Spec/hood-up sheet included.

CAT# LCD-46

10 for $60.00

$7.00 each

20,000 are sound and comfort. The lightweight, adjustable Aerostar Windstar for use in the Ford Motor Company for use in Windstar and Aerostar Vans. These lightweight, adjustable headphones have great sound quality with great bass response for home or studio use. Supra-Aural foam ear cushions for hear-through sound and comfort. The 8' rubberized cords are terminated. Frequency response: 20-20,000 Hz. 1/4" stereo phone plug.

$12.50 each

3000 MCD ULTRA-BRIGHT RED LED

Everlight # 363URC-2/TR1-C(R) Red, "Ultra-bright" T 1 3/4 LEDs are now at our lowest price ever. Due to a special purchase of "tape-and-reel" parts we are able to offer these LEDs at an incredibly low price when purchased on the reel. These are 5 mm diameter water-clear LEDs that light bright red at 20 mA.

CAT# LED-50

2 for $1.00

100 for $35.00
1000 for $250.00
(25¢ each)

S-VHS Tape (Used)

Super VHS tape users! Save a bundle on name-brand S-VHS, T-120 tapes. These tapes were used for a brief period, then bulk-erased. The record-protect tabs have been broken out, so you will have to cover the notch with a piece of tape, but they work great and cost a fraction of the "new" price.

CAT S-VHS

10 for $28.00 • 100 for $250.00

10K THERMISTOR

Semtite # 103AT-2
10K ohm (+ 1%) @ 25 deg. C. Rated 10 mW. Time constant: 15 sec. 2 mm x 3 mm. 2.5mm lead spacing. CAT # THR-20

$1.00 each

10 for $8.50
200 for $130.00

3 BUTTON Serial MOUSE

Windows compatible three button serial mouse. Includes 3.5" floppy disk with drivers.

CAT # MSE-3

10 for $30.00

12 Vdc 800 mA Wall Transformer

2.5 mm co-ax plug, center positive. Plugs directly into AC wall socket. CAT # DCTX-1282

$5.25 each

10 for $45.00 • 100 for $400.00

Encased Piezoelectric Element

0.82" DIAMETER X 0.15" AVX/Kyocera # PCRT218GX Black plastic front, vented metal back. Solder loop terminals. Louder than non encased piezo elements. Requires external signal to produce sound.

CAT # PE-38

3 for $1.00

100 for $25.00
1000 for $125.00

Rechargeable AA Cell NICKEL METAL HYDRIDE

Twice the capacity of standard nickel cadmium cells. Nickel Metal Hydride batteries can be charged faster and don't have the "memory problems" associated with nickel-cads. 1.20 Vdc, 1200 ma (0.56" dia. X 1.97")

CAT # NMH-AA

$3.00 each

“HI-8” Video Cassette

SONY HI-8 Top quality, metal particle 120 minute video cassettes. Used for a short time, then bulk-erased. Each cassette has its own plastic storage box.

CAT # VCU-8

$3.00 each

10 for $28.00 • 100 for $250.00

20 Character X 4 Line LCD

Optrex # DMC 20434-CEM
WPB 20434-CEM
5 x 8 dot format. 3" x 1" viewing area. 3.88" x 2.38" module. Removed from new equipment. May have felt padding on metal bezel. 14 pin single row header is pre-attached. Spec/hood-up sheet included.

CAT# LCD-46

10 for $60.00

$7.00 each
CABLE T.V. EQUIPMENT
Friendly, Knowledgeable Service

ORDERS CALL:
1-800-361-4586

- All Equipment New
- Convertors & Descramblers
- 30 Day Money Back Guarantee
- 6 Month Warranty
- Visa, MC, C.O.D. Welcome

KDE ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. Box 1494
Addison, IL 60101
Info. 847-233-0621 HRS: Mon-Fri, 9-6 CST
Fax 847-233-0623 Sat, 10-2 CST

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES!
NOW YOU CAN TURN YOUR DREAMS INTO REALITY!

THE ROBOPRO X50
CNC ROBOTIC MACHINING SYSTEM

YOUR WISH IS ITS COMMAND!
FREE 3D ROUTE, MILL, DRILL, CARVE, ENGRAVE, PAINT, ETC. ...
IN WOOD, PLASTIC, VINYL, PC BOARD, & LIGHT METALS
U.S. CYBERLAB, INC., 14786 SLATE GAP ROAD
WEST FORK, AR 72774 (501) 839-8293
Visit us at www.uscyberlab.com

New and Pre-Owned Test Equipment

Goldstar

Model OS-5100 $899.00
Full 100 MHz Bandwidth!
- Dual-Channel, High Sensitivity
- TV Synchronization Trigger
- Calibrated Delayed Sweep
- Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty

Pre-Owned Oscilloscope Specials

Tektronix 2213 60 MHz $549.00
Tektronix 2215 60 MHz $649.00
Tektronix 465 100 MHz $599.00
Tektronix 465B 100 MHz $729.00
Tektronix 475 200 MHz $829.00
Tektronix 475A 250 MHz $999.00

- Professionally Refurbished
- Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications
- The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes
- 1 Year Warranty - The Longest Available!!!

See us on the Web!
www.fotronic.com

Test Equipment Depot
A FOTRONIC CORPORATION COMPANY
99 Washington St. Melrose, MA 02176
(781) 665-1400 • FAX (781) 665-0780
email: sales@fotronic.com
Grid
732-873-1519
monitoring
Development Environment. Step, Run, Stop, Reset.

cDebugIDE
included. Excellent development tools!

Cutouts
interrupt vectors,
Both
SnXC
Su000
supports
for Microchip’s
PicC
compilers based
you’re
Free
sure
telephone
Devices

FREE
160-page full
color catalog!

Dome. Call

Call anytime — 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT!!!
We manufacture & carry Stereo FM Transmitters, RF Amplifiers, Low Pass Filters, Antennas, RF Miking Boards & Consoles, Mics, Compressor/Limiters, Digital Reverb, Automation Software, RF Test Equipment, RF Parts including 608113, and much more. Call for Free Catalog.

Start an exciting career as a
Telecommunications Technician
Train at home in your spare time for an exciting new career! Earn as much as $35,000 a year and more working with fiber optics, radio and cellular networks.

This ICS program is endorsed by the National Association of Radio and Telecommunications Engineers (NARTE) and features a voucher for the NARTE Class IV Technician Certification Exam.

Mail Coupon below for FREE facts or call toll free 1-800-595-5505 ext. 3104
Call Anytime — 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

YES! Please send me free information on how I can train at home for a career as a Telecommunications Technician. There’s no obligation.

Name ____________ Age ______
Street ____________ Apt. ______
City/State Zip ____________

Phone ( ) _

International
Correspondence Schools
A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace & Company
Dept. AS60598. 925 Oak Street, Scranton, PA 18515

VISON ELECTRONICS
1-800-562-2252
2609 S. 15TH CIRCLE • OMMHA, NE 68130
http://www.modernelectronics.com
Learn MICROCONTROLLERS EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and PROGRAMMING...

...with the AES learning system/embedded control system. Extensive manuals guide you through your development project. All programming and hardware details explained. Complete schematics. Learn to program the LCD, keypad digital, analog, and serial I/O for your applications.

THREE MODELS AVAILABLE. Choose from an Intel 8051, Intel 8088, or Motorola 68HC11 based system. All models come with:

- 32K Byte ROM, 32K Byte RAM • 2 by 16 Liquid Crystal Display • 4 by 5 Keypad • Digital, Analog, and Serial I/O • Intermittents, chip-selects • 26 pin expansion connector • Built-in Logic Probe • Power Supply (can also be battery operated) • Powerful ROM MONITOR to help you program • Connects to your PC for programming or data logging (cable Included) • Assembly, BASIC, and C programming (varies with model) • Program disks with Cross Assembler and many, well documented, program examples • User's Manuals; cover all details (over 500 pages); Completely assembled and ready to use • Source code for all drivers and MONITOR • Optional Text Book

Everything you need. From $279. Call for Free Info Pack, or see Money Back Guarantee.

Call 1-800-730-3232

The 5300 Series, one of the world's finest digital multimeters. The best of the ASYC II Series, it has the best accuracy, a built-in counter, and displays AC voltage as resistive power or dB (impedance selectable), saving you the time of making the calculation. A careful examination of the performance features and user-conscious design will tell you that you hold a superior DMM in your hand, designed with measurement capability needed by users who demand the best.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MFG</th>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ACCY</th>
<th>LIST</th>
<th>SPECIAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K</td>
<td>5360/MX53B</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>$229.00</td>
<td>$129.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K</td>
<td>5360/MX55</td>
<td>0.025%</td>
<td>$309.00</td>
<td>$139.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&amp;K</td>
<td>5390/MX56B</td>
<td>0.025%</td>
<td>$325.00</td>
<td>$149.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(resistive power on model #5390/MX56B)

- meters made in France by Metrix for B&K, feature 50,000 count capability, bargraph, true RMS, mains disturbance indication, good transient protection, a wide temperature range, conform to IEC 1010 class 2 safety compliance and feature a 3 year warranty

Call, fax or email today for complete specs, a free B&K Precision catalog, and a copy of our 94 page test and measurement instrument catalog.
You can build this Mobile Robot
This easy to build mobile robot base is an excellent foundation for many different
robotic experiments. The large 3" wheels handle rough terrain. Use the robot to
demonstrating bumper switch or obstacle avoidance, map negotiation, line following, light following,
beacon locating, robot sumo, and robotic art, to name a few. The kit includes the hardware, structural components, Helix screws,
Wheels, First Step micro, software, and an illustrated assembly manual. It's a lot of fun to build and even more fun to operate.

We have many more cool robots, check out our web page or ask for our free catalog!

Lynxmotion, Inc.
104 Partridge Road
Pekin, IL 61554-1403
www.lynxmotion.com
Tel: 309-382-1816
Fax: 309-382-1254
sales@lynxmotion.com
ltech@lynxmotion.com

CABLE EQUIPMENT
LOW, LOW WHOLESALE PRICES!
1-800-521-0512
Now 1-piece Jerrold-5 units $109ea; 10 u. $99ea; 20 u. $89.50ea.
New RFT-M-5 units $109ea; 10 u. $99.50ea; 20 u. $89.50ea; Basic Converter-5 units $79.50 ea. $59.50ea.
WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS
Check out our web site: www.whe.net

SENCORE TV & VCR REPAIR TEST EQUIPMENT
1 VC53, VCR Analyzer $800.00
2 SS61 (LJ6000 Scope) $800.00
3 T95 TV Video Analyzer $800.00
4 LC 102 Capacitor & Inductor Tester $1000.00
5 VA62A Universal Video Analyzer $800.00
6 Variable Resistor (PR570) XFRM $500.00
7 GR7000 CRT Analyzer and Restorer $1000.00

Leo Tomanek
5440 Baltimore Dr., #127
La Mesa, CA 91942
(619) 460-0773

EPROM+
A device programming system
for design, repair and experimentation
• EXCEPTIONAL POWER FOR THE PRO
• EASY USER INTERFACE
• INCLUDES STEP-BY-STEP TUTORIAL

Here's what you get:
A rugged, portable programming unit including the power pack and
pencil port cable both of which inside the case. A real printed circuit board (PCB),
which includes internal diagrams for the programming unit plus diagrams for all technology, burst
adaptors.* Comnonwealth, chip-invasive software which is specifically designed to run under DOS
Windos 3.1, 95 and 98 on a PC compatible machine. The software is hex based which allows you READ
PROGRAM, COPY and COMPARE plus much more. You will have access to your test data's
including LOADING and SAVING, step by step automatic processing of INTEL HEX, MO
TORLA SREC and BINARY files. For detailed work the software provides a full
screen buffer window including a comprehensive hier and here it in kit with over 70 functions
Broad device support:
FIRST GENERATION EPROMS (7086, 7805, 7875/75U
SECOND GENERATION EPROMS (7264, 23128, 4096, 8192)
40 PIN EPROMS (7276, 23256, 4096, 8192)
17 LAME EPMs (7216, 23224, 4096, 8192)
16, 20, 28, 32 PIN EPROMS (7276, 23128, 4096, 8192)
11, 16, 20, 28, 32 PIN EPROMS (7216, 23224, 4096, 8192)
1 12, 16, 20, 28, 32 PIN EPROMS (7216, 23224, 4096, 8192)
1 16, 20, 28, 32 PIN EPROMS (7216, 23224, 4096, 8192)
1 20, 28, 32 PIN EPROMS (7216, 23224, 4096, 8192)
1 8, 16, 20, 28, 32 PIN EPROMS (7216, 23224, 4096, 8192)

$289

Cable T.V.
Converters & Equipment
Lower Prices
Dealer Discounts
30-Day Money Back
1-year warranty
MC, Visa, AE, COD
No Florida Sales
www.cable4you.com
1-(800) 888-5585

Be a private investigator
Home study. Learn surveillance, interrogation, undercover skills, and more. Free literature. 800-223-4542
School of Private Investigation, Dept. JPS031
P.O. Box 400 (California, 92617)

Weeder Technologies
PO Box 2426, Ft. Walton Beach, FL 32549

Stackable RS-232 Kits
Digital I-O - 12 I/O pins individually configurable for input or output. DIP
switch addressable, stack up to 16 modules on same port for 192 I/O points.
Turn on/off relays. Sense switch transitions, button presses, 4x4 matrix
 decoding using auto-debounce and repeat.$32
Analog Input - 8 input pins, 12-bit plus sign self-calibrating ADC. Returns
results in 1mV steps from 0 to 4096. Software programmable alarm
thresholds for each input, DIP switch addressable, stack up to 16 modules
on same port for 128 single-ended or 64 differential inputs. $49
Home Automation (X-10) - Connects between a TW523 and your serial port.
Each X-10 device corresponds with your home-telephone programs.
Full collision detection with auto-retransmission. $39
Caller ID - Decodes the caller ID data and sends it to your serial port in a
packet, even if the call is less than 1 second. Example 11/21/93 08:45 850-5723
Weeder, Terry <CR>.$ Keep a log of all incoming calls. Block out unwanted
callers to your BBS or other modem applications. $35
Touch-Tone Input - Decodes DTMF tones used to dial telephones and
sends them to your serial port. Keep a log of all outgoing calls. Use with
the Caller ID kit for a complete Inbound logging system. Send commands to
the Home Automation or Digital I/O kits using a remote telephone.$34

Voice/Fax 850-863-5723

IR Remote Control Receiver
Leads and responds to the data patterns
emitted by standard infrared remote controls
for TVs, VCRs, Stereos, etc. Lets you control all your electrical projects within
your TV remote. 37 individual output pins can be assigned to any button on your
remote, and can be configured for either 'toggle' or 'momentary' action.$35

June 1999 Popular Electronics

www.americanradiohistory.com
**Direct from Manufacturer**

We will beat any competitor's price

**World's Smallest Wireless Video Camera!**

- Transmits video up to 1000 ft.
- Runs on 9V battery for 12 hrs.
- Can be built into just about anything (beeper, clock, etc.)

We also carry:

- Color micro video cameras
- B&W micro video cameras
- Hidden cameras
- Custom video systems
- Countersurveillance & More

Looking for Distributors

Call for a free catalog (305) 667-4545
SECURETEK
Fax (305) 667-1744
7175 SW 47 St. #205 - Miami, FL 33155

---

**PIC Programmer Kits**

Our PIC Programmer kits of parts attach to the parallel port of a PC and contain the following: PCB, parts and instructions. Uses a straight through (25 pin) cable (not supplied). $45.95. Canada $7.95 Other $11.95

**P16PRO PIC Programmer**

- Program all 8, 16, 28 & 40 pin PICs in the 12C5xx, 14000 and 16Cxx series (except 16C54-58). This kit uses the P16PRO shareware which is downloaded from the web and registered for $20. Visit www.electronics123.com for the complete list of PICs that can be programmed. Can program 64 pin PICs with adapter (not supplied). New PICs can be added.

**P16C/F164 Programmer**

Software supplied on disk is for 16F84 & 16F84-MHz PIC Included! EEPROM

Separate erase command. Test command to check programmer & cable. (Programming voltage) is under 5V. No software control. Microchip data sheets on disk. Software can read, verify & load (Win95.x-Dos).

Call Toll Free 1-888-549-3749 (USA & Canada)
Fax (330) 589-3726. Request a FREE catalog or visit us at: www.electronics123.com for more products.

---

**MECI**

4340 East First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

**Tons of Electronics**

Get your FREE catalog today and discover some of the best deals in electronics. We have thousands of items ranging from unique hard-to-find parts to standard production components. Call, write or fax today to start your subscription to one of the most unique catalogs in the industry, filled with super values on surplus electronic and hobbyist type items.

**FREE CATALOG!**

Check out our 10,000 item on-line catalog. http://www.meci.com

**Order Toll Free**

1-800-344-4465

Why pay more? Call today!
Fax Order Line: 1-800-344-6324

CIRCLE 139 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

---

**ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS**

Own Your Own Unit Today

Cable Converters & Descramblers

All Makes / All Models

Call 1-800-577-8775

Technical Info: 847-584-2099

---

**Quality Microwave TV Systems**

TVS-1281AL - ANTI-JAM - S-BAND
- 128 TV CHANNELS
- INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
- 1-250 Mhz Filters
- 800-280-3050

**ATVI - INTERNATIONAL - S-BAND**

- 1200 TV CHANNELS
- INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS
- 37-1500 Mhz Filters
- 800-280-3050

---

**TOP INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION**

660 Fair Drive #218
El Monte, CA 91731

**SURVEILLANCE HIDDEN CAMERAS**

CABLE VIEWERS - BEST DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER - BEST PRICE IN THE MARKET

- Hidden Cameras, Countersurveillance Systems & Video Products
- 800-280-3050

---

**MODERN ELECTRONICS**

1-800-906-6664

2609 S. 156TH CIRCLE - OMAHA, NE 68130

http://www.modernelectronics.com

---

**BEST DEALER PRICING!**

**CABLE DIRECT**

COVERS DIRECTORS + FILTERS + DESCRAMBLERS

IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE W/ VIDEO STABILIZERS

**FREE CABLE TV STABILIZERS**

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

**FREE CABLE TV STABILIZERS**

Now you can tune-in your favorite cable TV programming and SAVE $100's - EVEN $1000's on premium Cable TV Equipment.
**Electronic Training Videos**

Learn electronics quickly and easily with UCANDO's computer-animated training videos. Students can learn at their own pace and professionals will find the UCANDO videos to be a valuable source of reference material. If these videos aren't the best learning tools you've ever seen, return them within 30 days for a complete refund. These videos are being used by Tech-Schools, CET's, Military Branches, Ham Operators, Industries, and more, across the United States and around the world. Order today and see how UCANDO is...

"Changing The Way The World Learns Electronics."

VCR Maintenance & Repair ... $29.95
All others: ... $44.95 each
• Intro to VCR Repair • Direct Current • Alternating Current •
Semiconductors • Power Supplies • Amplifiers • Oscillators • Digital 1 •
Digital 2 • Digital 3 • Digital 4 • Digital 5 • Digital 6 • AM Radio • FM Radio Part 1 • FM Radio Part 2 • TV Part 1 "Intro to TV" • TV Part 2 "The Front End" • TV Part 3 "Audio" • Fiber Optics • Laser Technology •

SAVE!!! 6 videos for only $240 or 12 videos for only $460

1-800-678-6113
or mail check or money order to: UCANDO Videos
P.O. Box 928
Greenville, OH 45331

FREE Shipping ... FREE Catalog

---

**ALFA ELECTRONICS**

**HIGH QUALITY TEST EQUIPMENT**

**DMM**

DMM-395 ($179.00): true rms, AC/DC (V, A), Q, bar graph, freq, cap, contin.,
DMM-39T ($99.99): 4 1/2 digit, true rms, high resolution
(10uV, 10mA, 102), hFE, diode, contin.
DMM-28 ($74.95): AC/DC (V, A), freq, contin.,
DMM-122 ($169.95): DC/AC (V,A), Q, hFE, diode, contin.
DMM-19 ($39.95): 3 1/2 digit, DC/AC V, Q, hFE,
diode, signal output (+5, -5V, 50µA/µV)

---

**GW/INSTER**

20 MHz Scope
Cursor Readout
Triggle Output
Programmable

- OS-620 $324.95
- OS-620AO $399.95
- Dual CH/DC operation
- Dual CH / Delay sweep
- AUTO trigger, 1 µS
- X-axis input/CH output

---

**ALFA ELECTRONICS**

**P.O. BOX 8089**

**PRINCETON, NJ 08543-8089**

**Call 1-800-526-2532**

---

**Color Board Cameras with Audio Function**

**ONLY $144**

Part BPM310-A

We also have great deals on bullet (B/W & color) camcorder pinhole cameras (B/W & color), some with audio. Get specs, details & prices from our web site.

**Electronic Soldering Station with Ceramic Heating Element, 3-Conductor Grounded Power Cord, 250-480°C (470-900°F) Fast Heating**

**ONLY $39**

Part 85R-076

Extra tip selection on our web site.

Get all of the specifications and details on these items and thousands of other electronic components, test equipment, PCB supplies, computer parts, and much much more at www.web-tronics.com.

Circuit Specialists, Inc.

800-528-1417/(602)464-2485

FAX 602-464-5824

---
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“Get the skills you need at a price you can afford!”

Earn up to $45 an hour or more as a skilled Computer Programmer.

Cash in on the explosion of opportunities. Start your new career or even open a business of your own as a highly-paid computer programmer.

Computer programmers today can almost write their own ticket to financial well-being and job satisfaction. Only Foley-Belsaw's unique in-home training programs can give you the skills you need at a price you can afford.

You'll learn the three hot computer languages — QBasic, C and Visual Basic. You'll even work with the hot new C++. With this easy-to-learn knowledge, you'll write your first QBasic program by the end of the first SkillPak of lessons. Soon you'll be programming sound and graphics, and even learning how to program for the Windows environment — the most popular application program today.

It's easy to cash in!

Look at some of the things professional computer programmers do. "Wrote a C program to clean up a WordPerfect file; edited the resulting file as data errors were found." This would take a trained programmer less than five hours to complete, and they could make over $200 for the work. That's money you could be making — and soon — with training from the Foley-Belsaw Institute of Computer Programming.

Everything is included!

We provide you with all the materials you'll need to become a professional computer programmer. You'll receive 37 lessons, designed for you by the Foley-Belsaw Professional Programmer Staff. Other valuable materials include a Programmer's Handbook, Programmer's Examples on two 3.5 inch disks, Programmer's Flowchart Template, and a booklet, Selecting the Right Computer.

Other schools force you to buy a complete computer package as part of their training program. At Foley-Belsaw we understand that your needs as a programmer may not fit into a "one size fits all" approach. Why should you pay hundreds of dollars for a computer system that you may not need?

We'll tell you what you need to know so that when you're ready to buy your own computer, you can get the machine that fits your needs at the lowest possible price. That's the Foley-Belsaw way.

Get the free facts today.

Whether you want to change careers, have a profitable part-time job or start your own business, Foley-Belsaw Institute's new computer programming course is the first step. A profitable future in computer programming can be yours. Call or write today for a fact-filled information kit including a free copy of Computer Programming — A Profitable Career In Your Spare Time. See how easy it is to begin a money-making career as a sought-after computer programmer. Our free full-color information kit outlines the steps of the computer programming course and shows you everything you will receive as part of your training.

Mail this coupon or call today
Toll Free 1-800-487-2100!
Your free opportunity kit will be rushed to you!

If coupon is missing, write to: Foley-Belsaw Company, 6301 Equitable Road, Kansas City, MO 64120

YES! Rush me a free information kit on Computer Programming right away. Dept. 35647

Other career courses:
- Locksmithing, Dept. 13229
- Small Engine Repair, Dept. 53100
- Saw & Tool Sharpening, Dept. 22031
- VCR Repair, Dept. 62929
- Computer Repair, Dept. 64838
- TV/Satellite Dish Repair, Dept. 31700
- Gunsmithing, Dept. 92740
- Woodworking, Dept. 43963
- Upholstery, Dept. 81635
- Vinyl Repair, Dept. 71545
- Electrician, 95508
- Computer Specialist, Dept. 38465
- Networking Specialist, Dept. 39452

I understand that there is ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION and NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ________
**BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES**

Inventions/new products. ISC, America's leading invention firm, helps submit to companies. Patent Services. 1-800-298-IDEA.

$400 Weekly Assembling electronic circuit boards. Products form home. For free information send SASE Home Assembly-PE, Box 216, New Britain, CT 06050-0216

**CABLE TV**

Cable TV Descramblers. One-piece units. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold, Pioneer, and others. Lowest Prices Around, Precision Electronics Houston, TX. anytime 1-888-691-4610.

CABLE Descrambling, New secret manual. Build your own Descramblers for Cable and Subscription TV. Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, Gated Sync, Sinewave, some free methods $12.95. $2 postage. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, Bethesda, MD 20824.

ALL CABLE TV BOXES. WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE. 30 DAY TRIAL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. 1-800-535-CABLE(2229).


Cable descramblers, universal, wholesale and volume pricing. Full technical support. 1-888-922-0671.

CABLE BOXES ALL MODELS, ALL CHANNELS, lowest prices in the United States. Open seven days a week, till midnight, Pacific time. Call (877) 799-7337 Toll-Free.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS, including activators for all Jerrold Dps- SFT 2XX's and 59's, Lowest single or lot prices. Also, RFT-Dams Zenith, Scientific Atlanta, and Pioneer. Se habla en espanol. Call 888-684-9277.

**CB-SCANNERS**

CB Radio Modifications! Frequencies, kits, high-performance accessories, books, plans, repairs, amps, 10-Meter conversions. The best since 1976! Catalog $3.00. CBCI, Box 1898PE, Monterey, CA 93942. www.cbciintl.com

**MISC. ELECTRONICS FOR SALE**

RF Transistors & Tubes MRF454, SD1446, 2SC2879, 2SC1969, 2SC2166, 3-500ZG, 4CX250B, 572B, 3CX3000A7, Westgate 800-219-4563.

**PLANS-KITS-SCHEMATICS**

"HEALTHKIT COMPANY" is selling photocopies of most Healthkit manuals. Only authorized source for copyright manuals. Phone: 616-925-5899, 8-4 ET.


**SATELLITE EQUIPMENT**


DSS Test card. Authorizes all channels for information, plus free bonus. Call toll free 1-888-416-7286.

DSS Hacking: How to construct and program smart cards, wipcs 16C64. Complete DSS system schematics. $16.95 Software $25. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502PE, Bethesda, MD 20824.

**INVENTORS**


**MONGO-TRONICS**

KITS * BOOKS * Mailorder PARTS * Source VIDEOS * MODELS * Robots! * MORE!* (REQUEST OUR FREE CATALOG)

www.robotstore.com 800-374-5764

Or write to us: 4286 Redwood Hwy #226-137
San Rafael CA 94903
Phone 415-491-4600 • Fax 415-491-4696
Email info@mondo.com

**BEST BY MAIL**

Rates: White National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230

**GAMBLING**

HOW TO WIN books will change your life! Lottery, Sweepstakes, Bingo, Horses, Backs. Refunding & more! FREE DETAILS: JD & Lewis Co., 251 Cumberland St. Westbrook, ME 04092.

"ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" AVAILABLE AGAIN! Complete Uncensored Edition. $25.00, delivered. Barricade Books, Box 1401-G, Secaucus, NJ 07096.


PERSONAL


WEIGHT LOSS

HOW TO LOSE weight and eat what you want! FREE bonus, call now 24 hour recording message 1-877-266-1990.

ALL NATURAL DIET! For a 30-day sample send $3.00 to: PO Box 681, Shannon, GA 30737, ph. 868-574-9612

Do You Repair Electronics?

Free Databases for TV, VCR, Monitor, UL Audio, FCC, and more.

RepairWorld.com


**INVENTORS**

In Enemy Hands

It was another war, pre-CNN. It was a time long ago, before we could get video direct from Baghdad of a captured American flyer only a day or two after he parachuted from his crippled plane into Iraqi hands.

In World War II, and during the Korean conflict soon after, months, sometimes years, passed before loved ones at home gained even an inkling of whether their missing-in-action GI had survived as a POW. And often, when there was good news, it was delivered by a shortwave listener.

Many listeners, men and women around the free world, tuned in to Axis SW broadcasts, which sometimes, for propaganda reasons, offered the names of prisoners held by the enemy. These volunteer SWLs listened regularly to “Axis Sally” with the hope of hearing her read POW names, ranks, and serial numbers, and sometimes hometown addresses and the names of family members. With these details, the listeners would send a postcard or letter to the families with the welcome good news that their loved ones were alive.

Thus was the case of Army Sgt. Frank Davis, a paratroop platoon leader, wounded and captured during the Battle of the Bulge. The military informed his family that he was missing in action, his fate unknown.

Then a few months later, early in 1945, listeners to Axis Sally’s English-language propaganda broadcast from Berlin heard a report that Sgt. Davis survived as a prisoner of war. Thirty-eight SWLs in places like Patchogue, NY; Prairieton, IN; and Reading, PA independently sent cards and telegrams to the Davis family with the good news that meant the world to them.

There were untold numbers of similar cases.

(CREDITS: Brian Alexander, PA; Jerry Lineback, KS; Nikolai Pashkevich, Russia; David Ross, ONT; Ed Tilbury, AK; Dan Zielikowski, NY; North American SW Association, 45 Wildflower Road, Levittown, PA 19057; World DX Club, c/o Richard D’Angelo, 2216 Burkey Drive, Wyomissing, PA 19610.)

American Veteran’s DAV Magazine.

Despite the passage of a half century, he got three replies, one from Irene Walters, an elderly New York woman who during the war years had monitored information and sent postcards to families of more than a thousand POWs. The other responses were from surviving relatives of other wartime SW monitors.

Mrs. Walters remembers the many appreciative letters she received at the time. One Texas father even donated several hundred dollars in her name to the American Red Cross.

Davis has asked for Congressional assistance to remember the efforts of all the wartime volunteer listeners. Delaware Sen. Joseph Biden has agreed that “it is important to ‘save’ this significant portion of World War II history.”

Biden and his fellow Delaware Sen. William V. Roth Jr. have asked the DAV to help in documenting a “nationwide sampling of these World War II ‘Homefront Heroes.’” Anyone with information about POW monitoring efforts may contact Davis at PO Box 6207, Stanton, DE 19804, or by fax at 302-994-0109.

AN HONOR ROLL

My own pre-teen shortwave listening began in 1947, too late to participate in such WWII SW monitoring, but soon enough after the war to have heard of and envied such exploits.

Perhaps the most celebrated of these listeners was the late Arthur Cushing of New Zealand, who died in 1997 at the age of 73. Arthur began his listening in 1935, and over the years became one of the most admired figures in the DX world.

During WWII, Art extensively monitored Allied prisoner-of-war messages broadcast by enemy stations, passing along this information to POW families. After a lifetime of deteriorating eyesight, he became blind in 1954, but continued both his listening hobby and civic activities to aid other visually impaired Allied airmen and soldiers.
handicapped people.

In 1970, for his humanitarian efforts, including his wartime SW monitoring, Great Britain’s Queen Elizabeth personally awarded him the M.B.E., Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire.

I remember other then-well-known SWLs who also were active in monitoring POW information, Australians Graham Hutchins, Dorothy Sanderson and Rex Gillett, and a goody number of Americans, now all deceased, including Ken Board of West Virginia, Albert “Ab” Saylor of Virginia, Grady Ferguson of North Carolina, Charles Sutton of Ohio, and Californian August Balbi.

Mostly, though, I remember William N. Roemer of Bowling Green, KY, who befriended me when I was a young DX listener. Bill not only monitored many WWII messages, but continued his efforts during the Korean War when Radio Moscow, on occasion, aired names, information, and sometimes even recorded messages from American servicemen held prisoner in North Korea.

In 1951, he heard the message, broadcast by Moscow, of a captured American major to his wife back home in Wisconsin. Bill passed the word along to her, the first news she had that her husband was alive and well.

The major survived captivity and, when hostilities ended in Korea, he was released. But the Army filed court-martial charges against him, alleging bad conduct for voluntarily taping a message used for anti-American propaganda purposes.

It was Roemer, whose deposition was offered during the court martial, who provided evidence that the broadcast in question contained nothing disloyal but only a personal message to his wife. The major was cleared of the charge, and the incident helped change the military’s code of conduct to better reflect the extreme psychological and physical duress American POWs face in captivity.

In 1954, the ex-POW, en route to Florida, turned up at Bill’s front door.

“I just wanted to shake your hand,” the officer said, meeting Roemer for the first time, “for what you did for my wife and me!”

BIG LITTLE STATION

Like its lowland neighbor, the Netherlands, little Belgium always has had a shortwave voice far bigger than its size might dictate. For more than a half century, the Belgians have had a significant presence in the SW bands.

In the late 1940s, its station was known as ORU, the international Goodwill Station, a back-home successor to the WWII era SW outlet in the Belgian Congo. The powerful Africa station gave Belgium’s exile government an international voice during the darkest days of Nazi occupation of the homeland.

Today the shortwave operation is called Radio Vlaanderen International (RVI), the world service of the Belgian Radio and Television (BRTN) network. Its mission is to be the cultural ambassador of the Flemish community.

Using 100- and 200-kilowatt SW transmitters near Wavre, plus leased-time relays from transmitters outside Belgium, RVI usually offers solid reception to listeners in North America. Programming is in six languages, Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Arabic, and English.

During the summer months, a good time to hear a transmission directly from Belgium is at 0730 UTC—frequencies to try are 7,290 and 9,940 kHz. The English language program begins with news and a review of the Belgian press. This is followed, Monday through Friday, by Belgium Today, focusing on a variety of subjects and, depending on the day of the week, The Arts, Tourism, Focus on Europe, Living in Belgium, Green Society, Around Town, Economics, and International Report. Weekend broadcasts include Music from Flanders on Saturday, and a listener response show, PO Box 26, on Sunday.

ABBREVIATIONS

DX, DXer: Distant broadcasting stations; one who listens to such stations as a hobby.

kHz: kiloHertz, unit of frequency measurement.

SW: Shortwave, the frequencies from 3000 to 30,000 kHz.

SWL, SWLing: Shortwave listener; shortwave listening.

UTC: Universal Coordinated Time, a standard used by most international SW broadcasters and SWLs. It is equivalent to Eastern Daylight Time plus 4 hours, CDT plus 5 hours, MDT plus 6 hours, or PDT plus 7 hours.

English programming is beamed to North America from a transmitter on the Dutch island of Bonaire, off the northern coast of South America. At this writing, I believe this transmission should be heard at 2130 UTC. Try a frequency of 13,670 kHz.

Radio Vlaanderen International responds to reports with a verification card. Letters may be sent to PO Box 26, B-1000 Brussels, Belgium.

DOWN THE DIAL

Here are some other shortwave goodies to tune for:

AZERBAIJAN—6,165 kHz, Voice of Azerbaijan in this independent country once part of the Soviet Union is reported on this somewhat out-of-the-way frequency with English programming from 1700 to 1730 UTC.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC—4,960 kHz, Radio Cima has distinctive Dominican music around 0030 UTC, with lots of salsa and merengue. Announcements are in Spanish.

EQUATORIAL GUINEA—15,185 kHz, Radio Africa is noted with English-language recorded religious programs from before 2230 until 2255 UTC signoff.

MEXICO—4,800 kHz, XERTA is audible for you night-owl SWLs on this frequency during the late night period, 0500 past 0800 UTC, with lots of Mexican music and occasional Spanish-language identifications.

SARAWAK—4,895 kHz, RTV Malaysia, besides broadcasting from the mainland Asia Malay Peninsula, also operates a station at Kuching on the island of Borneo, a part of which also is Malaysian territory. Don’t expect English programming, but you may find here about 1230 UTC.

SINGAPORE—15,360 kHz, British Broadcasting Corp. relay transmissions from this southeast Asian transmitter site are noted at 0230 UTC, with an English newscast.

SOUTH KOREA—9,570 kHz, Radio Korea International, Seoul, has English programming during the pre-0900 UTC hour, then switching to Korean. It identifies in English on the hour.

MOVING TIME

As part of the reorganization of PE and our sister magazine, this column will be moving to Electronics Now. Look for DX Listening in the July issue of EN.
Hi Circuiteers, I'm really excited about the circuits that we're going to share with you this month and, hopefully, by the time we're finished with our discussion, you'll discover an application for at least one of the circuits presented.

This month we're going to introduce you to several DC-motor voltage-reversal circuits. There are many applications for motor-reversal circuits, such as robotics or almost any application in which it may be necessary to reverse the direction of rotation of a DC-operated motor.

The reversal circuits presented this month came about when a friend, who was having trouble with a complicated "H"-type DC-motor driver circuit, asked for an easier way to reverse the rotation of a low-power 12-volt DC motor.

**MANUALLY OPERATED MOTOR-REVERSAL CIRCUIT**

Our first circuit, take a gander at Fig. 1, is a manually operated motor-reversal circuit that uses four single-pole, single-throw (SPST) switches to control the polarity of the voltage applied to the motor. Note that since all of the switches are open, the voltage across the motor is zero. Making point A positive and point B negative, by closing S1 and S4, causes the motor to rotate in one direction. By opening S1 and S4 and then closing S2 and S3, the voltage across the motor (points A and B) is reversed, which in turn reverses the motor's direction of rotation.

**GROUNDED-INPUT MOTOR-REVERSAL CIRCUIT**

Our next circuit, see Fig. 2, is designed to operate a low-current 6- to 12-volt DC, 100-mA (or less) motor. The circuit, which is built around complementary pairs of bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), is activated by a low input (ground).

The motor rotates in the clockwise direction when the base of Q1 is grounded through S1 and counter-clockwise when the base of Q2 is taken to ground through S2. Although the Fig. 2 circuit is manually controlled through a pair of mechanical switches, in most robotics or logic-driven circuits, solid-state circuitry would be substituted for S1 and S2. The operation of this rather basic reversal circuit is pretty simple. Closing S1 turns on Q1, which connects point A to the positive-supply rail of the battery. That also forces the base of Q4 high, thereby turning it on. With Q4 turned on, point B is grounded, causing the motor to rotate clockwise. On the other hand, when S2 is closed, Q2 turns on, pulling point B to the positive supply rail. At the same time, the positive voltage at point B is applied to the base of Q3, turning it on.

**PARTS LIST FOR THE GROUNDED-INPUT MOTOR-REVERSAL CIRCUIT (FIG. 2)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1, Q2—2N3906 general-purpose PNP silicon transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3, Q4—2N3904 general-purpose NPN silicon transistor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1—R4—1000-ohm, %-watt, 5% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1, S2—SPST switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOT1—6- to 12-volt, low-current DC motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, wire, solder, hardware, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PARTS LIST FOR THE ADD-ON CIRCUIT (FIG. 3)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEMICONDUCTORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LED1—Red light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED2—Green light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDITIONAL PARTS AND MATERIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1—680-ohm, %-watt, 5% resistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printed-circuit or perfboard materials, wire, solder, hardware, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1. The Manually Operated Motor-Reversal Circuit is comprised of four single-pole, single-throw (SPST) switches that are used to control the polarity of the voltage applied to the motor.**

**Fig. 2. The Grounded-Input Motor-Reversal Circuit, which is built around complementary pairs of bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) and is activated by a low input, is designed to operate a low-current 6- to 12-volt DC, 100-mA (or less) motor.**

**Fig. 3. This dual LED circuit can be added to any of the voltage reversal circuits to serve as a voltage-polarity/rotation-direction indicator.**
As was the case when Q4 turned on, turning on Q3 grounds point A, causing the motor to rotate counter-clockwise.

Note: Switches S1 and S2 should never be closed at the same time. Although the circuit can survive momentary closures of both switches, doing so for extended periods could cause one or more of the transistors to fail.

ADD-ON CIRCUIT

The dual LED circuit in Fig. 3 can be added to any of the voltage reversal circuits to serve as a voltage-polarity/rotation-direction indicator. The indicator circuit connects across the motor or any load that's connected to the voltage-reversal circuit.

POSITIVE-INPUT MOTOR-REVERSAL CIRCUIT

The reversal circuit in Fig. 4 is very similar to the one shown in Fig. 2; however, unlike the previous reversal circuit, this one is activated by a positive input.

In the Fig. 4 circuit, two feedback resistors (R3 and R4) connect the bases of the PNP transistors (Q1 and Q2) to points A and B. That arrangement grounds the base of Q1 when Q4 is turned on by closing S2; Q2 behaves in an identical manner when Q3 is turned on by closing S1. Unlike the Fig. 2 circuit where closing S1 tied point A high and point B low causing the motor to rotate in a clockwise direction, closing S1 in Fig. 4 takes point A low and point B high, causing the motor to rotate in the counter-clockwise direction.

NPN REVERSAL CIRCUIT

Our next circuit, based solely on NPN BJTs (see Fig. 5), could come in handy when you need a voltage-reversing circuit, but don’t have complementary PNP units on hand. The efficiency of this circuit isn’t as good as the two previous circuits, but it will function just fine, albeit with a slightly greater loss in the voltage supplied to the load. The complementary-transistor pairs that comprise the two previous circuits are the most efficient way to transfer power to a load. Using the same type of transistor in series pairs, as in this circuit, creates a greater loss in the two transistors, which are connected in an emitter-follower configuration. The power loss across Q1 and Q2 is greater than the loss across Q3 and Q4. Other than that, the circuit works just fine.

PNP REVERSAL CIRCUIT

A PNP-only voltage-reversal circuit is shown in Fig. 6. In that circuit, there is a greater loss in transistors Q3 and Q4 for the same reason as in the previous circuit. The NPN-only circuit requires a positive input to activate the motor, while the PNP version requires a negative input.

Now that we’ve looked at several different, but functionally similar voltage-reversal circuits, it’s time to jack up the circuit’s power-handling capabilities.

HIGH-POWER MOTOR-REVERSAL CIRCUIT

The high-power circuit in Fig. 7 replaces the low-power complementary transistor pairs used in the previous circuits with power transistors.

Fig. 5. Although less efficient than the previous entries, this reversal circuit, based solely on NPN BJTs, is ideally suited to those times when complementary PNP units are not readily available.

Fig. 6. This circuit is little more than a PNP-based version of the circuit presented in Fig. 5.
input by replacing the transistors in Fig. 4 with the four power transistors used in Fig. 7 and replacing the four 1000-ohm resistors in Fig. 4 with 100-ohm units. The NPN-only circuit in Fig. 5 can also be converted to a high-power circuit by replacing the four 2N3904 transistors with MJE3055 power transistors and replacing R1 and R2 with 100-ohm resistors. The PNP-only circuit in Fig. 6 can easily be converted by changing all four transistors to TIP42 power devices and replacing R1 and R2 with 100-ohm resistors.

**SCR-AUGMENTED MOTOR-REVERSAL CIRCUIT**

Our last voltage-reversal circuit for this visit (see Fig. 8) is based not on complementary transistor pairs, as were some of the previous circuits, but instead combines SCRs and transistors. In this circuit, transistors Q3 and Q4 have been displaced by a couple of SCRs. Transistors Q1 and Q2 are the same PNP units that were used in the Fig. 4 circuit. The circuit in Fig. 4 requires a constant input signal for the motor to run continuously, while the Fig. 8 circuit calls for only a momentary closure of either switch for continuous operation.

The operation of the Fig. 8 circuit differs somewhat from the previous ones. Briefly closing S1 applies a positive voltage to the gate of SCR1, turning it on, thereby pulling point A to ground. At the same time, Q2's base is pulled to ground, turning it on. That causes the voltage at point B to rise to the positive supply rail, causing the motor to rotate in the counter-clockwise direction.

The motor's direction of rotation is easily reversed by briefly closing S2, which turns SCR2 on, SCR1 off, and Q1 on, pushing the voltage at point A toward the positive supply rail and pulling point B to ground. Before SCR2 is turned on, the charge across C1 rises toward the supply voltage level, with its positive end at the junction of Q2 and SCR2 and its negative end at the junction of Q1 and SCR1. When SCR2 turns on, its anode takes the positive end of the capacitor to ground. The capacitor is rapidly discharged driving the voltage at the anode of SCR1 negative, turning it off, and allowing its anode voltage to rise near supply level. Transistor Q1 turns on, and the motor reverses its direction of rotation.

The same circuit action occurs when switch S1 is briefly closed to reverse the motor's rotation. To stop the motor from turning, S1 must be operated to interrupt the circuit's operating current.

Between now and next month, try to come up with a couple of applications for our voltage-reversal circuits. When we return next month, we'll look at several add on circuits, which hopefully will open up even more interesting applications. Until then, may all of your circuits function perfectly the first time you turn them on.
VOLTAGE/METAL DETECTOR
This Non-Contact Voltage/Metal Detector combines several instruments in one: through-wall metal detector, fuse checker, electrical tester, and EMF checker. As a metal detector, its functions include locating metal conduits, piping, nails/screws, and wiring in walls. As an electrical detector, it can be used to check sockets, fuses, and light bulbs/lamps, and to verify polarity. Other electrical-tester functions include locating live wires, checking AC power, verifying DC voltage and polarity, checking appliance grounds, verifying diodes and continuity, and checking batteries.

The attached sensor heads permit testing anywhere. The detector provides an LED status indicator and audible confirmation, and it comes with batteries and a pocket clip.

The Non-Contact Voltage/Metal Detector costs $15. For more information, contact Extech Instruments, 335 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02451; Tel. 781-890-7440; Web: www.extech.com.

PASSIVE PREAMP
The PR41 Passive Preamplifier provides a way of connecting up to six sources—CD player, tuner, etc.—to a power amplifier. Because the circuitry is completely passive, no distortion is added to the music signal. The unit is compatible with most components with line-level outputs and with most power amplifiers, either tube or solid state.

The front panel houses the three controls: select, balance, and volume. The stepped attenuator volume control has 46 steps of attenuation of 1.25 dB each, and the step attenuator of the balance control has steps of 0.6 dB. The input selector switch can select from six input channels.

The PR41 Passive Preamplifier costs $895. For more information, contact Marchand Electronics Inc., PO Box 473, Webster, NY 14580; Tel. 716-872-0980; Web: www.marchandelec.com.

RMS MULTIMETER
A sophisticated electronic diagnostic tool, the Craftsman Professional True RMS Computer Interface Multimeter is designed for the hobbyist. This multimeter checks transistors, radio and TV components, computer power supplies, and voltage and continuity on motors, among other things, with an accuracy of 0.1 percent. It measures AC and DC voltage and current, continuity, capacitance, frequency and inductance, as well as testing diodes and duty cycle.

The RF-3200 Field Analyzer costs $2100. For more information, contact A.W. Sperry Instruments, Inc., 245 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY 11788; Tel. 516-231-7050.

The RF-3200 Field Analyzer has wide-band reception ranging from 100 kHz to 2060 MHz. Features include the ability to analyze Narrow Band FM (N-FM), Wide Band FM (F-FM), AM, Single Side Band (SSB) modulated signals, and PLL tuning systems. Up to 160 channels can be displayed simultaneously. The built-in frequency counter, built-in speaker, and RS 232C interface make the RF-3200 versatile.

The RF-3200 Field Analyzer is non-contact, meaning it can be used through walls. A.W. Sperry Instruments, Inc., 245 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY 11788; Tel. 516-231-7050.

PASSIVE PREAMP
The PR-41 Passive Preamp provides a way of connecting up to six sources—CD player, tuner, etc.—to a power amplifier. Because the circuitry is completely passive, no distortion is added to the music signal. The unit is compatible with most components with line-level outputs and with most power amplifiers, either tube or solid state.

The front panel houses the three controls: select, balance, and volume. The stepped attenuator volume control has 46 steps of attenuation of 1.25 dB each, and the step attenuator of the balance control has steps of 0.6 dB. The input selector switch can select from six input channels.

The PR-41 Passive Preamp costs $895. For more information, contact Marchand Electronics Inc., PO Box 14580, Webster, NY 14580; Tel. 716-872-0980; Web: www.marchandelec.com.

Other features include an audible warning when the test lead connections do not match the function setting, automatic shutdown, and a large backlit LCD. The multimeter records eight measurements for later recall, in addition to remembering the lowest and highest readings, and can export the readings to Windows-based computer programs for storage and comparison. A case, test leads with clips, a serial cable, and software are included.
The Craftsman Professional True RMS Computer Interface Multimeter (#82326) has a suggested retail price of $169.99, available from Sears Roebuck, Inc. For information, call 800-390-8792; to order, call 800-377-7414.
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### POWER LINE MONITOR

Combining AC-line monitoring functions, data logging features, and flexible reporting capabilities, the PLM-120 Power Line Monitor offers complete, "moment-to-moment" power-line quality information. The monitor provides everything needed to resolve daily engineering issues ranging from proper conditioning operation and proper UPS changeover functioning to fault and improper "load mix" identification in building and facility power feeds.

The PLM-120 captures, logs, and alarms for all power quality violations up to and even after a complete power outage. The "information-at-a-glance" front panel displays current values and alarm status. At the same time, the additional RS-232C remote access pathway provides extended data display and analysis capabilities.

The PLM-120 Power Line Monitor costs $650. For more information, contact Dorrrough Electronics, 5221 Collier Place, Woodland Hills, CA 91364; Tel. 818-998-2824.
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### TEST LEAD KIT

The Basic TL80 electronic test lead kits consists of two test leads (one red, one black) that are one meter in length, each with a safety-shrouded, right-angle banana connector on one end and a stainless steel test probe on the other end. Rated up to 10A, these silicone-insulated leads are more flexible than standard test leads.

The kit also includes two each (one red, one black), insulated probe tip extenders, rated up to 3A, and insulated alligator tips rated up to 5A. The basic kit is compatible with multimeters that accept safety-shrouded, standard-diameter-banana connectors, and it comes with a soft case for storage.

### PURE WAVE GENERATOR

Designed for test and measurement applications, the PW2120 (20MHz) "Pure Wave" Function Generator delivers an accurate output with a frequency stability of 0.1% and a total harmonic distortion of less than 1%. The microprocessor-controlled unit features a 40-MHz, 5-digit LED external frequency counter. It provides linear and log-sweep operation and an AM/FM modulation and burst mode.

The unit comes standard with an RS232 interface, a variable duty cycle, and DC offset controls.

The PW2120 (20MHz) "Pure Wave" function generator costs $715. For more information, contact Global Specialties Instruments, 70 Fulton Terrace, New Haven, CT 06512; Tel. 800-572-1028 or 203-466-6103; Web: www.globalspecialties.com.
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### CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR

The MFJ-554 Code Practice Oscillator has powerful audio—perfect for classroom use—and it produces a true pure sinewave. Five milliseconds of symmetrical rise and fall time shapes the keyed oscillator wave form to remove all traces of harsh key clicks so users can concentrate on learning the code without distraction. Users get low distortion CW—typically less than .2% total harmonic distortion from its BTL (Bridge-Tied-Load) amplifier. The MFJ-554 delivers a full one-watt into its internal 3-inch speaker. An external speaker can also be plugged in.

The oscillator measures a compact 4½ × 1½ × 5 inches. It has a volume control and an adjustable tone control from 400 to 1000 Hz; an on/off switch; a power-on LED; and key, speaker, and power-input jacks.

The MFJ-554 Code Practice Oscillator costs $79.95. For more information, contact MFJ Enterprises, Inc., PO Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762; Tel. 800-647-1800 or 601-323-5869; Web: www.mfjenterprises.com.
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### "SMART" CORDLESS PHONE

Cendis is a smart cordless phone that combines the functions of the cordless phone with the power of the PC to network homes without wires. The compact headset (6 ½ × 2 ¼ × 1 ½ inches) provides call waiting, caller ID, call routing, or conference calling, and Web access capabilities, as well as a way to distribute information to any room in your house. In addition, Cendis steers traffic, whether from a PC, fax, DSS system, or cordless handset, to the open line.

With the built-in 56K modem in the Cendis base, the wireless, battery-operated, compact NetDisplay touch-screen (6½ × 8 ¾ × 1 inches) serves as a Web browser without being connected to a PC. However, when it is linked to your PC, users can access...
information from either the touch-screen or handset, all while the PC is storing this information.

Cendis comes packaged as two handsets and costs $499, and the touchscreen costs $225. For more information, contact Global Converging Technologies, 4514 Travis St., Suite 326, Dallas, TX 75205; Tel. 214-528-6697; Web: www.globalconv.com.
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**COMPUTER MONITOR**
The Optiquest V75 17-inch (16-inch viewable) monitor is designed for the small office/home office user, or desktop publisher, or web designer. This monitor offers an ultra-bright CRT with bright, crisp colors. Its super fine 0.26-mm dot pitch ensures clear, sharp images, even at its highest resolution of 1600 x 1200. Its fast 77-Hz refresh rate at that resolution provides flicker-free performance.

The Optiquest V75 Monitor has an estimated street price of $419. For more information, contact Optiquest, 483 Cheryl Lane, Walnut, CA 91789; Tel. 800-843-6784 or 909-869-9216; Web: www.optiquest.com.
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**PASSIVE FM ANTENNA**
The Model 246 Wavefinder from Parsec, a division of Recoton, is a passive antenna with a sculptured look. Its matte black body is a circle standing on its edge, with a face scored with radiating lines—a design that blends in with any decor. A pivoting ring, which houses the antenna element, is mounted just ahead of the circle.

This antenna is easy to use. With the ring in its vertical position, Wavefinder operates in the directional mode. Simply by turning it, users can precisely orient it for optimal reception of a favorite station. To use Wavefinder as an omnidirectional antenna, the ring is swiveled downward until it's parallel with the surface it is placed on, eliminating the need for manual aiming.
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**TELEPHONE LINE ANALYZER**
The TE-4200 Single Line Telephone Analyzer monitors the integrity of your phone line for slight voltage and current variations caused by RF interference, telephone repair line-powered handsets, off-hook extensions, or tampering. This unit will display your phone line voltage readings numerically both on and off hook. It also flashes an LED, sounds an audible alarm, and automatically mutes your phone when it detects a problem.

The TE-4200 Single Line Telephone Analyzer costs $399. For more information, contact Torfino Enterprises, Inc. 3500 Fairlane Farms Road, Suite 3, West Palm Beach, FL 33414; Tel. 800-867-3466 or 561-790-0111; Web: www.torfino.com.
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**LIGHT METER**
Featuring a remote sensor with built-in UV color correction, the Mini UV Light Meter, Model 401340, has a wavelength range of 290 to 390 nm. The meter weighs under 8 ounces and measures 5.2 x 8 x 1 inches.

The user may select from two measuring ranges: 1999 &mu;W/cm² and 19990 &mu;W/cm². Results are displayed on a 3½-digit (1999 count), half-inch LCD, with over-range and low-battery indications. The unit comes with a 9-volt battery and the remote probe.

The Model 401340 Mini UV Light Meter costs $179. For more information, contact Extech Instruments Corp., 335 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA 02451; Tel. 781-890-7440; Web: www.extech.com.
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SENSOR INTERFACE

(continued from page 46)

printed-circuit traces on the solder side of the board that join the opposing pins of R4. Those traces are easily recognized since they are not coated by the solder-mask layer (assuming that you’ve purchased the board from the source in the Parts List).

TO J2 OF UNIVERSAL SENSOR INTERFACE

![Diagram of sensor interface]

Fig. 9. Resistive sensors such as the thermistor shown here can be read by injecting a known current into the sensor and measuring the voltage developed across the sensor.

Software. The software for the Universal Sensor Interface is too extensive to be presented here. However, it is freely available for download from ftp://ftp.gernsback.com/pub/PE/. Look for the file USI.ZIP.

Figure 8 shows the control panel for LPT8_DVM.VBP—an application program written in VisualBASIC (v5.0)—which we’ll use to illustrate how to develop a virtual instrument to acquire analog and digital data, as well as to control the analog and digital outputs of the Universal Sensor Interface. A 32-bit I/O DLL (Dynamic Link Library) is used to allow input and output operations to be performed through the printer port under the command of VisualBASIC.

In addition, the archive also contains several programs written in QuickBASIC. One of the programs, ACQUIRE.BAS, implements an 8-channel oscilloscope/4-channel logic analyzer. In that program, the sampling rate is regulated by inserting for-to loops to introduce delays between samples. The number of loops required to reach the correct delay is based on a calculation of the time that it takes the computer to complete a single data acquisition and display operation, as well as on the delay introduced by the addition of a for-to loop.

The performance of the program depends on the PC’s processor speed, the resources available to the processor, the access speed to the video card, etc. Some typical acquisition rates achieved by the program are shown in Table 4. Another program, DTOA.BAS, implements the serial protocol to write values to the DACs.

Testing and Calibration. If, in building the Universal Sensor Interface, you were careful with parts handling and placement, the circuit should be ready to use as soon as it’s assembled. If, on the other hand, you run into trouble, use a DMM to troubleshoot the circuit. With the DMM, check that while running ACQUIRE.BAS or LPT8_DVM.VBP, at least 3 volts is present at pin 8 of IC1.

Table 4—Acquisition Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acquisition Computer</th>
<th>1 Analog Channel + 4 Digital Inputs</th>
<th>8 Analog Channels + 4 Digital Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>486, 66 MHz</td>
<td>834 Samples/s</td>
<td>205 Samples/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentium, 133 MHz</td>
<td>2260 Samples/s</td>
<td>523 Samples/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentium, 166 MHz</td>
<td>2314 Samples/s</td>
<td>561 Samples/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentium, 200 MHz</td>
<td>2766 Samples/s</td>
<td>743 Samples/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If not, that could indicate that your PC has different printer-port-address assignments or that the OS shell is not allowing the programs to access the printer port hardware. The former is easy to overcome—just select a different port until the device starts to

PARTS LIST FOR THE UNIVERSAL SENSOR INTERFACE

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1—LTC1285CN8 12-bit analog-to-digital converter, integrated circuit
IC2—MAX398CPE 8-to-1 analog multiplexer, integrated circuit
IC3—MC78L05CP positive 5-volt, 100-mA, micropower fixed-voltage regulator, integrated circuit
IC4—LTC1446CN8 12-bit, dual voltage-output digital-to-analog converter, integrated circuit
IC5—REF200 precision current reference, integrated circuit
IC6—LM385BZ2.5 precision 2.5-volt reference diode, integrated circuit
D1—IN4001 1-amp, 50-PIV silicon rectifier diode

RESISTORS
(All fixed resistors are 1/4-watt, 5% units.)
R1, R3—8200-ohm
R2—10-ohm
R4—See text
R5—See text

CAPACITORS
C1—2.2-µF, 16-WVDC, tantalum
C2, C5, C6, C8, C9, C11, C12—0.1-µF, monolithic
C3, C7—10-µF, 16-WVDC, miniature electrolytic
C4, C10—100-µF, 16-WVDC, miniature electrolytic

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS
L1—18-µH coil
J1—DB-25 connector, male
J2—DB-25 connector, female
Printed-circuit material, enclosure, wire, solder, hardware, etc.

Note: The following items are available from ECOS, 439 This Way St., Lake Jackson, TX 77566, Tel: 409-297-8631, Web: www.tgn.net/~adnav. A complete kit of parts for the Universal Sensor Interface (including assembly manual and expanded software allowing logging to disk and spectral analysis) for $59: multi-layer printed-circuit board only for $19; assembled DB-25 to field-wiring accessory module $30. Please add $6 for shipping and handling within continental US. Texas residents must add sales tax. Major credit cards accepted.
Fig. 10. A very precise scale for the PC can be built from the load cell of an inexpensive kitchen scale and a simple signal-conditioning circuit.

Fig. 11. The digital-output lines of the Universal Sensor Interface can be used to control AC loads in response to sensor inputs. The line-control interface is suitable for turning on or off relatively light AC loads.

work. The latter problem commonly occurs when attempting to run the program from within Windows NT or in (I don’t have a workaround except for setting up your machine for dual- or triple-system bootup modes and using the device under Windows 95 or DOS).

For most applications, the component values specified for this project should suffice; i.e., the circuit should require no calibration. For improved performance, however, a precision power supply should be used to generate voltages within the 0 to 2.5-volt range, and a routine should be written to calculate correction factors to be applied to your measurements.

Other Applications. Sensors that do not directly produce output voltages can also be measured by the Universal Sensor Interface. For example, Fig. 9 shows the typical setup for reading a resistive sensor (in this case, a thermistor). In that setup, the thermistor (RadioShack Catalog No. 271-110) is excited by one of the 100-μA sources. The voltage developed across the thermsi-
Fig. 12. This circuit can be used to safely isolate and translate external AC or DC levels (e.g., power switch closures) to signals that can be read by the digital input lines of the Universal Sensor Interface.

tor by the constant-current excitation is related to temperature. THERMOM.BAS, a QuickBASIC program also in the FTP archive, can be used to read temperature in °C and °F. Other resistive sensors such as piezo-resistors, resistive position indicators, resistive humidity sensors, photoresistors, etc., can be measured in the same way.

Figure 10 shows how the Universal Sensor Interface can be used for reading sensors that require automatic baseline cancellation. For example, a strain-gauge load cell from an inexpensive digital kitchen scale can be excited from an op-amp (IC1-a) driven by DAC 2. When the scale is not loaded, the output is a voltage that floats somewhere in the range of 0 to the drive voltage generated by ADC 2. That output voltage is slightly amplified by IC1-b (gain = 1.78), while IC1-c is used to cancel the load cell’s baseline level by offsetting the output of IC1-b by the amount established by DAC 1.

The signal developed by a real load is further amplified by IC1-d before being fed to analog input 1. Resistor R4 and Zener diode D1 protect the ADC input from output voltages produced by IC1-d that may be beyond the acceptable input range.

SCALE.BAS is a QuickBASIC program that implements an auto-zeroing digital scale by controlling the sensor’s output offset. The Universal Sensor Interface is also ideal for implementing low-cost process control systems. For that kind of application, the device’s digital outputs are often required to switch AC loads such as heaters, lamps, or motors. As shown in Fig. 11, the digital outputs of the Universal Sensor Interface can be used to control an AC load connected to the power line through an optically isolated triac. In that circuit, the digital output signal is used to drive a 2N2222 transistor which, in turn, controls IC1’s internal LED. In this application, a zero-crossing triac-driver optoisolator/coupler is used to drive a power triac (TR1). The Q4004 triac in our example can be used to switch light loads.

(WARNING: Be extremely careful when using the Universal Sensor Interface to control line-powered devices. Life-threatening voltages and currents are present in such circuits. Properly isolate and fuse all circuitry in the power line path.)

Digital inputs can also be isolated. Figure 12 shows how a PS2506 Darlington output optoisolator/coupler can be used to safely sense an AC or DC voltage to signal a digital input line. Resistor R1 should be selected to produce no more than ±20mA of current through the LED of IC1.

Conclusion. Unlike ordinary data-acquisition setups, the Universal Sensor Interface offers a great degree of flexibility and portability. Virtually all PCs come equipped with a parallel printer port, and connecting this interface system to the computer typically does not require delving into the enclosure. Moreover, since the use of the printer port is standardized, the same software will run on any PC without the need for reconfiguration.

As long as the signals to be converted are correctly scaled and sampled, the Universal Sensor Interface should have you experimenting with the new generation of sensors in no time at all.

**Electronic Security Devices**

A great book for project builders, it is quite common to associate the term “Security Devices” with burglar alarms of various types. However, in fact it can refer to any piece of equipment that helps to protect people or property. The text is divided into three basic sections: Chapter 1 covers switch-activated burglar alarms and includes engine delays. Chapter 2 discusses other types of burglar alarms and includes Infra-Red, Ultrasonic and Doppler-Shift Systems. Chapter 3 covers other types of security devices such as Smoke and Gas Detectors; Water; Temperature and Baby Alarms; Doorphones, etc. Most circuits are simple, and stripboard layouts are provided.

To order Book BP56 and send $5.99 includes shipping and handling in the U.S. and Canada only to Electronics Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240. Payment in U.S. funds by U.S. Bank check or International Money Order. Please allow 8-12 weeks for delivery.
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will be views from anywhere that you move inside, from front row to the boonies, giving you a rough idea of what it will be like to buy tickets in a certain area of an arena.

Now for the down side—the site still doesn't let you pinpoint where your seat will be located. While you can virtually move around, say, Madison Square Garden, you can't get an idea of where section 232 is, for instance. The best you can do is look at a seating chart and approximate with a little moving around in the virtual version located at My Ticketmaster. It would be a lot nicer if you can just enter a section number or, even better, a seat, and get the view from there. Still, I have to applaud the virtual feature of the site. Having covered VRML technology when it first came out years ago, I am happy to finally see it being used at a commercial site.

HOT SITES

CitySearch
www.citysearch.com

Internet Travel Network
www.itn.net

My Ticketmaster
my.ticketmaster.com

Other e-commerce sites are sure to use VRML soon for letting customers arrange their own combination-orders of items. Intel showed, at a recent trade show, how business owners can customize an office setup and view, in 3 dimensions, their new combination of desk, chair, and other furniture, for example.

USEFUL LINKS

As mentioned in this column's introduction, My Ticketmaster's not really a single site. It links you to some other useful spots on the Web, one of which has an innovative feature of its own.

We'll start with the best of the bunch. Ticketmaster's official travel link is to the Internet Travel Network. Like PreviewTravel and other similar sites, it lets you create a free account (your My Ticketmaster account is automatically valid here) and search for the best prices on airline tickets as well as hotels and car rentals. Unlike the other travel e-shops, though, ITN provides you with the ability to choose your own seat assignments. This is a really cool feature, especially for tall folks like me (I need a bulkhead or exit-row seat). To choose a seat, just click on the Seating Reservation logo and a little applet will pop up. Choose from a menu to the left that contains the legs of your journey. A seating map of the particular plane for each flight will appear, letting you choose your spot visually. Nice.

TM Event Ticker

NEWS for February 10, 1999
Sarah McLachlan Shoptawing Credit Trial Resumes
E Street Band Drummer Max Weinberg To Chat About Tour, TV Commitments
R.E.M. Announces Summer US Dates As Part Of Worldwide Tour
Dande Bowie To Play First Show Of New Millennium

Connect to My Ticketmaster

The Ticketmaster Event Ticker keeps you informed of the type of events you're interested in, as well as general entertainment news.

Once you make your arrangements to get out of town, you'll probably realize there's a lot more to do in a given city than just attend a single concert or show. Link up to CitySearch and check out all your destination of choice has to offer. Get up-to-date information on a city's arts and entertainment events, community activities, recreation hot spots, businesses, shops, professional services, and even local news (including sports and, most important to travelers, weather).

That about does it for this month. As always, I'd love to hear from you. Send questions or comments via snailmail to Net Watch, Popular Electronics, 500 Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735, or e-mail to netwatch@gemsback.com.

SCANNER SCENE
(continued from page 14)

generally factory-supplied in single-channel radios.

IMMIGRATION SERVICE

Ed V., of San Antonio, Texas, and Fred S., of Atlanta, Ga., asked about frequencies used by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), and Border Patrol (BP). These are basically two separate activities of the same agency. As we understand the agency's communications system, the nation is divided into four separate geographic operational zones, each designated a group of discrete frequencies. The reported repeater output and simplex frequencies for each of the zones is:

Zones A and B: 163.625, 163.675, 163.725, 163.775, and 165.875 MHz.
Zone C: 162.90, 163.625, 163.65, 163.70, 165.2375, and 165.975 MHz.
Zone D: 162.85, 163.625, 163.675, 163.75, 163.775, 165.2375, and 165.925 MHz.

Note that some frequencies are for communicating with stations of other agencies. CTCSS tones include 100.0, 123.0, and 151.4 MHz. A variety of input frequencies (not given here) in combination with these CTCSS tones is used to access the repeaters. To determine which zone you are in, check which group of frequencies is active in range of your station.

Hope you'll let us hear from you! Questions? Ideas? Frequencies? Our postal address is Scanner Scene, Popular Electronics, 500 Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Our direct e-mail address is: Sigintt@aol.com.
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Fullerton, CA 92631

Sav-On Electronics
13225 Harbor Blvd.
Garden Grove, CA 92643

JK Electronics
6395 Westminster Blvd.
Westminster, CA 92683

Kandarian Electronics
1101 19th Street
Bakersfield, CA 93301

Minute Man Electronics
37111 Post St., Suite 1
Fremont, CA 94536

HCS Electronics
6819 S. Redwood Drive
Cotati, CA 94931

Halted Specialties Co.
3500 Ryder Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Metro Electronics
1831 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

HSC Electronics
4837 Amber Lane
Sacramento, CA 95841

Connecticut
Cables & Connectors
2198 Berlin Turnpike
Newington, CT 06111

New Jersey
Lashen Electronics Inc.
21 Broadway
Denville, NJ 07834

Illinois
Tri State Elex
200 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

Indiana
Black Cat
568 S. Main Street
North Webster, IN 46555

Maryland
Mark Elec. Supply Inc.
5015 Herzel Place
Beltsville, MD 20705

Michigan
Purchase Radio Supply
327 East Hoover Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

The Elec. Connection
37387 Ford Road
Westland, MI 48185

Minnesota
Acme Electronics
224 Washington Avenue N.
Minneapolis, MN 55401

New York
LNL Distributing Corp.
235 Robbins Lane
Syosset, NY 11791

Unicorn Electronics
Valley Plaza
Johnson City, NY 13790

Ohio
Philcap Electronic Suppliers
275 E. Market Street
Akron, OH 44308

Oregon
Norvac Electronics
7940 SW Nimbus Avenue
Beaverton, OR 97005

Texas
Tanner Electronics
1301 W Belline
Carrollton, TX 75006

Mouser Electronics
958 N. Main Street
Mansfield, TX 76063

Electronic Parts Outlet
3753 B Fendren
Houston, TX 77063

Computers Electronics Etc.
110 E. Medical Center Blvd.
Webster, TX 77598

If you’d like to sell our magazine in your store, please circle 180 on free information card or Contact
Christina Estrada at (516) 293-3000 ext 223
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Popular Electronics does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the index below.
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<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>60</td>
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</tr>
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Amplifiers
$19.99
120 Watt
Separate Bass/Treble Switch
Item # 89-3470

Soldering Station
$34.99
Variable Power Control (5-40W)
Interchangeable Tip & Heating Element
Item # 51-1505

Computer Cases
Lexon®
$45.99
Nickel Chassis with built-in 250 power supplies
7 ATX Slots
7 AT Slots
FCC Approved
Item # 95-4025

F-Quick Cable
$24.99
Gold Plated 3ft.
750
Item # 17-7395

MAGNAVOX Remote Control
$5.99
Min. 5 pieces
Controls:
3 Units
TV, VCR, Cable Box
Item # 82-1380

Video Tapes
$1.23
Min. 10 pieces
6 Hours Hi-Fi Sound
Item # 50-1005

SONY PlayStation
$24.99
Min. 5 pieces
Gold Plated 3ft.
750
Item # 17-7395

GEMINI II Power Strip
$3.99
25 Joules
6 Outlets
Item # 40-1755

Multimeters
$7.99
6 Functions
19 Ranges
9V Battery Included
Item # 50-2895

Clearance
$24.99
Aluminum frame Tool Case
Item # 50-1890 Black

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-325-2264
SPECIAL SHIPPING RATE
THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR DESIGN TOOL CHOSEN BY OVER 100,000 USERS!

Electronics Workbench

PERSONAL EDITION

TRUE MIXED ANALOG/DIGITAL FULLY INTERACTIVE SIMULATION PRO SCHEMATIC EDITOR 8 VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS ON-SCREEN GRAPHS OVER 4,000 MODELS 8 POWERFUL ANALYSES FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

$299

Full-featured schematic capture and SPICE circuit simulation!
The world's most popular circuit design tool that sets the standard for powerful, insightful SPICE simulation. Create professional looking schematics and then with the flick of a switch, display simulated waveforms live on a suite of virtual instruments. Includes 15 powerful analyses and a library of over 4,000 robust component models.

Electronics Workbench Layout

PERSONAL EDITION

AUTOROUTING REROUTE WHILE MOVE 32 ROUTING LAYERS 50" X 50" BOARD SIZE OVER 3,500 LIBRARY SHAPES EXTENSIVE OUTPUT REAL TIME DESIGN RULE CHECK DENSITY HISTOGRAMS FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

$299

Power-packed PCB layout with autorouting and real-time DRC!
EWB Layout is a powerful board layout package for producing high-quality, multi-layer printed circuit boards. Offering tight integration with our schematic capture program, EWB Layout is the best way to quickly produce well-designed boards.

CALL FOR INFORMATION AND PRICING ON OUR PROFESSIONAL EDITION.
800.263.5552

BUY BOTH AND SAVE! $598 $548

30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Fax: 416-977-1818
E-mail: ewb@interactiv.com

For a free demo, visit our website at www.electronicsworkbench.com

CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD